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BOSTON AND
ry
“a
‘commanding no great adniiration either
for brains or heart! What! Is there nothing in the wonderful appliances of the age
to fill up the voids of life, and draw into
healthy activity the geniug and even rest-
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Lost.
———
Who's seen my day?
"Tis gone away,
Nor left a trace

In any place.
Ir I could only find
Its foot-fall in some mind~—
Some spirit-waters stirred
By wand of deed or word—
I should not stand at shadowy eve,
And for my day so grieve and grieve.

~— Chris.

Weekly.

he

Popular

Amusements.
—® Or

The subject of amusements for young
persons has become a ‘* vexed question,”
especially’ to pastors and good Christian

people. The multiplication of expedients
to this end,especially when connected with
church operations, -and the tendency.
to
forms of them, that seem exceptionable, if
not matters of offense, even to people not
remarkably rigid or scrupulous, have excit-

ed a good deal of public discussion and com- |
ment.
Fk do not propose to discuss
the
. question on general principles, but briefly.
to speak of one in particular, upon which
some seem disposed to tolerate if not even
justify amusements,

or recreations,

to

is to be silenc-

AGO,

1

; Pulpit Success.

APRIL 14, 1875.

one hand, and from the English-gnd Scotch
universities on the other.

ary institutions on.the

A writer in the Ezaminer makes just discriminations in the following : *
:
The modern pulpit shows that success and
failure equally wait

poraneous

on reading

preaching..

Dr.

of

the

Tabernacle,

tional description.

and extem-

reads

year

and went into his pulpit

without

a

scrap

of

Dr.

ink

was

dry

he started

year after

of matriculation;

him jen
the

an as

for

struclectur-

no

artificially

arranged

classes; no fixed schemes of studies; no
formal gradugt'on, as there are few or no
difficulties ofientrance; those. who are con-

tent with kndwledge or have failed to get
any

and beforg-the

for

ne

at py

ing; students coming and going as they
please, attending such courses of instruction as they please ; the most simple modes

paper. ¥ Di.

‘The church.bell found

An old town;

tures of a similar kind, as halls

during bis’ whole ministry,
Dr. Lyman
Beecher, in the days of his powers, read
hard at woik on (he Sram.

liter

theire

attempts

building; a few other unpretending

closely,

Sprague, with a pastorate equally long, an
audience equally cultivated, read cldsely

closely.

is

are

scale, and

semblage of literary men or learned teachers; a large library in- some very plain

and is an equal success. - Dr. Beman for
thirty years was a most eminent pulpit
orator,

feature

simplicity, bafiling all

Hall uses no

notes in his pulpit, and is a success.
Taylor,

yet one striking

They"

largest

great amount,

simply

{aking Away

plpit.

Number

15

i

K |

more tremendous; and that the triumphs fulness if any persistence on the part of the
of truth will never be wen by any policy of restored monarchy in that direction has no
subterfuge or neutrality,
worse result than the banishment and ex‘|er

The Boston correspondent of the Ezaminy
and

Chronicle is a

little

disturbed

be-

cause a “‘Congregationalist minister recently gave the invitation [to the communion]
to all who loved Christ, without regard to
church membership or baptism.”"—He also
reports that “the Methodists in

exchange pulpits with

Universalists

this section

the Unitarians

occasionatly,

and

the Congrega-

tionalists more generally with the former," and proceeds to draw the strange les
son that ‘‘as Baptists our duty and privilege
is in being consistent, rather than seeking
the world’s praise of liberality.”
The Methodist uses very strong lunguage

clusion of the whole of them from the
insula,”
tp

Pen-

Events of the Week.
a

—

FAST DAY.
.
The exercises of fast day varied in different places, being such as religious services, .
base

ball

contests,

charity

anniversaries,

racing contests,”
and other
proper

and

improper;

mixtures of the

observances

of

the

day. Of course there was some real * fasting, humiliation and prayer,” and of this
God took notice and will reward it,

;

{

THE SPELLING FEVER.

‘The spelling fever still rages. In all the
large cities, and many of the towns und
villages, matches are held. The old and

what acquisition they have made, whilst for in referring to the recent call by Bishop
all who wish a degree, nothing more is to Janes forthe second
Run! 1. tke meeting, and
nationdT” character is to be rounded and ‘he was arrested by a sheet upside
dwn, be done than to pay the moderate fees dé- the expressiots of the Southeru
Methodists young enter them, and {this custom of the
made complete, and the grandest civilizapinned on the wrong way in the
y- manded, and submit to a most rigid exam- concerning the last one. The speech
of the “old times” is getting thoroughly revived.
tion the world Tas ever known is to be conDr. Hawes’s church was one of the fost ination in the departments of instruction church South is certainly of
a
very
suggest.
In Boston, classes of boys and misses have
summated !
;
‘eminentin the land.
At one communion
they may have chosen; such is a German ive and provoking nature,
and
justly
merits
two
or three times spelled down classes of It may be quite reasonable for the mother the Governor of the State, the Lieutenant- university.
the rebuke of the Methodist.
In closing, it students from Harvard and Tufts; and the
to beguile the wearisome hours jpcident toa
Governor, the Chief-Justice and the Attorasks :— “Which of the two parties fairly general testimony of the country is that the
child, and even to prevent it from straying ney-General
carried
around
the :elerepresents our church—Bishop Janes and
The
Sociable.
.
best spellers are among the females, This
Irom home, or from running into improper
ments
— all being
deacons.
During a
his associat-s in’ the call for a fraternal kind of contest
SP
——
a
has the advantage of being
and dangerous places, by furnishing it with ministry of forty years he wrote everything.
The Standard of the Cross does not think meeling, or the Atlanta Advocate? They useful as well as interesting. Epidemics
baubles, amplein sgpply, both by way of He was a slave {o his composition,
He
can not both speak the voice of our Metho- will rage.
If it isn’t base ball, or veloci-abundance and variety, provided always to composed slowly and. painfully. _It took much of the church sociable as a means of dism.
Let Mhe church judge between pedes, or the epizootic, it will be spelling.
grace:
:
unswer its insatiable greed, she doesn’t add
him the whole week to write two sermons.
Whenever we’ have had the chance of them.”
to its playthings the new Bible, best china, His custom was to go into his study MonMR. BEECHER'S TESTIMONY,
——
watching
the sociable fairly and legitimateand looking glass. And so it is clear enough day morning, take a seat in an old-fashThere is not much predestination in these
The testimony of Mr. Beecher during tne
why children of larger growth should.be ioned rocking-chair, and rock and write ly at work, it has always seemed to u% to expressions of Rev.
A.J. Gordon in the past week has been of a striking character.
Dr.” Emmons,
the act as a sort of propaganda for the inérease Christian Era :—*“God
supplied with means of recreation by wayof ‘the whole day lobg.
can become incar- He has emphatically denied the truth of the
of its particular denomination. To its gath- nate to save men ; he can
relief from hard study and hard work, as
tutorof Dr, Hawes, wrote word for wopd
suffer and shed charges made against him, accompanying
his Sermon, One day he opened several erings the stranger is invited; he finds in redeeming blood and die to save them. He the denials generally by some histrionic exwell as with a view: to physical deyelopment and menial vivacity and cheerfulness.
trunks and showed them (o his pupil, - say- its friendly atmosphere all the enjoyments can do anything and everything but choose pression which bas usually made it more efof social life, and great anxiety that he for them. That is man’s
Jut it would be a sad and discouraging
ing, *“ Joel, I have got all these to answer
inalienable prerog- fective. It is not likely that the cross-exconsideration, if to these we must add difor.” Dr. Kirk, as un Evangelist, preach- should come to their church, and perhapsjgtive. It is the crown jewel of his man- amination
will materially
change the
versions of questionable character and in- ed without notes; but his sermons were all unconsciously he is- won to the church by hood. God can mot takeit from him. And nature of his testimony.
The
public
It is simply from the first man that was placed in Eden will: welcome
fluence, by way of keeping them from run- written, and mainly committed.
He was just those pleasant influences.
the
close
of the trial,
ning into more pernicious and hurtful insettled in Boston, and read his sermons to a’ worldly machine working for a very to the last that shall be born on earth, the “especially if it bring the complete vindicadulgences.
I do not say that this is need- the close. Dr. Braman, who had one of worldly end, In its very best features the same message comes—‘Choose ye.’ ”
tion of the great preacher.
ful, much less that it would be an adequate
the longest of modern -settlements, who sociable merely gives under moral influenTHE FRESHET
y
There is an important and timely fitegeswas one of the ablest sermonizers In Mas- des the chance for Christianpeople, meetprevetion if needful; but whatsI do say
The
abundant
rain
of
Sunday
and
Monis, that if our youth are disposed so to (rifle sachusetts, read closely, and was so timid ing as members of a common congregation, tion in. these remarks in the Journal’ and day of last week §ent the rivers up to high
:—*‘ After conversion and the usuthat he hardly ever raised his eyes from the to have a good time, and perhaps to close. Messenger
with life, and throw away its great opporally
attendant
excitement, young Christians ‘water mark, and this sent the “ice rushing
with
a
good
supper—often
meeting
and
tunities as to create a demand for such ex- paper.
easily
drop into a round or habit of relig- out to sea, and this took several bridges,
treme remedies, then we despair of a gene-—| ~ A man who undertakes to imitate Spur- separating without the interchange of a
ious
life
which
they are not likely to mills, &c., along with it. The carriage
ration stern and bigh-toned-enough to maingeon’s oratory must have Spurgeon’s in- single religious thought, or being conscious
bridges at Newburyport and: Bellerica,
We change .How important that their setting out
tain the honor of our’ nation; much more
"dustry, Spurgeon’s memory, and be able to of the quickening of devout feeling.
Mass., the railroad bridge at Lisbon Falls,
be
distinctly
and
directly upward!
If their
do we despair of its being able to advance compose mentally in a carriage or in acar. believe that there is very” little of this in
Me., a large dam over the Westfield river,
choices
their
high,
not
is
being
of
standard
its material interests and. social and moral Edward Everett, when in Brattle Street, oyr church, We wish we could say that
near Springfield, Mass., and several bridges,
welfare.
Tf there be one thing wanted
fhe most fascinating preacher of his day, i] were entirely free from it. In social elevated, they will readily rank with the dams, mills, &e., in New York, Penn., and
lower
grades
of professors.”
life, amongst friends and neighbors, life
above another in this hour of the world’s committed his sermons, and to quiet some
other middle States, yielded to the pressure.
progress and enterprise, it is that puritanic of the old ladies of his parish, took a man- within the limits of Christian propriety, we
The New York Observer says that * the Happily the floods soon subsided, and ne
have a chance to taste to the full all the
sternness of character, and unswerving fi- useript with him that he was not preaching,
movement for a Confederation of the vari- loss of life is reported.
purest and healthiest joys. These worn-out ous Presbyterian bodies in the world, is prodelity to conviction, that will mock at* temp- and occasionally turned over the leaves.
THE RHODE ISLAND PROTEST.
bodies and weary brains are forever asking
tation, and brave every obstacle to a large
ceeding with every Loken of usefulness and
The
movement
te repeal the prohibitory
;
for relaxation, which our homes and our
success. That young man, who
féompresuccess. The several organizations in this liquor law in Rhode Island has been met by
Table
Manners
in
old
Times.
social circles are intended to give us. But
hends the great opportunities of’ his day,
country (with the exception of the South—
it is an”intrusion of the sanctity of the ern Assembly), the Church of Scotland; determined resistance, and the result of the
and places before himself those high _puyelection on Wednesday, was that there was
In Mr. Jeaffreson’s ¢ Book About the church, and of religious life, to make the
poses of life which alone can honor these
the Free Church of Scotland; the United no choice of Governor or Lieut. Governor
Table,”
we
have
some
glimpses
of
table
church a common play-ground for the conopportunities, will need none of the lower
Presbyterian Church; the Reformed Pres- by the people. The«remainder of the Reusages among our ancestors. -In Queen
gregation, or to gather as a religious sociestimulants to artificial excitement to save
byterian
Church; the -Presbyterian Church publican ticket was elected.
Elizabeth's time, ¢ uid
the spoon was
ty for any other purpose save the worhim from wreck and failure. If the oppoTHE LABOR DISTURBANCE.
the only implement used in feeding, enter- ship of God, or the devout study of his of Ireland ; and the English Presbyterian
site be true of him, then some bétter deCharch,—are all warmly interested _in the
tainers were not required to provide the Word.
The strikers” inthe mills are becoming
vise must be sought for his-salvation than fun
The Presbyteri2 Yd | propdsed Confederation.
more peaceable, and many of them have
and frolic, high tragedy and low comedy, guest with one, Whether he came. for a
an churches on the continent of Europe, and
month or day, te a series of banquets or a
returned to works
The civil authorities
games of chance and guesses” for prizes.—
Exchange Notes and Quotes.
in Austtalia, have entered into the subject
single repast, every guest always brought
have
abandoned
all
hope
of enforcing order
J. P.
.
:
with zeal. A Conference of the Commithis spoon in his. pocket. Never {raveling
m—
a
The Examiner and
Chronicle
argues tees of all the churches, in Great Britain among the striking miners of Pennsylvania
without the implement, which was as uulagainst the repeal of the existing exemp- and her Colonies, America, the European by ordinary means, and-troops are in moMissionary Correspondence.:
versal a piece of personal equipment as a
tion of church property from taxation, on Continent ahd elsewhere, that are favor- tion to the disorderly localities, and rioting
watch is at the present time, the modish
the ground that * the invariable effect of able to the project, will meet in- London, will be suppressed with a strong: hand.
MIDNAPORE, Feb. 20, 1875.
| man of olden England no sooner found
THE MEXICAN SENSATION.
such property is largely to increase the on Wednesday, July 24th, 1875, and will
HOMEWARD,
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and until
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periodi-

literature
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and
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open

we
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what
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see
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Just

CHIC

It is not a pleasant task to write what
must be my last letter from this dear Mission field for some time to come.
We left

Bhimpore yestérday and reached here during the evening in "season for "the Friday

of doubt-

evening prayer meeting.
if during these ten years

ful character and influence. It is this:
such amusements are not furnished our

How many times
our hearts have

been cheered and comforted in this Friday

Move than once, in the. fervor of deliyery,

himself seated at a strange, board thaw,
taking his spoon-case from its place of concealment, he exhibited the spoon which

had usually teen given him by one of his
baptismal sponsors. It was the same with
women and children. . When every one

ralue of the real estate of any community
whereit is located.
It is not uncommon,”

prepare

it adds,** for capitalists to offer special

and where the First General Council of
the Confederated churches shall assemble.”

in-

ducements, in the gift of lots, for the build-

ing of
which
Which
by the

used a spoon, aud hosts seldom thought of
providing spoons, the spoon was a piece of

portable property, that went wherever its
owner went,
Dining in olden England must have been

churches on or near to real estate
they wish to bring into the market.”
method of reasoning is thus turned
Christian Union t="80 the erection

a draft

Constitution

posed Confederation,

—Last Thursday

and

eveping

for

the

determine

prowhen

there was a con-

ference to further (he object
by’s church in New York.

in

Dr.

Cros-

It transpires that the reports of outlawry
on the Texas: frontier were mainly sensa-_
tional and that there has really been no
cause for alarm.
The opinion prevails in

Washington

that

the reports

along the Rio Grande

have been

exaggerated by some J

of outrages .
purposely

the officials in that .

quarter acting. in concert.

Some of the ac-

counts received by the authorities here from
The Illustrated Christian ry
officers of the government have, because of
and stores iwcreases the value of the real ring to the Pope's recent remarks on the this opinion, been altogether ignored.
estate of any community. What then? school question, sensibly says that ¢* it is not
CATHOLICISM IN EUROPE.
a distressingly sloppy process, when the
not to say pulpits, are opened to sensation- and happy. Except on Y. M. or Q. M. occaOught mills, factories and shops to be ex- charity to impute our own opinions to othfeaster
grabbed
the
choicest
bits
from
dishIt is reported from Madrid that Professor
al theatricals,and the wants of our. Christian sions I never saw so many of our missioner people. The ‘Vaticanists’ make no Piuer, of ihe University of Madrid, has been
es brimming with thick gravy, and the empted from taxation ? Logic is logic!”
and benevolent enterprises are
supplied ary circle together as last evening.
concealment of their opinions that the state arrested because he petitioned the King
Father nicest feeder, after taking a goblet of flesh,
TE
from the fruits of raffling or other catch- and mother and the Marshalls are bere
has no businéss to carry on the work of against the recent reactionary educational
dipped
it
into
the
sauce-bowl
before
he
The
Liberal
Christian
has
an
editorial
penny expedients of equally doubtful moral from Orissa, and they with our Midnapore
decree. . The Professor, though ill, was
‘carried the dripping morsel over the table- setting forth the condition and needs of education, which they regard as belonging sent to Hadiz, for transportation to Fernaninfluence.
;
to the church, and that the Protestant prinparty make up quite a large company for ‘cloth to his lips. During the prevalence of
do Po. Advices from . Rome say the papal .
‘‘Western Unitarianism,” and its relations
Now it is a question worth considering,
us.
such manners the noble dame or demoi- to that belief in the East. "It doesn’t get ciple of the right of private judgment is nuncio to Spain, has left the: Vatican for
whether such means do not contribute to
Our last days at Bhimpore were sad selle was commended for exemplary breed- the financial support in the West that it de- pernicious to the individual and the com- Madrid, bearing instructions to the Spanish
just the opposite result from that whiehgis enough.
munity. There is nothing immoral or vi- clergy to strive for the restoration of priests
The brightest thing about the
intended on the principle named. And future now is the prospect of coming back ing who dipped only the tips of her fingers serves, and therefore its mission and be- cious in their opinion; they have a perfect under King Alfonso. It bas just transpired
in the sauce dish, and contrived to eat her nevolent
enterprises
are
hindered.
It
that on the 2d of February the Prussian govthis, first, by affording a kind of respecta- two years hence to work on.
We became dinner without letting fragments of meat also suffers from employing ‘eastern min- right to it; but when, holding this opinion, erument sent a note to Brussels in rebility to the whole system of theatrie plays very much attached to Bhimpore, and it is
fall from her lips upon the table-cloth,
So isters, whose qualifications are not of the they propose to unite with us in sustaining gard to the pastorals of Belgian bishops,
and gambling ; and second, by forming, in the harder to go away, because we were
long as she did not plunge her nand deep kind that best suit the western mind. There schools, administered by the state for the and other publications, complaining that
the young habits which may lead to more just entering upon a new and most interesttheir tone and tendency were such as to enin the gravy, the poet ( Chauher ) admitted
is also its attitude towards “Free Religion,” very purpose of developing the power and courage German Catholics, in opposition to
[4
palpably vicious indulgences, ending,it may ing field of labor.
strengthening
the.
right
of
private
judgIt is arranged that Dr
her right to thrust her so6p into the pan,
in which relation the author claims that
the state. Complaint was also made of the
be, in loss of character and utter ruin. Bacheler
we must be excused—for—scanning TDuchesne affair, concerning
with attend to the Santal departs
the alleged
“much, more reverence, moral steadiness ment,
Viewing it in this light, there is obviously
ment while we are absent, afd I hope he
their proposition narrowly before accept- plot to assassinate Bismark. The answer
impofed a fearful responsibility in this mat- may be able to devote considerable time tol fingers in doing so. . . In these times and so~ia! culture are seen to be absolute ing it.”
: of the Belgian government is not made
of no forks and much washing at meat, the necessities.” And yet the editor believes
ter upon the acknowledged guardians of
visiting the schools in the jungle.
Seneral
knowit,
:
napkin, as a thing to be used rather than that “‘there is no religious organization betprivate victue and public“ morals.
But
MASSACRE OF ENGLISH IN INDIA,
of these Santal school-masters seem almost
The Montreal Daily Witness, of recent
trifled
with,
was
produced
in
a
form
conter
fitted
by
nature
to
help
on
the
progress
this is not the feature of the case I intended
persuaded to become Christians, and I hope venient to the feaster actually needing it. of Western society in the finer elements of date, referring to the recent failure of the
A Calcuita letter says that on. the 2d of"
to consider; but rather the dubious implithey may soon determine to forsake all for The case was otherwise when the fork had moral and religious culture than our Uni- Duke de Montpensier to. get permission Febrnary an English surveying. paty, concation cast upon the character and tendenChrist. . Once more I wish to beg the earn- made eating a pastime from which a care- {avian church.”
to return to Spain, remarks that “the Bour- sisting of Lieutenant Ilolcombey-@aptain
cies of what is called the rising generation.
Badgeley
and Mr. Chermel ot the" British
est
prayers
of
all
my
dear
American
ful
feeder
could
retire
without
wishing
to
bons in fact seem to do better as private topographical suryey, witli a guard“of forty
Not particulaily”
the character of amn efriends,
for the conversion
of these Santal cleanse his haads. . No longer a necessity,
The Advance commenting upon some citizens, as further instanced in the Duc de native soldiers of the forty-lourth Indian
ments and reéreations, whether innocent or
young men, who keep the schools iv the
the napkin became a mere ornament and recent exposures, particularly those involy- Chambord, than as rulers. On the giddy regiment, twenty frontier police and 150
the reverse, but the ‘reason assigned for
coolies were attacked, while engaged in an
jungjes, and let me ask you all to pray also thing of ceremony, and in their desire to
ing the Managing editorship of the Chris- hights of a throne they have, as a family, ‘apparent [riendly visit, by some 200 armed
their continuance and muitiphication ; viz.
{for the little church left at Bhimpore.
use, for decorative effect, the article which
heads
their
lose
to
tendency
fatal
a
shown
tian Union, soundly declares:—The trath
Naga Indians.
The result was that 80
these, or-something worse.
These Santal Christians
are weak and
was no longer required for positive
clean- is, the greatest danger to the American Re- and fall back in a helpless-looking manner were massacred, and as many wore woundThe time was when this homely adage
prone to fall into temptation, and/it would liness,
the Restoration chiefs displayed public springs from the decay of the spirit into the ecclesiastical arms that seem ever ep before they could get their arms and, deseemed
pertinent and adequate:
“All
Their unwounded, tobe strange indeed if some of then did not curious
. ingenuity in folding it in new of out-and-out honesty. The dry-rot of in. ready to receive them and manage affairs for fend themselves.
work and no play makes Jack a dull bog,”
gether
with
the
wounded,
retreated, und on
go back
to their superstitions] and sins.
ways.
sincerity, intrigue, ‘double-dealing, is the them. There are cnough signs of political February 5, arrived where they were safe.
This must be changed to read thus:
Makes
oor
Do pray, Christian frievds, for these few
press
a
of
shape
the
in
Spain
in
vitality
They cut off the heads of those who were
crying evil or'the times. And how can this
Jack a subject for drinking dens, and gamsheep left in the wilderness.
It is impos. The German Universities.
be expected to be cured if our great relig- that is so sufficiently bold as to bring down kil ego prevent the Naga from parading
bling saloons.” This allegation isn't very
thé”
in their villages.
gible to write more to-day io all the hurry
There were 80
ious journals can not be trusted to bg, and Government wrath upon it, in the public killed, 51 slightly
complimentary to the above named rising
wounded, 20 partially
of packing apd.getting off.
J. L.P:
other
and
minister,
corrupt
‘a
of
indictmen
t
distingujshing
characteristics of to mean, what they seem to be and toteach?
The
generation, and I think it would do well to
wounded and 51 unhurt. The government
ave thus concisely and
The seer upon the walls of Zion has grown instances,to warrant the beliet that the peo- inténds sending two regiments forward at
actually ** rise and explain.”
If the “impli
It is quite easy to “perfor onr duties these institution
stated
by
Prof.
Tayler
comprehensively
blind who does not perceive that the icon- ple will not tamely submit to a return of once, when the massacre will be avenged.
cation be unwarranted,then the said gqpera- when they are pleasant, and imply no selfThé orders of thése regiments are {o exterLewis:
flict
between the forces of truth and error, the system of bigoted intolerance that dis- minate,
tion ought to get excited about it, and show sacrifice ; the test of principles is to perform
root amd branch, all of the villages
Alfonso.
that
reign,and
Isabella's
tinguishe
d
The German universities are widely dif- fraud and righteousness, beliefs.and disbeproper resentment; if otherwise, it ought to them with equal readiness when
they are
and villagers of what are known as Panua
ferent fiom our American colleges, on the liefs is, every year, growing sharper and and*his relatives will have cause for thank- and Ninn villages of the Naga Hill tr.hes.
be content to allow us fo set it down iid ¢nerous and disagreeable.
youth,

they will run into what

is

worse,

if evening service.
Thank God for it and
no! full into habits of downright dissipation also for the many other blessings which
and immoralities,
And so our churches, have made our life in India so desirable

M

of mills, factories, mechanics’ shops, hotels,

r

A)

me —
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(For
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QUESTIONS

darkness

dullness and

A. HOWE,

| as stypidity of soul.

creditable to
:

not

14. Gideon was told to deliver Israel.
this thy might,and thou shalt save Is“Goin
:
~ Jupaes 6:11—18.
the hand of the Midianites,” In|
from
rael
|
BoLpex Text i—Lo, I am with you al- this verse the angel is called Jehovah. The
way, even unto the end of the world,
manner of the speaker became impressive.
.
+ Matt. 28:20.
His beating towards Gideon denoted by
| the words, *“ and ‘the Lord looked upon
Notes and Hints.
| him,” was earnest. The charge té Gideon;
ffo—
was ugexpected, of great concern, seemed
The lessons-pass (he oppression ol Israel,
the end Gideon longimpracticable, sbught
ed to see reached, came

whom

from

of Mesopotamia,

king

by the

Othniel delivered them ; the enslavement by

the

by Ehud;

deliverance

the

and

Moab,

came
ceive

exploit of Shamgur against the Philistines,
and the more remarkable careerof Deborah, the propbetess. When’ the call came
to Gideon, the Midianites (descendants of
Abraham by Keturah) grievously oppressed the nation.
11, An angel’ appears to Gideon. And
*5
there came an angel and sat under an oak
‘which was in Ophrah. It was the angel
whose appearance befogg we have noticed,

not I sént thee?”
open his eyes.

to

Gideon begins

Now

He asks, “Who Is this that,

in the name of God, sends me to deliver Is-

It is enough to know that our mis-

rael ?

Its

on high.

us from

sion in life is given

nothing; faithful

magnitude then becomes

The
doing of* it becomes. everything.
nawas
speaks
angel
the
which
strength of
tive, re-inforced

sending

14,

verses

Jehovah,

called

of God,

the Son

from Jehovah, and’

from the man he¢ had chosen to reit. Notice the conclusion: ** Have

and

by the

of God’s

assurance of God’s

It is the

support.

same as it he had said,** You have the natural ability, and my aid to assure you.” Paul

17. In a human form the angel appeared,
and in that form could have prolonged for

HIBBARD

SELAH

BARRETT.

TIE BIBLE CAUSE.

the Bible, its circulation must be regarded
In by.gone ages,
as an excelent thing.

y
tle wite in'neatly fitting ealico, and snow
c ollar, with brown’ or raven hair combed
plainly back, guiltless of curl

sible to the masses. Even the first printed
copies of the Bible were s0 expensive that

rosy cheek and sunny smiles,

and thither, like a bird on the

able to procure it. But as civiliza-

few were

the finishing touches to the

sciences

and

arts

the

and
tion advanced,

ewan was by flails, by
of hts
sledges made for the purpose or by driving
oxen over the grain to tread out the heads
Floors were made by levwith their hoofs.
and rolling

eling the land

hard, and

it

on

them she grain was laid to be threshed.
They were generally circular, and were
preserved from year to year. The wineconsisted

press

one

receptacles,

two

‘of

above le other, the upper for receiving the
fruit, and the lower for the must as it was

These re-

upper ‘vat.

the

of

out

pressed

12.

** And

him.

aagel® addresses

The

the Angel appeared -into him and said,
the Lord is with thee, thou ‘mighty man
of valor.” This was a form of salutation among the Israelites. Ruth 2:4; Luke
1:98. The angel meant to assert all that
the words implied. He spake them with
of

Instead

seriousness.

¢ the

Lord,”

we

principles of that religion which only can
save. By the combined influences of personal

Gideon to his comments.

Gideonse

How

eured his title of hero we are not told. The
state of the nation gave him opportunitie s
enough to gam a reputation of bravery .
The words of the angel ure to be taken a S

referring both to past and present, to deed i

to

than

in

* Surely I will

be with thee, and thou shalt smite the MidThis was the encourjanites as one man.”
agement given to ‘Moses and to Joshua.

him of victory and power so bewildered
Gideon that he could hardly trust his senses.

trasts the

of

‘defedts

/

those

nomina

lly

those w ho

have Jebovah for their God, and

have Baal, and so questions the past works
Itis- not safe to judge {1 13
of Jehovah.
God loves us when we are prospered, a nd

"afflicts us when

he is displeased with us.

+4 Bod does not govern all experiences of free
agents on that principle. His people are a
suffering people; and he sends his rain on
the just and the unjust. ~The favor of God
is sure to him who sincerely, seeks for it,
"and is

[)

nation

taken

dn

connection

or house-

people into idolatry was an
God was not blessing'them,
of Jehovah, not of the sins
God
He thinks it the office of

with

gone

forth

have

from its sacred precincts;

heard, something to

its influences are

when

the young,

been

where

con-

church,

and

all other means_

Sabbath schools are every

ed.

sidered us the nurseries of the

to

mates, God pity them, of such

EDUCATION.

be found

he

evidence that

of which

the advantages

cation,

not be

that

qualities

One

man.

the

constitute

the

.good

however

do,

can

person

whose powers of mind are thoroughly disciplined can, if so disposed, accomplish a

vast amount of good, and be an invaluable
blessing to the world. His influence does
not cease with his ‘existence, but reaches
onward for centuries, as was the case’ with
as

Rutland,

benefactors.
:

the

yet re-

are

names

the early fathers whose

membered
race,

their
.

of

principles,

Home.

that a well

lated, peacéful home, where. love is the
mosphere,
rest and

, where

grow,

where

true

hearts

sorrows

are

and

less

and

banners,

and music.

emi.

and

ment” and the indifference of

parents tow-

ards the religious training of their offspring.
=
K—

He eomplains

Use what talent you possess. The. woods
be very silent if no birds sang there
would
|
people.
the
of
to work mi
ta- | but those which

ging

best.

isos

in the

great

world

of work,

but

could accomplish quite

as well as

opposite

avenue

the

chapel,

Some of the heathen relatives were
All the exer-

Before any one got tired, the congrega{ion were invited to go to the house, or
rather to the big tree close to it. The girls,
avith their banners, took “up the line of
The Pundit headed them, and
march.

we
the

my

I,” saida

wound around among the trees,in and out,
8 and othér pretty figforming the letter
in

such a

to

heaven.

This

of

the

ures, and all the while

singing

way as raised our souls
part

lower

was in the
near

The

the road.

passers

compound
stopped

by

ledger till his head aches
grow. dim, thinks longingly
cheerful
chair and
customed
in-loving

in his

and his eyes
of the bright,

to

Many of the heathen neighsee and hear.
After a
bors attended through the whole.

while we-were notitied that things were
ready at the tree, and all went, singing.
This tree is the only one on that side

of the

house, a venerable banyan that has

suffer-

ed in the cyclone but was trying its

best to

\

a savage

.

parlor, with dressing-gown, easy
- Some chonge their «sins ay they do their
slippers awaiting him in (he accorner, of sweets faces wreathed clothes, and so wait’ upon their” infernal
Fl
hi
smiles peering from the windows | masier in a new livery.

A wedding- day.

25th,
have

been
A

apis

:

areat success.

married.
:

There

Three
were
4

enclosed within

couples
to have

by

hundred

one

veranda

anda

wide,

thirty

one end.

nine fee wide, on two sides and

So it will be seen, that the house is ina
sightly place, the grounds are ample and
dotted

with

nestled

among’

winding

paths,

all

trees

around.

Beyend,

full

of prett}

number.

of tanks,

and

trees,
a

with

Silas Curfis and
maintaining their

is the Christian village.
his wife Mary live here,

Their son,
integrity, and doing good.
Hiram Whitcher, is a talented, pious young”
man,

who

for a high-

destined

seems to be

er sphere of labor than a teacher.

To-morrow, our last day,” we propos
going about two miles from here, to visi!
She has
Nellie Cole's zenana.
stay nearly
morning, and.
the

Then we must

turn our

to go i
all day}

homeward,

faces

that we have gained
S.P. Bb

and to work, feeling
new lite nd vigor.
tb

Ld

Excitemer
axcitement,

#

—

Rev. Dr. Arnot, having. been charged
with ¢ excitement” when speaking on (0
tal abstinence, kas replied:

“ People need not tell
cited on these’ questions.

me that I am ex
[ know that, I an.

1 shouldbe ashamed before God and man
There is more in the publicit I were not.

of a
houses of Glasgow to stir the spirit”
Athens.
at
saw
Paul
that
all
minister than
fruits of
In my ministry, I meet the horrid
womand
these whiskey-shops. I see men
number
The
pitfalls.
en perishing in these
overwhelms
of the victims is so great that it

heart is
My ‘brain is burning, my
we.
the
and
asleep
is
The church
breaking.
each othhugging
are
they
and
world too,

er. I
ery.
in the
in the

the zenana children weve escorted to their

homes, by the procession of. girls, with
‘music and banners. Toe whole. diy was a

side,

front

about

is

Crawford's)

(Miss

feet lopez

2

yg!
But for her gentle cares, a, Chris
Then crown her queen of the world!

the other or

from the edge, leaving a little
garden, which, it will be perceivon a level with the floor of the
It is filled with lovely flowers.
grounds, containing houses,

the'compound, the flight of steps from the
The
flower garden leading into ghem.
school-house
the
to
leading
path at the left
is lined with flowers, and flowers and
house
shrubbery are everywhere, The

look bandsome again, A wooden settee
mother in a desponding fone.
was there for the graduating class, a few
grandwork
no
is
What a mistake I'there
er, nobler, or richer ih'its reward, than that chairs for the white folks, and the multiIt was a pretty sight. The
; and no ‘tude on mats.
which is appointed unto the parent
is just the sweetest, dearest, most restful
that would do credit (I
essays
read
girls
it.
accomplish
means
any
other can by
place on earth:
;
Mary
speak advisedly) to American girls.
key
the
Who does not appreciate the blessings of The moéther; in her office, holds
the
After
graduates.
the
of
one
was
Davis
who stamps the coin
and she it ix
home?
The merchant at his counter, work- Of the soul;
be
then
and
made,
were
remarks
few
a
essays,
would
who
ng
theei
makes
and
ter,
Of charac

dng busily al the long line of figures

whose origen is unknown.

sthool-house and tank, are

cises were interspersed with delightful singing, and, with the exception of one hymn,
pd
all was original.

hands are tied aud my enérgies wasted on
the petty fd of homé life, which another

a

or six yards
space tor a
ed must be
verandah.
The girls’

marched out of

bowering

there in respectful attendance.

“Ilong for sumething grand and noble to

forgiven,

Wesley once wrote to one of his preach- and every right motive or effort be appreers: “Tam glad you have taken in hand ciated and helped, and where hearts; chilled
thas blessed work of setting up Sunday
It seems that these should be one | with the cold contact of the jarring, jostschools.
ling world, may turn for sympathy and
great means of reviving religion throughnot, yet comforf, sure of not being disappoinied,—
out the nation, 1 wonder Satan has
”
pe

avhole.

our children.
do

in the center,

attached to

have cost them a zood deal of time to teach
This part was the cream of the
them.

tend to reproduce themselves in the lives of

misrepresentation-or’ betrayal, where follies
and failings may be excused

sont out some able champion against them.

wise

the hand, and every exemplification of the
principles of the golden rule in our lives, all

fl

artificial mound,

the part of their hair just above the fore:
head.
The exercises in the chapel were the
monthly Sabbath-school concert. The members of each class in turn recited a verse of
Seripture. Then the zenana teachers had
their pupils recite a verse also, which must

smile of encouragement or recognition, the
timely words of cheer, the warm grasp of

at-

blend

we go towards the house. This is built on an

Some of the girls, eight or
very pretty.
showed that they had been
old,
years
ten
married the first time, bythe red paint in

and refined manhood and womanhood, we
must cultivate the sympathies and affections
This is of vital importanze,
of childhood.
and can nowhere be carried on so. successfully as in the sacredness of home, by the

regu-

ago,

years

thirty

Bro. Phillips more than

been rung
assembled

when they filed short to the right, across
the grass, and up the steps into the chapel.
The congregation had assembled.
The
zenana workers had invited their pupils
to come, and fifty-six of them were
Some of them were fair and
there.

on this, ina great measure, happiness ol
If we would have tender
misery depends.

BY| CELIA SANFORD,
the opinion

of trees, till they got

or ought to be,the nursery of the affrctions,
the heart culture, the holiest of all, is begun
Upand, we may almost say, ended here.

of kindness
others, the little words
speak, the little deeds of love we do,

They

the front gate, down the

of home life
The foundation
faultless.
should he love. Its atmosplitre should be
pure, and sweet, and elevating. Home is,

a
im—

venture

in no

banners

long, slim bamboos.

sons

heaven-appointed 1nstructors of childhood.
The thousand little attentions we show to

>

We

Nzitls bore handsome

If the foundation
false cr careless
will be

left, in the

the

At

gate.

the

enter

One side and end of the house are on the
and the walls of the
mound,
girls, with Miss C. at"their head, made their edge of the
a flight of steps
with
up,
built
are
honse
appearance in the front yard. Five of the |
is five

patient teaching of father and mother, those

O.

dE

the structure

and

corner, is the chapel, which at this time
has a sorry look, on account of the cyclone.
Passing up an avenue of trees, set out by

at the chapel, whichis down in a corner
of the compound close to the road, the

Such homes, which it is to be hoped are
few, should serve as warnings to those who
have life before them, who hold its web yet
in their hands unwoven. It is easier to
avoid mistakes in the building up of home
life, than to correct them,
is unzafe, or laid upon

Mt, Holyoke
* How does

appearance of the place is refreshing as
vou turn down from the dusty highway

hiding her

of

First, after the bell had
five.
and all the village people had

pleas-

the

ground; that

:
reminded of
of Mary Lyon.

out, she improves it. To-day closes her
school year. She has a graduating class of

hairs in sorrow to the grave,

too highly appreciated. An educated man
sways an influencein society which no
other

dangerous

ures on

li

ever there is a good chance to bring them

ave easily drawh te the haunts of vice, and
make shipwreck of their manhood ; that the
‘daughters are led to seek congenial companionship among the giddy and the gay,
and that the parents come down with gray

ed with the means of acquiring a good educan

and
have

We

teach,

her girls

‘diate hush.
have just learned
Tirza’ “Tam always
he loves.”

light under a bushel, and she has good
reason to be proud of her girls, so, when-

arg,

a home

repelled and driven to seek forbidden

joys more for the sharing, Where delicate
or anything worthy of imitation, then it is
expected
and
bestowed,
due to that Sunday school,and to that grea t | attentions are
with in
e
celebrat
where
one
may
thivk
aloud
witheunt
fear of
to-day
3
you
which
:
cause
ys
spiring mottoes,

regular

houses

those

is visiting

as she, command 1s enough to produce

Nellie Cole leads’ the singing’

Sister Crawford has no idea

its inmates, bearing them above life's daily
trials, soothing their sorrows, lightening
their burdens, imparting strength to the

¢

sacrifices for their support.

make

whether it has been for good or for evil. If,
in the midstat any evil that has marred that
good

She

in the days
Hampton reminds me all the time of the |
* What kind
that wonderful place look ?”
a
is
She
bears.
she
name
first
lady whose
Crawford's? and what
Miss
is
house
a
of
nice girl.
:
Sensible questions. Tbe
21st. This has been a great. day here. are the grounds?"

message to him,

tourse, there is anything

work.

had two long walks to-day, one in the fore-

a little frightened

She seemed

They
a year ago.
did
tune, ** Oh, how
the

blessed and lasting as time, and 1ts memories, sweet and chaste, come floating to us
like the beautiful perfume of woodland blos:
SOMS.

they

have

instances

who

ly.

But there Te homes,—so called,—where
blessed in the awakening und conversion of no tender influences reach out and encircle
failhave

hold, state or nation that forgets and diso, i
At a late Sunday school Convention
beys him. Culamities alone are not an ind €X1'4 western state, the great question (hat
of our spiritual state. Gideon had better rea- seemed to burden all our hearts and that
the dissons than he gave for arguing that God had
was returned to again an d again in governparéntal
of
laxity
*‘the
was
ons,
cussi
forsaken Israel; the outward condition of
the

1

withdrawn

from the man

upon

the hearts of those

pumerous

In

America.

tist’s brush or poet's pen can picture,

A sanctified education is an excellent
thing. Ignorance is no longer the ** moth<r of devotion, ” but the perverter of reaThe
son and the friend of superstition.
clear his own doubts about his guest, by
imrightly
if
better,
the
ge
knowled
more
the final disposition of it; if the man ate it,
wirof
s
principle
the
g
advancin
in
proved
it
gave
he was only a man, a prophet; if he
tue and religion. With these objects in
to God,and God answered tog from heaven,
view, very much is being done at the pres| he would be proved an angel, as in the reday in establishing institutions of learnent
| suit he was shown to be.
ing in every part of the country, affording
ample facilities for the education
dAta late the most
SUNDAY SCHOOL INFLUENCE.
Any young person, having
young.
the
of
| Sunday school Convention at Crawfordse, may be furnishknowledg
aspirations for

"

Miss Crawfor

but quite as hard as her

schools where

of North

“and afterwards, in the north part

its brightest orng#ments are those who have weary, hope to the desponding, and joy to
Sabbath school teachers or
either been
the saddened ; but instead there are strifes,
Gideon
So highly are these sehools valand not a dream or un imposition.
scholars.
jealousies, bickerings, _critninations, harsh
obtained the promise of the angel not to de- ued that they ar® established in almost
No
words, cruel taunts and bitter-feclings.
part until Gideon brought his ‘present; ’ this évery neighborhood in the Jandy exerting a
and
sympathies,
tender
heart-unions,
sweet
is usually translated ‘‘meat-offering,” and al- most healthful influence upon the rising
loving sacrifices ; but each is intent upon his
so denotes an offering to a guest whom it is generation, fullygcompensating those who
own gratification. No marvel that the ioWe are per-

Perhaps he conwho

things

SABBATH-SCHOOLS.
chool enterprise is an
Sabbath-s
That the
excellent thing, is fully dttested by all who
have been connected with Sabbath schools.

He asked of his visitor a sign of the reality
and

96th.

work,

vation would do away with that idea, and
pleasures.
:
in Arithmetic, Grammar, History of India,
presence
The pure joys and blessedness of home “Geography, Reading, and Dictation.
All | make him aware of an undefinable
are pictured in living colors, such as no ar- post satisfactory. The girls sing splendid- of bounds and wholesome discipline. One
an imme-

of earth.

if | questions of the Union Catechism, that two
and the word ¢ Lord” in thre question,
| O'clock often found me poring over the
se
clau
the Lord be with us ?” In the latier chapters of the Bible set apart for the next
it reads, ¢ if Jehovah be with us.”
Gideon | gyay's examination. To the impressions
dewterpreted the distress of the nation as a | thus made, [ am indebted in no small
life,
in
course
future
whole
my
for
oree
God's
of
proof of God's disfavor, as a sign
P

pre-

any

excellent

the many

among

merated

x
It was at the Old Powder Creek Log
law he selects Gideon for a leader to Isr:
ing House, not five miles from this
Meet
head
the
at
coward
aputs
God never
el.
beplace, more than half a centory ago, I
of an army.
came a pupil in what w as known as a *“Un+ And Gideon
day I entered it was a
13. Gideon ~querulous.
ion S. 'S.2"The
.
in my life. It was in the latter
said noto him, O my Lord, if the Lord | se | great epoch
2
partof summer the school was opened,or
with us why then is all this befallen us:
I entered it, and though but a small
when
and where. be all his miracles which our fa- bov at the time, still I had to do such work
thers told us of?” Gideon does not know the on the farm as I wagyble to do during the
Hence he wees: this was picking cotton or peas, or
¢haracter that speaks to’ him.
work of like
as meat 1- going to mill, or other like
Lord,”
my
O
*“
does not now say,
It was only at night, and by a
acter.
char
ing *O my Jehovah,” but simply as we
any opportunity
ine-knot light, that I had
me; and yet,
SRT
has :a different
Toi
TT
| i study the-lessons assigned
has
Hebrew
The s—flebrew
heal
use
did
I
become
interested
in the
phrase
this
so
deeply
in
lord”
¢
word
I
’
term for the

from

cause

the

the tribes to his flag.
1, What Jehovah said.

spreading oaks.
economy is to uiilize existing forces, ta I- | ing in the shade of the widefr
said:
th
ens
with
Steph
ce
Mr.
accordan
|
in
is
and
means,
ents,

withdrawal

effected

been

in public sentiment in regard

of valor performed, and to his coming exsupkf the words were prophetic wholly » |iville, Ga., Mr. A. H. Stephens stood
ploit.
addressed
he
while
hes,
crutc
th
his
d
at
by
porte
|
surprised
e
more
be
would
Gideon
then
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The common people heard him gladly.
We are all common people as to the ground
covered, by his teachings. ‘The duties incambent on usto God and man have, in

Christ.

gentle

compassionate.

of our

and what multitudes

compassion, requires the meek, the humble,
and

God

ed;

is the vision, and the end!
Be earnest
with the earnest, pure with the pure, holy
who is kind and

from

the

expression, “IIe has “passed on”: Passed reft of all things, can alone remain to thee.
on! Beautiful thought! He has not stop- In the day of thy burial, when every friend
ped, he has not ceased to be; he has passed is gone, he will not forsake thee, but will
on, in faith and duty and love, to higher defend thee from devouring foes, lead thee
Shall not | through an unknown region, bring thee to
labors and undefiled reward.”
we say. the satifigs the friend whose mortal | the streets of the heavenly Rion, and place

vestment alone

LE dn

elsewhere, but some of them are now put

trial, the hope in death that they have need-

all be

He has all the merit, he is thy reward!

He

immortality

from such truth.
To die when earth has no
more work to demand of us is to enter on
onr heavenly progress at the right moment.
Ile of whom I am speaking once added.
aller quoting from the lips of another the

not for

sus

with the holy! What thou shouldst appear
before God, that should God appear tp thee.

rounded its circle.

We borrow fresh assurance of

Offers.

thatAY belongto : the bighly . endowed and Ten copies or more, sent to one address, will
:
with God's image, | Privileged, but not to the simple and un-|be twenty-five cents each, while all packages

———

repeated |

cent, lower than

iy

1v30

The Board of Co¥porators, at its late meeting,

they have been the overwhelming majority
ot Christian believers and workers. The
common, people have always found in Je-

there to see !~ Cungregationalist.

ing? The more J thought, the more ready
was I to acceptit in this sense, Why not?
It does net lessen our faith in another life
had

of conscious

We

be able to refer to parties of your acquaintance,
send for full particulars.
;
Ju B.
WATKINS & Co.,-Lawrénce, Kansas,

;

few,

came

ing majorily

this new | redeenred by Christ's blood, betrothed by
so appropriate
the sentence
faith, enriched by: the Spirit, adorned with
connection,—* ‘Well done, good and faithful
servant I” It seemed to me to separate it- | grace, rauked with angels—love him by
whom thou art so much beloved ! Beintent
self from the rest of the line, and to stand
in its own absolute meaning.
Done,—fin- | on him who is intent on thee ; seek him who
ished,—the work ended, —the time arrived | seeketh thee; love him who loveth thee—
for us to give him up,—the earthly life com- | whose love anticipates thine,and is its cause!

to believe that this

Liberal

lost & dollar.

mortgages were pud promptly.
from the Atlantic to the Missouri

y ress

of necessity have been adapted to the ‘common people; for they are the overwhelm-

Testament saints had some comfort in the
thought,—or at least the dim hope,—of the
resurrection and of the futare life with God,

closet,

resist the fascination and the authority
with which it held me. At lust I released
myself from this monotone of
tigught, only

pleted as well as closed,—was

never

;

semi-annually in New
York drafts,
During the
panic when all other securities lagged, our farm

ing to mankind,
With untold gratitude,
:
Mgrs. A. W. WILLIAMS.

of his

mission to humanity, Rislinslinctions

ment,to show that while the gospel brought
life and immortality to light, still the Old

agemext stands ample for our imitation.
I lingered over the word:
I could not

It held me

those words

have been for the

We haye here one of those little rays of
light which gleam through the Old Testa-

the encour-

to be caught within the grazplgf
word that appeared not les

all,” Out

-

reewrill

Improved
bved Farm First "Mortgage Coupon Bonds
uaranteed, We loan hot to exceed one-third of
the value ascertained by personal inspection by
one of the firm.
In muny
years’ business have

God spare Lous long life tc remain a bless-

conscience, the essence and mode of the
life to come. But such discussions would

in heaven. How wondrous the joy with
character which came under our’ notice;
which the full radiance of the happy eternifaithful according to that which had been
ty of the redeemed must break upon such
committed te him,—whether ten talents or | a mind out of the far past, dimly hoping,—

* him.—t*dond.”.

most

profound diScussions as to the divine naturd, the ground of right, the functions of

not role

happiness

to humanity, except in being
is holy.

since only in communion with God could
he have acquired that purity and solidity of

as

have

Jjoy iu the will of Ge
God,

at rest.

what everything

that

the highest condition of

faithful in public and in private; faithful in
his home ; faithful in his pastoral relations,
as so many aching hearts attest ; faithful in
his delivery of the message with which he
was intrusted for the gongregation when

lonz

seem

ments, had prophetic hints of this eternal
life, which is oneness with God; and in

He had felt fhe weight of op-

teaches as well,

no other word would fill its place.
‘He had
been a faithful minister, a faithful man;

it matters not, so

that: may

to our common experience, we

But how? ¢ With Thy. likeness,” Or, it
may be, *“in Thy likeness,”
In heaven the
redeemed are to be like ‘God in moral
character.
‘Thy
likeness”
necessarily
refers to spiritual resemblance to God, and

thoughts

after hearing of his removal, the knowledge

two

Far off as

=

12 PER CENT NET.

entirely cured.

and body. I was likewise afflicted with
Rheumatism so that 1 walked with great
difficulty, and that is entirely cured. May

better and holier men than we are we’ see
fight of ‘this divine communion more plainly shown,

great

Then and there it says: “I shall
fied I”
?

Well Done.

in the

of spirit

of us, or all'of us, I think,at some. rave mo-

country where there shall be no moré pain
and no more sin, where the wicked cease

Words

When I was able to collect my

bottles and a half, and was

From my shoulders to my hands, I'was entively covered with eruptions, also on face

with him—a co-working love and conscious
unity of lite with him,—that is the summit

ef our prayers.

1875.

Golden Medical Discovery and took two

better'day would come by-and by, so surely,that the anticipation of its peace and rest Jesus and the Common People.
could give some balm to present grief.
:
—
—
.
Oat of all this
pain and weariness and
The
common
people
heard
him
gladly.
;
:
clear
the
of
one
is
This
and re- |
weakness; out of all ! the sinning
inni
of 106
s.
teaching
of hissosans
out 3 of all the | truth and of6%, the
again;
and sinning
penting
tls clearest;
10 divinity
i
ini
nt]
varying vicissitudes of the best - possibilities | The simplicity and frequen homeliness of
here; such a soul gets its joy from looking these teachings have no doubt - repelled
out over the river ‘of death to the blessed ‘sdme who would fain have had from him

If the hope of life delays;

here; faithful

when I

14,

:
Toward that living and personal com-|wentas far in the liberality of its offers to the
perienced the hardness of the human lot, He
wi
toatl
pat
pertect Father | patrons
| munion with the unseen and per
had found out * that even a clean conscience
as it: could go into wisof our publications
:
:
i
)
can not send off a thousand calamities, | tend all our prayers and aspirations. ,Rhen d
and a resolute faith can not clear the %y of shall, we know the real comwunion with | 40m or safety. And we have reason to believe
gave him | bith, when our full hearts say with Christ, | that these offers will be met in the same spirit of
clouds, The providence of God
daily comfort,but it was a part of that prov- “I .thank thee, O Father, .... for so it liberality and enterprise in which they are made,
good in thy sight,”— Francis 71.
idence that he should be afilicted,and suffer seemeth
and thus will a greatly increased patronage be
*
keenly, repeatedly, and in methods whose Washburn,
/
only. relief was the _consideration that a
secured, The price of our books is twenty per

“

If I kneel before the gate,
Thou wilt never ery, ** Too late.”

them’

be

He had. endured the ill
suggestion of grievous anxietiesHe had ex-

{ pressive

Thou wilt turn my thoughsto Thee,
And thesthought of sin will flee,
Wiren Tia). my. woskness snare :
y
Saviour, save ay from hp)
By the mercy-gate Thou art,
Vision of the Bleeding Heart!

met

shall

urable, and unmingled joy for the soul.
Whoever wrote this 17th Psalm had

Pure as snow from taint of wrong,
Thou hast felt temptation strong;
Thhen wilt help me firm to stand
When the tempter is at hand;

he

“I

natural to‘one who believes that death is a
sleep, and that the arousing from that slum-|'bet: is the dawn.of immortal, and immeas-

Christ who art above the sky,
Teach me how,to live and die;

SOJak off, 504 ew

lives full flooded with the’joys of salvation.
So that even the happiest, saintliest saint
is kept ever in expectancy, saying ‘‘ not
awake with Thy likeness.”
This awaking clearly refers to the resurrection from the ‘dead,
It is language

to the Saviour.

Hymn
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tion

should

be addressed”

letters

on

business,

should

be

addressed

to

the

Editor,.and

remittances
to the

reason,”

says the

Methodist,

raised over-the limitation of pastorates.~

of

money,

Publisher,

An important building enterprise or the
care of a large flock. of young disciples

all
&o.,

Dover,

It

Says:

publica |

for

designed

communications

—

then proceeds to discuss in a frank way
| the shortcomings of this peculiarly Metho| dist arrangement, its chief; objection being

re,
v

All

wo

seems to call for the extension

N.H., |

of the

pas-

tor’s term. . There is no way of meeting
such an emergency, unless he locates, and
etiens to his People as asppply.
Sach an
Every-Day Work.
rasion of the law is, however, repugnant
to the feelings of every honest- minded minThe God of Janfary is the God of June, ister. The great cities, however, present
_ and faithful work,
whether in one season or more forcible Wustrations of our meaning.
To obtain commanding influence, in any
the othergche always rewards,
one of them, demands time.
So Jong as
The frequent occurrence of revivals in our pastors Mit from pulpit to pulpit, the

shire, it was the yule year after year, that
the conversions among the young people

in the summer.

But

most pas-

tors and churches remit their severest labors
in the warmer months; then the autumn is
given to the common round of parochial

visiting,

and

to the

temporalities

of the

ehurches; and the week of prayer
four months
following
are the

and the
harvest

months in most communities.

And we be-

lieve that every pastor, who

is longing

for

ought not to be cramped by the itineran-

the salvation of his people and who bas been

working
months,

‘and _ watching

during

weary

will naturally feel burdened,

The Methodist suggests as a
extension of pastorates beyond

if the

spirit of the Lord does not visit the souls
under bis charge, before this ¢¢ set skason”

has passed.
It is unquestionably
al

management,

to do

certain

true that in parochi-

there is always

4 best time

things, and if the

time does

There

have

truth

upon

ave,

been

the

also,’

many
moved

Sabbath,

who

know,

somewhat

through

are at least spared that humiliation.

Current

will
the

The objec\ions

to the

system,

which

are

who

will hear tily

extra meetings |the question is up, suppose

indorse
it b2

in

progress

in

same topic, and after presenting several
considerations; both pro and con, adds that

in what we have termed
the panic,
which a condition favorable to spiritnal

ful, indeedas

members of our

if

these souls realized?

| expose

compared

h: ard

noticed

that

the

section

pf

years

ago,

six

brethren,

sayings,

the |

| place

for

such

conseryatisme

on

The gospel

in one

is pl in spoken;

it does

So now when thé
persons “in any llove of God in you.”
|
faithful
ambassador
feels
constrained to]
eburch, who are skillful in veligious; conversation, and who are deyoted to ir, walking deal with like’ faithfulness, he is dectied ay
an extremist

by faith 1n the power of the Son of Man,
could do more for the upbuilding of the

First, the

ple of God,than almost any other human inHappy

is the

pastor

who

even

has such helpers.
This kind of

nla,
shrink

work is admirably

in our churches.

class

réferredto

noble

qualities,—reason,

freedom of- choice.

adapted

Some

fanatic,

object

to his

doctrine.
He is teaching total depravity,
long since obsolete!
No one, it is said,
now believes in it. We have all good and

ehurch and the constant increase of the peostrunientality.

and

may be still worse;

who

might

¥67if¥he public service, might become

Even

the

as Huxley did,
According

may

be

cally set aside.

vith all its comeliness, is but
It isthe

They may be expeet- [the narrow and

old device

“ ed in this country during the present month, broad and flowery, but leading to rain.
. They come on a furlough in quest of health. | The doctrine of total:depravity is
/

i

-

nol

| operation

pointment of the various churches. The investigation must take place betore a jury’

mutually agreed upon, with a method of
procedure somewhat novel, Portions of
the sacred writings of all nations and of the
Bible are'to be promiscuously read, and de-

a

have

cision

Toate from time to time as to which,

things. | if any,

“of divine

origin

and

truthful.

a

system'in

the

and | before resolved not

churches

to believe, a

disagree-

‘One word

as to our

Hé bears with || steady progress of Christianity iw the world

agent.

the zeal and fidelity he puts into it. He goes

[

forth under an intelligent.and conscientious |

of duty.

For the sake of. this he de-

>

(hese
offer
3

———

AN EQuitasrLe kaw.
The Legislature
of Ohio at its recent session passed an act

placing all the different religious denomina-

divinely revealed, it is the theory that society is "responsible for the most of the

ly received, the prompt

blame

and

itself for not having made the

pun-

criminal

This appears in a recent

Index.

The writer

[is

refer-

the

boy

Here

"isthe doctrine in

expediency or

necessity. In no other case is it justifiable ;
and every such case should be clear and
unmistakable. For itshould be borne in
mind that society owes protection fo all its
members—bad as well as good, disturbers

which,

owing

to the

state

of his

reference

to ministrations in the penal and charitafered in a worldly point of view Viger ia
in- | ble institutions of the state. Heretofore the
ducements than a work of this kind.
W e, choice of chaplain for any of these institubespeak for him, what he has already large- tions—State Prison for instanee—deépended
health, and the condition

of his family,

and

of-

hearty co-ope-

ration of our ministeriral brethren,

on the arbitrary will of the warden or managers.
The'present law provides that no

as well

inmate of any of the institutions refeiied

as all other friends of the cause.
THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL

AT

to shall

LEWISTON.

I have already noted the fact, that the
|
number of students in our
Theological |
Schools is increasing somewhat. "And this
number might be farther increased, could
adequate aid be furnished.
The author of a
recent article in the Star, in giving the

number at Hillsdale, adds that others would
join the school if suitable “aid, by way of

‘be

compelled

worship against

the

to attend

dictates

religious

of

his

con-

science, and then adds:
Aud it shall be the duty of every Director, Trustee, Supe rintendent, or other person

having

in charge

any

such

institution,

to furnish “ample and equal facilities to all
such persons for receiving the ministrations
of the authorized clergyman oftheir own re-

ligious denomination or

persuasion,

under

such reasonable rules find regulations as the

lessening
- expense, &c., could be afforded.
Trustees, Directors, Managers, or SuperinThis is certainly truepin the East. For the tendents shall make.
want of such aid, some are: entering ‘the
Some of the Protéstant papers have seen
Byhistry with no theological training, and | fi to criticise this law, on the ground that it

with limited

academical

education. . :Others

are compelled to cut short

‘opens these stitutions

to

the

services

>

of

their studies, or | the Catholic-church, including the introduc-

allow them to be injuriously interrupted in | tion of the altar and the confessional.
We
ing a criminal of whatever class does not consequence of financial embarrassment.
regard such opposition as untimely, unwise,
ne cessarily forfeif his right to the protecI have said some addition has been made | and well calculated to do harm to the cause
tion of society ; for it not only owes him
| to the
school
here recently.
There are | of true Christianity.
The law is in perfect
protection to the extent of his merits, but
other
applicants.
Here is a specimen letter accord with the spirit of our institutions;
aiso to the extent of its own responsipility

as well as pacificators.

for his <lemerits,

A man

No

man

own responsibility merely;

by: becom-

is bad

are partly responsible for his

on

his

all other men
badness.

Ile

It

for it than a piano for
tone. Of course that

It hints at the

there is also

nonsense

erally applied.

Only

Golden

Rule.

in it, if ii is t00

the

millennium

But |
gen-

can

witness this condition ol" society which the
Index and the humanitavian relizidnists
generally, profess to believe the right one.
And if the millennium ever dawns through
merely human perfection it will be a miracle not now anticipated.
1 Sa

—u—PastorAL Cars.
Pastoral calls are
generally, made
upon the family, at
the family home.
This is the general
| meaning of the term, But the CongregaThose tionalist suggests not altogether a new
method ofcalling, but one that is not enough

practiced, and one which might be profitably employed. It says:
~ We suggest to pastors, then, timt they

and civil govern-

give

ing

tion of that teaching which he has lately
expressed,
Referring to the matter ina
late lecture at Vassar College he said x
I now regard the home fs he otal sphere

a little more

upon

thought

and

time

(o cali

their male ‘parishioners at their

several places of occupation during business

hours.
made

Calls so made
discreetly, with

must. of course be
consideration
and

“good judgment, as all other calls must be,

of map and woman, and the sphere of civil:
government more of “an open “question as
between the two.
It is, however, to be
lamented that the present agitation coneerning the rights of woman is so much a mat-

They must obsiviously’ be brief,
They will
afford the pastor’ an opportunity for getting
acquainted.with new sides of Tue

ter of “rights” rather than of “duties,”
as the
| reform
of thie latter
would
involve the
form 2r.
;
:

sermons, and striking illustrations of re ligious truth,
They w ill familiarze him yy ich

i

creased to $50,000, the award to be made
to any person or committee acting by ap-

au-

him fullest confidence of the committee, | may be taken into accoumi.
After
what I know he must bring back with him
steps have been taken we opine the
from his work, from all who shall witness
will be unnecessary.

sense

of Pres.

,

truthis in-

Quarterly Meetings for regular collections |. ment would be inevitable, a point made
for this ebject.
It will he seen that these | ‘the interest of infidelity, : and —850,000 dollast two provisions look to a permanent | lars saved.
| supply for years to come, a supply to be de- |
We suggest to this ingenious inquirer aftpended upon after the agency, which is a | er truth, first, the investment of a few dol.
temporary arrangement, shall cease.
What | lars among the ~ booksellers : then a few
our people want, and they are not singular | weeks’ candid perusal of the results of scholin this, is economy in our methods of rais- arship and careful investigation which the
cighteen hundred years have yielded;
ing money, and this the committee has RIE 1d | | past
growth
prominently in view.
’ after which the
marvelous
and

to arrest them.

ciety, is based upon absolute

ment thal of man,” $vill welcome a modifica-

|

the banter, thus far, this wonderful
seekér now announces that the offer

First, the raising of as much ready cash as is
| expedient, so as to keep good the regular
| appropriations to students and pay current
| expenses; second, the securing of notes of | is trying the old but very cheap game of
£100 each, more or less, to be paid in ten | bluff, As a portion of the “jury” would be
annual-installments; and, third, to
in | chosen by himself frgm men who had long

as

inal, it should blame itself as well as him
for such a result. Its conduct towards him
should have not the slightest element of anger or retaliation in it, but should be a
wise behavior looking to his speedy and

woman,

ed to apply to all or any of the churches,
Very little attention
. having been paid to

This is a new kind of ‘‘competitive exam15,
ination,” - The proposition
however,
open to the grave suspicion that the maker

an

Mark Hopkins in his work on “The Law of
of

4

Scriptures and the truth of Christianity generally.
Subsequently the offer was extend-

satis-

three

on’ Current Events,

vincing proof of the divine authority of the

4

The right,. then, {o take human life,
either on the part of the individual or so-

to it,a covetous or licentious man,

the sphere

another gosalluring from

|

contemplates

Ill.

to Bishop Cheney's church (the reformed
Episcopal) the sum of $10,000 for -any con.

ing in God and the good sense and generosity of our people. The general and cheer-

plan

Chicago,

A’ NoveL PROPOSITION,.. Some
time
since, the daily papers here contained a
proposition from a correspondent offering

thorized the agent to go forth with it, trust-

The

St.,

———

and careful dehibera-

of the plan, thus far, ja

Madison

"Notes

can and must be met at

tion, devised a plan of operation, and

has

MODIFICATION.

5

tions upon the same footing with

from the gallows.

Love,” to the effect that ‘‘home: is peculiarly

(he work of

of life to one

in

any one of its members has become a crim-

who took objection ¥¥ the teaching

allowed

of

up

crime,

AN IMPORTANT

The want

Committee,after much

such cases:

doctrine is fatal to all personal responsibility
or accountability. dt would undermine not.
only the moral but the social fabric, and
Plunge society into hopeless confusion. Mr.
Baker presented some very strong arguments against the validity of the doctrine,
showing that while early training and inflaences should be duly considered,it would be
the hight of absurdity and mischiefto allow
all*that the automatists elaim for them.

men

rigged path

conviction,

itself

as resulting from educition.

no more to blame
giving a discordant

reconstruction, and rearing a fabric which,

reached London ere this on their homeward pel:

passage from India.

Then comes

ment.

mmm

Rev. A. H, Huling, Manager.

once. So decided the late Gen. Conference.
So voted the Society at Providence, and so
acted the Education Board at its meeting in
Lewiston last fall, by voting to put a competent agent into the field at once, selecting
the man, and directing
the Advisory Committee to map out the work, and push it
with all needful vjgor and dispatch. That

is a is bad, not alone in consequence of what is
but partly .in consequence of
lately Lin him,
on it in the | what is in the society of which he is an outcome.
Therefore, when society finds that

Crime.”
Holmes

Western

torate,

East Boston tragedy, for instance, would
be | ments.

very effective in this private labor for souls: concerning «debased and hardened « crimiTo plead with God for souls, and then to nals, many are amiable and exemplary,
plead with souls ' for God, is the “choice "The doctrine therefore can not be true. Having,as presumed,removed this article
work to which we are invited, and to--day is
from the ered, the way is open to treat an<
a good day to begin.
other in the same way, until all are practi-

RETURNING MISSIONARIES. Rev. J. L.
Phillips and wife and sister have prob: bly

this

Yow a.

na

of

ing must intermit their studies, or relinquish
them altogether, to say nothing of many
others, who have in view such a course of
preparation, There is not a sensible voice
in the denomination but what would respond, that must not be thought of for a mo-

es is not responsible for the consequences
of his acts, any more than a machine for “@mplete recovery , no less than to the welbeing irregular in its motions. Again, the fare of all,
There is really good sense in those state-'
person committing a erime, like the late

none are as bad as they

be ;. and whatever

and
Dr.

Waukon,

The time

ministry in our several institutions of learn-

finds that

ring to-the case of Jesse Pomeroy,

for instance,in giving freedom tofhis impuls-

conscience,

worst

:ubject.

nothing less:

a considerable amount

——A THEORY
OF CRIMINAL RESPONSI- |
BILITY. - If anything
characterizes
the
opinions upon religious and social affaires
of such men as seek to elevate the new religion of humanity and reason above -that

article in the

M. Baker

presented some considerations
Atlantic. 'The theory is to explain

not

three or four

‘‘Automatism

practical

purpose

a better person.

loss attendant

Rev. Wm.

when

pumber of the sixty or seventy yoffig men
now in the course of preparation for the

merderer, now under sentence of death,
and whom
there is some effort to save

discour: es was that by

Reformers

seck (o conciliate by compliment or flatte ry;
of our thrifty, towns, determined to test the |
but declares
what men most need to considLord's promise in hearing prayer for spe-|
cific objects, and to take hearty hold them- er, whether they will hear or forbear. It
selves to secure an answer to their own tells man what he is,—that he is corrupt,
prayers by hard work tor individuals. They | sinful, lost,—not’ Here ly the lowest and.
¢ They are all’ gone o ay of
followed up religious conversation in their | worst, but all,
|
the
wi
Ys
there
is
none that doeth goody no
town for six weeks, and there was a great |
Jesus did not denounce publirevival and a hundred conversions.
The] inot one.”
Lord is ready to bless thoge who, will at- | cans and barlots, but self-righteous Pharisees: “I know you hat ye have not the
tempt this work.
il

Probabiy

has come

attention to

clined a pressing and flattering call to a page

ish

Certainly, the eternal

with the pecuniary

and let

committed society should

ed. Dr. Washburn found his main argument in the self-consciousness hich each
soul feels of its immortality.
Jut the most interesting of the Sunday

town in which he lived was very much
and radieals furnish plentiful occasion for
above ihe average in respect to intelligence
their officesy still they are a dangerous
and deci-ive religious ac tivity.
y
class, often obstructing the wheels of progOur lavmen need to cultivate this grace,
| ress, or running them off the track.
We
The wisest pastors are trying day by day
| do well to beware how we commit ourselves
to develo] ) the gifts of their chure hes in this |
to their guidance.

"very line
Not many

this, nothing more,

evil in the world, and that when a crime is

conside red, and many of the objections to
it candidly if not always conclusively treat-

life to converse with all around. him upon |
and adapt uncomely truths to delicate and
Christian themes.
And, as the years went |
| refined tastes.
We do not sdy there is no
by, it was

by
in-

——SUNDAY SERMONS.
Does it probably
indicate that New York and Brooklyn clergymen do not consider Boston as sufficiently well posted on the doctrine of the resur_
rection and immortality, that two of them
Doctors Scudder ana Waskburn, should on
coming to this city last Sunday week preach
sermons. on these topics? Doctor Seudder’s
treatment of the former topic was weil

to check extremists,
soften

drawing to its

upon the depression.

——

perversions

be

&e.

iL
who will respond to this proposition, feeling that God demands it of them,
the work of the Education Society in rais- | and {hatthe withholding “will tend to poving money for the aid of students, and its erty, both spiritually and temporally.
. H. HepGe, M, D.
methods of doing it. TheZsimple case is

°

riches that have been gathered are not to be

The gospel of Christ is assailed from various and even opposite quarters with a boldreligion, we should probably find the habit
ness and plersistency rarely equaled. This
so formed, extending itself and producing
|is.done not always or most commonly by
marked results.
avowed opponents, but under the garb of
There was a man in central, Massachu- |
friendship. Such assume a speeial guartown, whe |
| dianship of orthodoxy,
business in |

in Massachusetts,

to arrest both;

is .more and more bounti-

it seems to

Educational Agency,

It may not be" amiss
iss to recall

liquor selling are the greatest evils which
row afilict us, and that it is in their power

terests was secured, and the salvation of all

Error in Doctrine.

churches would every day converse with
some impenitent person on the subject of

selfs, in an obscure country
made it a part of his regular

The

ful endorsement

t,

both

close, these brightening business prospects
appear ;—noticing these things may we not
conclude that there was a divine providence

It at this season of the year, so favorable

particularly

unchanging

nowi

some system like this in the management
of their own ecclesiastical affiirs.
Zion's Herald touches indirectly uponghe

activity, the

Denominational Notes and News.

——TEMPERANCE WORK,
Fhe Walclynan | Tight practical way, has given great
faction to the committee, as it must
and Reflector, summing up the work and
prospects of the temperance movement,
done to.al the friends of the cause.

these countries; notice that they seem to
bave sprung naturally out of the late -depressed financial condition ; also that, as the

as pastors, to follow.

for religious

Sere

A

vivals of religion

carefully

“there must be mutual consideration, and a
general exhortation to such sinners as fre- prudent regard for the relative obligations
quent the prayer meeting.
A bank cashier, arising out of the admirable but delicate
in one of our small’ New England cities, plan that we have for so many years workmakes a list of the items of business to be ed out with so great success.”
done each day, the first thing in the mornBy disgussion like this the Methodists
ing. And he always puts in one item for have secu%ed
lay-representation in their
Christ. Every day he does some definite general conferences. Will a similar result
work for the Masger.
There is an excellent follow
‘in this case of the itinerancy?
habit to imitate.

—

that
that

spiritual harvest

conyersition, and following it prayerfully
and carefully every day, than they can by

Ee

y

rapidly as possible, gather

these

Sas Curtis: —In the last Star
last evening, 1 have read your
appeal in be half of our Hl. M. Society ;- also
t he offer of Bro. A. H. Chase, to which
my whole soul responds by saying that I
will be one of the ten to raise one thousand
dollars.
Now it seems to me there are,
yes, there must be eight move in our de-

r received

.

additienal funds must be seeured, or a large

Topics.

The “latter observes
gpg more freely;

Rev.

Try it, pastors, and see.

Ignorance,
‘acts baving been performed.
controlled by superstition, is alway s a bad
thing to manage.

are sometimes held. This would not be a | studied by certain parties in other denomibad plan for all private Christians, as well | yations who are advocating the adoption of
So far as direct usefulness is concerned,
many persons can do more for Christ and
souls by taking up the business of religious

-

under any other circumstances,

either

before. The same brightening is also obseryed in Europe.
Take into consideration the ex(ensiv c re-

made a specialty at certain seasons every | statements from our contemporary.—While

we

* Concord, N. H., April 9, 1875
word of counsel,veproof,or encouragement,
—t
winch could hardly be so effectively “offe red ;

Governor Til-

AND TAMMANY.

“ two duties, therefore, remain for us m
manufacturers are preparing for a busy seathis State.
One is to hold fast our belief in
son ; that builders are laying out a great
the principle of legal prohibition; and the
deal of new work; that large Corporations
the public
are being organized; and seem to have no | other: so to : guide and invigorate
y
Ses
trouble in getting money ; and that men in || sentiment in respect to rum drinking and
rum selling that we shall be able to drive
Wall Street are busier and happier than
|
the liquor interest to its strongholds.»
— It
they have been for many a day. The Advance
urges all
these excellent methods
believes that * this increased confidence iis then
PAE
what is needed more than all things else, | of work:
We
say
,
then,
let
women
push
on the
to give business activity,”
and i finds-cn- |
Let the pulpit lift up, its voice.
crusade.
couragement in the faets that the expenses |
{ Let the churches act out their own peculiar
of carrying on business
are much lpss; responsibilities in the case.
Let the vari
wages are low ; goods are.cheap, and there ous temperance organizations work, each
: 4
is little risk in laying in heavy stocks; peo- in its own way but with increased zeal.
ple have economized so long that they must Let the temperance lecturer range the country, aud stir and organize the people.
Let
begin buying more largely; the crops have
temperance papers and temperance docubeen bringing good prices, and the farmers,
ments be circulated everywhere.
Let it
the business world’s paymasters, are better become a red-hot-couvictjon in the minds
supplied with money than for several years of the people that liquor drinking and

At

ordinary use | results which many of the Methodist clergy
might reach.
The system itself is unsatisalluded to, and what | factory to the younger men in the denomi-

way that

We are

—

|| chureh.

is particularly important, it is taken up and | nation,
year, in the same

wrath.

are improving.,
merchants are.

in every faithful -pasto-

rate; but in the cases

TILDEN

has several mitigating considerations in his
favor. It is highly desirable thatthe Governor do nothing to lessen the public approval his late official acts have won.

be saved,—

pecpie.
The plain language with which
the article closes is actually as tollows:

conversation is, of course, in

year round

sin'and

can any

——THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.—A SUGGEsTION. Both the Advance and the Christian
Union are confident that business prospects

this private work more fully and” systemati- || presented above, can not be explained
cally than is commonly done. Religious |; away. They scem to us to hinder the. best
all the

—

- cian,

|

which

Christ alone

saved from

by the | Speech like this, coming from an influ3
need pri- ential organ of thy Muthodist church, will

intimately,cases in

in love 10
consgquen-

————

work among the Yeoodmen:
There is also something, and perhaps the oul mischigvously ignorant, They need not
The Yord will
necessarily ovcasion inconvénience to those
bless him and all others who give cheerfully
nain thing, to be thought of in the lamentax
>
who receive -them,
And npt seldom they | 0 his treasury.
StLAs Curtis, 7'reas.
tion with which the speaker closed.
may be improved for thé utterance of a

every man until renewed by divine grace is

[the end
ef+kach year we and our churches
| are. free of Each other to-renew or separate
| as is judged best.
It won't hurt the parties
[if it is provided that they may renew the repersons latibn a little oftener.

parochial care has provided for |

us’

a §inner, as such destitute of ‘holiness, under condemnation, exposed to ruin,—that

remedy the
the arbitra-

vate instruction to lead them to the great [not only get atte ntion without, but
decision.
It has been our good fortune to | most certainly get attention
within,
the common

of

udiee. Tt does not deny man’s natural facul- | lap's pardon of Ingersoll, the Tammany
ties or moral capacities, or degrees of guilt, | forger, who was sentenced in 1873 to five
or possibility and duty of recovery.
If years’ imprisonment, probably does not insome of its professed advocates are liable dicate any disposition on his part to check
or apologize for his previous work of reform,
to such charges, their testimony is exceptional and not
1
authoritative.
The evan- There is no abatement of credit due him
for his dealing. with the Canal ring; and
eelical church do not so hold, and never
people will not feel inclined to criticise too
did, any more than Christ and the apostles.
harshly this pardon, whose subject plainly
The scriptural doctrine is that of sin, that

| telligence Office and, on payment of a fee,
| ind out where we can make an engagement.

The or-

greatly

or unworthy

ces, that we may obtain deliverance. Mt is often misrepresent®d and made to foster prej-

many hearts, in all our towns, during each
year, and it “only meeds ‘the right word
seasonably = spoken,
to® bring
them
to

Christ.

obsolete,

vily fixed three years, remarking that the
problem involves the highest efficiency of
the ministry, and the greatest good of the

dinary dealings of divine Bgovidence soften | We

"who

EERE

but simple, plain truth, spoken
show us our condition and its

In some respects the Itinerancy is a yoke,
not serve for one, kind of labor it may for [and when we can we ought to lighten its
another.
It is often the case, when the | weight. In most of its features it is a blessway does not seem clear to hold extra meet- ing to pastors and churches which they
We Methodist
ings, the time may be favorable for extra ought to prize dearly.
preachers are not compelled to go to an Inwork in the way ol religious conversation.

This work is especially important.

——

for God or against him, either members of ——TunEe Curse oF FOLLY. ' A terrible case
the household of Christ or not, either walk- of fanaticism, brought into exercise by
ing by faith and ruled hy leve or under thé | spirit rappings,is now undergoing investigaattainment of any such iffluence is out of
dominion
of sin. Nothing is more clearly tion in Pinar del Rio,Cuba. A mather, bethe question. We haye men who are capaTo lieving she was acting by order of spirits,
ble of attracting and Holding as large con- taught in the Bible or in experience.
mislead the mind with regard to this vital tore out the eyes of her son and afterwards
gregations as that of the Piy mouth Church,
but the brief term of service forbids.
The truth under whatever. prelense is a most
attempted to tear out her own.
This she
result is, that we are not the power in the fearful-error and wrong.
did
openly,
as
a
solemn.
sacrifice,
in the
cities that we ought to be. Take the whole
We allude' to the doctrine of depravity in presence of other women in the family,
country, we are indisputably first; tuke the
A doc- who prayed in a loud voice whilé it was gocities and we are not the first. In some of illustration of what is often seen.
them we are farther behind than it is pleas- trine of religion is misrepresented, malign- ing on. All the parties have been arrested
ant to acknowledge.
ed, discarded, and so the way opened to and are( now on trial. This we suppose is
“That is just what a good many people have ‘introduce a dangerous and fatal error. The
io represent the benefits of this religious
rémarked before. It will be one of the course pursued is specious and insidious, system,as opposed to the evils of Christianity
strange things if the Methodists do not even- hut with all its fair pretenses is most perni- which were recently set forth at the Spirittually provide against it.
If they have cious. Beware of all-such- devices. Be ualist meeting in Boston. But perhaps it
these Beechers among them, as the above earnest to learn the truth fully, however ought to be remembered that in the name
paragraph implies, and if they are what unpleasant. Confess your real malady, if of rehgion, and even of the Christian reMr. Beecher ought to be, certainly they you would have help from the great physi- ligion, the, most disgusting and appalling

the winter rather than in the summer is a
matter of common observation.
But in the
great Irish revival some years since, the
meetings were the fullest, and the work at
its hight, in the midst-of the hay harvest.
In a certain rura) parish in New Hamp-

took place

or

extreme,

| “why Methodists should not talk honestly
It
| and boldly, even about the Itineraney.”

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. FF. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor,
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min

They

|

much

lite, and new

will

ol

sugeest

which he

phases of haman

to him

is too

nature,

fresh topics. for

often

lvment: il Ay

from one of them now before me i— I am | and, if perfect liberty of conscience in
25 years of age. Have a wife and.one child. | matters of religious belief and worship be
Have preached occasionally for five years. | just rule for men and women outside th
Have been settled a pastor, &e. Never had pevifenti: wry and poor-house, how shall it be -

;

the advantages of a theological education,
ms ide to appear less so Aor those inside?
My means are very limited.
How mue h There may be room to question the practical
aid may be relied pn from the Society 2 | application of seme. of its provisions, but
Well, that's a question I myself want an-| none at all .as to the principle involved iw

sweretl.
It is just-the questionsve are now | this lav.
proposing to the churches and friends of education and

of the

our

And

agent.

e

deénominati
in

-

;

denomination,

just
Wim

:

through | go, people Ix Rergion.

accordance
(
:

with

agement

to

these

young

men

have

who

:
:
“3
ase 1 feel a profound interest. | As it is, we|

.
uncommon

Our

Home

Missions.

m———

act as

if anxious to apologize for

already

A. H. Cues Hillsdale, Mich., $100 00.
Towa,

$100 00,

Who will take the-fourth share?

For the encouragement

may

on’ this

be-thipking
:

i

taken

of others

subject;
-

have

‘

no

place; but, certainly fidelity

fellowship

to

truth

and

8

I dignity
of character
ol
> t ¢ lik 0 1 HItH
1 that
nny
ol
1
for digniyy ofc racer alise geinnn.
we not only show our colors always, but
:
that we show
an attachment for the : princii
YH

pies they symbolize, such

as shall

cowpel

respect.

altitude,

howev-

This apologetic

means

confined

to Cristian

life, but to church life as “well.
We haye
known cases, not a few,
when
a kind of
cringing, half-ashamed attitude in regard to
de ‘nomin; ional relations has been so man-

5

4,

Mave

|

saffer-

who
keep some
ackbone, © Such

a

are apt, baby-like, HD

else's

We ardent'y

delay.

We,

attempi-

with the practiceof some melancholy
and
oy
4
mistakenly good people 'who persist in
toi
yr
un
:
obtruding their pious advice on those whom
=
1
:
they meet, without much regard to time or
. is
ele

Send in | Sel-respect and

.

with the least possible

»

ers on the part of people
’
:

your names, brethren and sisters-and friends,
hope
to have
seven
more shares
:
]
y
fore the issue of the next Star.

“it
ot
Christians

ifist as to awaken sympathy lor the

Silas Curtis, -Concord, N, H., $100 00.

© I. H. Hedge, Waukon,
y
:
;

,

ing to be pious.
2°
:

er, is by no

THE TEN SHARE STOCK,
Three Shates of this stock ave
taken, viz.
ay

:
with

to meet

:
:
.
in the society of the unconverted,

Sp

;
have been compelled to reduce the appro-|
priotion for the half term just closed, and
should our agent for any reason fail té-mect |
|
with as favorable response for the next three
months as for the lust three, the next approLT
:
.
priation will have to be reduced still lower.
mn
:
‘
The agency is now our only hope.—j. pr.
Jug
Y

It is hy no

means

their 1response, I' shall be able to give encour;
Aa
B.
_ | who,when
“tried it and so feel their wants, and in whose

:

S

a

’

C=

e : witho

Hi

denominationa

i

oe » a

"wy

4

be- | 90iteCae,
having Jos = sor
x ro ate
: oe. Ti e.las
ly cradle and get it legitim hol ao tal a

who | Dumber of the hangelist (Hig Nis
I will | SP aking of the ippariaces of Sonny Choe
it

il

take the liberty to publish the following | '*"® uniiing
letter
j from Dr. ; Hedee; > who yasas a a native
native of will feel * at
= to lowa a few years as follows
Maine, and who went
Have you
suice,
This is not the first hundred dollars
he returned
which he has sent. t rout Mreasury for our i

}

W ih
home,

never
from

churches

Frenne

” touches

seen

where

y

our:

laboring

his werk

pass

they

sstion

questio

.

man as
many i

-

YA

>
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14, 1875.
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N
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essa
with
Encrcoxs Q. M,—Heldits Feb. sessionweath, of revival in the church, in which he was assistings
ound
surr
its
fine house, beautiful in
church, , Owing to stormy
Head
Parker's
came
he
of
until
results
cheerful and pleasant within, enters is greet- ed by Rev, C. C. Foster,” and the
er, there were but few delegates present, and no
to a small cottage and as he y because it which are highly encouraging. The Newfield ministers from otherQ. M’s, yet the good Lord
good and our
ed by loved ones and is happ
church would like to correspond with reference was with us. The preaching was
ented
excellent. The brethren
were
’
Would he have been cont
meetings
social
C.
or
is home?
Piper,
H.
house? He to settling a pastor. Address
and sisters at Parker's Head don’t wait for the
had he stopped at som? other he has loved R. Morris, Newfield, Me.
~~ *
use
beca
strangers to do all the work. We found it good
fices
sacri
and
toils
|
a
his famiwhen
ces
rejoi
to be with them, and we trust that the old
He
e,
‘ ones at hom
are
they
debeen
when
having
es
griev
Society
and
Edgecomb Q. M. will yet live to see many added
Williams
ered
Roger
The
ly is prosp
and
acts
the
tian
in
her numbers such as will be saved.
to
Chris
the
anticipated
layed much beyond the time
in adversity. So
Next session with the First Phipsburg church,
feels toward those in his spiritual howe.
mission chapel in Cranston St.
their
of
erection
June 18, at 2 o'clock, P. Mi The
It is a sad thing when a Chistian becomes Providence, R. I, the labors of the undersigned commencing
d to sendin their assess.
requeste
are
s
be‘churche
and,
uneasy fod ashamed of his name,
E. Ropinson, Clerk.
open to ne- ments.
:
ghijse his 8 home is, not like his neighbors, are closed on that field, and he is
silly

gotiations with any church desiring a pastor.
REV. R. H, TOZER,

fukns himself out into the cold world home-

;

W

less:

.
- e——

A New

—
ExmmrrioN.,

ArT

Very

rarely,

afforded

now

to show an appreciation of real art. The Exposition Building bas just been thrown

open

choice

Exhibition of

for a Spring

paintings. The art gallery contains over
five hundred pieces selected from the works
of eminent artists, Lome and foreign, and

is, on the whole, an admirable collection.

in the

are

however,

The chief attractions,

and * Ancient and Modern Jerusalem.”
The first of these is said to be the largest
canvas ever painted in this country,—15
by 85 feet,—and is the work of James

battle

‘several

executed

has

Walker, who

Episcopal congregation in
The American
Nice, under the pastoral charge of Rev. Dr.
McVickar, counts now some 300 gommuni-

scenes of the Mexican - war for the governThe crowded yet not confused forement.
ground filled with restive steeds and im-

ing summer

5

by the

addition of a chapel to cost

sentation of Jerusalem consists of two large
paintings, the former as'it' appeared in the
while the other

éntry to the city,

dphant

tri-

his

showing

.and

tigre of our Saviour

ists,
Moore
Remington,

city in its prophesied dethe
presents
struction as now seen from the Mount ol
These paintings are by Selous of
_. Olives.
London, and ‘ave perhaps unequaled in the
s of the anworld as faithful portrait
cient

INDEFINITELY POSTPONED.
Union

meeting

bring

pro-

not

postponement,”

of ** indefinite

to

information

« on account of weather,” we are certain,
-for that is very nearly perfect, but, rather
we

suspect,

because

circumstances

render-

The F.

ed.

J
rls
CR +e

Denominational.

Rev. I. D. Fert, who recently closed a long
and successful pastorate at Grand Prairie, Wis.,
has recently

visited’

at

interest

the

Mich.,

We

and,

delighted,

much

com-

soon

as

as

I

could,

I

obtained copies of his following works on
in two
« Oriental and Linguistic Studies,”

mittee to state that the time of holding the Wisconsin Y. M., is the 25th of June instead of the
18th, beng the fourth, not the third Friday, as
written by mistake in the notice recently sent |
|
the Stars

‘The
** The

¢ The Avesta,”
Vols., * The Veda,”
Science of Language,” the second series,

Ss

Catalogue. Address Great Western G un
evolyer Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
and

This country has

grervhody;
I

T0

Y

per

will send copies by mail for $2.50
by a large congregation, including 1,000
They can also be obtained of D, Lothrop & Co., | nessed
Englishsand Arerican Catholics.

such

those so far away manifest

Rev. E.

J.

Doyre

Teports

them.
Belmont,

the
the

19, from
12, from

are informed

that the

in

church

Johns-

state

of

revival since last November.

Rev. H. N. Proms has accepted a call to the
pastorate of the F'. Baptist church in Marilla,
N.Y. and commenced his duties last Sabbath.

NAME

CHANGED.

of

the

Free

2nd

Baptist church, of Smithfield, R. I., that church
is hereafter to be known as the Free Baptist
Lewis DEXTER.
church of Georgiaville.
wv. W. J. Twonrr goes to the
and Littte Fails church, Me.
REV. J. B. MERRILL,

who

Rock

White
3

is about closing his

pastoral labors at Newfield, Me., reports a work

We

a new organization in San
feturn to the East.

Meetings.

regret, however,

its Feb.

at Stony

Tork.

that,

to

owing

of
the hard times and slow response to the call a
the committee, Conference was obliged to pass
resolution to postpone thi building of a house
ie future and
of worship at Wellsboro’, ti
which
more favorable time, still holding the site
The preaching and devotionhas been sectired.—
Calal part uf the meeting was excellent. Rev,
vin Dodge, formerly of

Tuscarora

Q.

M.,

was

apwith us. An unselfish and sacrificing spirit
peared to be the ruling principle of all. Brothdays,
er C, Dodge remained with us about ton
held
and with our pastor, Rev. O. C. Hills, were
evening meetings. ‘A few wandering ones
induced to return to their Father's

house,

and

r
quite a goodly number found the Saviouthe
Will the dear brethren who are in
precious,
pray
central partlof-the more religious world,
for us who are back here among the mountJ. W. INcERICK, Clerk.
:
ains ?

ARE

i!
Uniry

Aug.

A. L. Gerrisn,

17—=19.

of |

prAaprorp

&

Troua

Q.

M.

Q. M.—1leld its March

term avith

church, On
Plymouth
and
Dixmont
count of the severe storm and drifted roads
very few were in attendance,

the

acbut

,
June session with the church at Unity Village
commencing on the first Friday as usual,
Bens. Face, Clerk.
»

and

Francisco,

of
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In West Ellsworth, Me, March, 23, by Rev. Joseph Trveworthy, Mr. John H. Higgins and Miss
Isabel W. Jellison, both of E
Cc.
In North Creek,N. Y.. March 28, by Rev. D.
and - Miss Laura A.
Wheeler, Mr. Alonzo Mead
Knapp, both of Chester, N. Y.
, Apri’ 5.by Rev. J. ‘H. Wesscher, Dea. Hiram
Campbell, of N. Platts, J1l.,and Mrs. Elfzabetn Mid.
The bridegroom was aged
dletongof N. Kingston.

the

of the Towa Northern

MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE

- Racahout

ig an excellent

and all

Rev. J. M.Crandall, Mr. William
bride’s parents, by
F. Mooney and Miss Carrie M. Jack, all of L.
Apri! 4, at the 1esidence of
H.,
N.
In Manchester,
the bride’s father, by Rev. H. F. Wood, Mr. Charles
B. Wingate, of Farmington, N. H , and Miss 1da M.
Hartslorn, of M,

Carriages will be in waiting for the conveyance of
friends on arrival-oftrains at Burlington station,
afternoon and Friday.
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The reply of Rev. Dr. Newman to Mr. Gladstone’s last paper, entitled ‘ Vaticanism,” was
published in London, Wednesday. Dr. Newman
quotes from various authorities in order to prove
that the Pope is not infallible in subject-matter in
which conscience is of supreme authority’; therefore, he says, a dead-lock between conscience
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KANSAS Y. M. will be held ‘with the Spring Hill
church, Friday, June 4. Let the 10 cent tax for ex-

States if it

should become impossible for him to remain in
Rome, aod says it was with.a view to such possible emergency that Archbishop McCloskey was
|
elevated to a cardinalate.

Some time since I noticed your review of
Prof. Whitney's ¢¢ Lectures on Language and
the Study of Language,” from which I judged
it might be useful to one who desired a; better
knowledge of the medium through which men
Having obtainare led to the blessed Saviour.
ed a-copy, I was more than satisfied, even very

are much
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and the Study
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pleased with the good choice recently made in
calling Rev. W. M. Jenkins to ‘become their
pastor.
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contemplates an
government
The German
amendment of the law against the Jesuits, so as
to make it operate again-t the other religious or-

that they

become their pastor, will care for these

Boscobel

yet fully decided on his future field of labor,
We learn Rev. W. L. Noyes closed his faithof the current
ful labors the first Sabbath
month, at Jackson, Mich, ~The church which
shall be so fortunate as to secure his labors is

The church at Grand

Johnsbury,

Yet it is hoped that A. H. Milliken, who is to

where he found many warm hearts and Christian workers, but its future as a protege of the
Home Mission is undecided. Bro. F. has not

to be congratulated.

St.

have not seen anxious inquirers.
’
Bro. Roys is assisting in meetings at N. Danville. God is working with us so that we now
count more than twenty who have found and
are seeking the Saviour.
We still expect many
more.
With this spirit it is hard for their pastor to
leave them and go to his. new field of labor.

accomplish-

be

of

weeks since he has been with them,

Earle, as leader.
A fraternal and Christian
spint,we believe, was manifested at the preliminary meetings, and, ten months hence,
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matron in the land.”
Exhibition of 1872.
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beneficent preparation.

Archbishop Manning is the eighth Englishman
who has been advanced to the rank of Cardinal
since the Reformation.

Iiyndon and Danville are feasting upon the rich
showers of God’s blessings. - The church at St.
Johnsbury have already received 40 members,
and they expect many more soon. They feel
that God bas sent them just the man they - needed in Rey, O, Roys. There has been but few

were decidedly reluctant to giving the control of the meeting into the hands of Mr.

practical

Baptist

rom

That
But ste does not preseive and purify them,
The dental
must be done with fragrant SOZODONT.
bohd and its enamel casing are made invulnerable to
all destructive influences by the daily use of this

has

Saviour by the scores.

ed such a meeting really
impracticable.
In other words, the season of the year was
inauspicious for one thing, and, then, some
of the ministers, if not actually opposed

something,

The standing commitiee of the diocese of Texas, Thursday, refused to conseiit to the consecrition of Bishops Da Koven of Illinois and Jagger
v
.of southern Ohio.

y.
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Send only one dollar and ten
SMITH, 914 Broadway, Rew
mail his ‘‘Bazaar” to you for
postage, and give you One
patteris as you wish to select
as your premium, or he will

GIVES

NATURE

One copy,

when rea

TO , W, M¢cKEE,

f

Dr. Henry Foerster, bishop of Breslaw,
more than - three hundred have sought the
bishopric because
Saviour in the village. There is the best of evi- been summoned to resign bis
he promulgated the papal encyclical against the
dence that they have found what they sought,
The conference of the Roecclesiastical laws.
because many of them have commenced" revival
man Catholic bishops at Fulda is held with closmeetings in several adjoining towns.
Lyndon,
ed doors. The object of the meeting isto discuss
Burke, Concord, Passumpsic and Danville. are and issue pastoral letters concerning the bill beblessed with their labors, The most of these fore the Prussian Diet withdrawing the state
ch.
towns can count those who are seeking the grants from the ¢

mentioned so hopefulfurther

the

have

Mr, Moody recently: preached to 8,000 orphans
and cliildren of the industrial schools in Londen.

Itis estimated that

eral of the adjoining tows.”

to promote a revival,

week

which we last
ly, we

Of the

and
hold

union meetings in the village. The first meeting gave tokens of a rich shower of blessings.
Almost immediately the cloud broke, and it
not only deluged the village and'town, but sev-

city.

posed

and Winsaboro, of Boston,
of Fall River, to come and

agpreceived.

AWARDED BY THE
American Institute,

give you your choice of one of his beautiful chromos.
Smith’s Bazaar.is worth much more than he asks
for it without the premium he offers.

Connecticut refuses her consent to the conse*
erationof Dr. Jagger, bishop-elect of Illinois.

in Board
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“authority” upon everything relating to styles, those
of our readers who have not subscribed for it ought
.to at once while they can do so, and fet the large

ing the year, $6,851,083.27.

other well

price, $ 30Iper 100
will be'sold at the old popular
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SEND
Covers.

Mrs L Squires, Wheeloe Hollow, Vt.

:

premium now offered.
cents to A. BURDETTE
York City, and he will
one year without any
Dollar’s svorth’of such
from his book, FREE,

pages of
by the authors, and

“Brightest and Best”

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

BM Edwards,
Brunswick,
Me,
Hattie Baleolm, Redfield, N'Y.
Grafton Morris, St Francis, Min.

BE

IL.
IN newAPR
and valuable Sun-

1t will
day School Songs,
nown Composers.
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Flap

WILL
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contain 160

Rev B F McKenney, Wells Branch, Me.
“ H @G Corliss,
Underhill Center, Vt.

Get the Latest Fashions !—Great changes—
beautiful designs are just out. “Smith’s Illustrated
Pattein Bazaar” is just out, and it is full of the most
brilliant illustrationgof impqgted Paris and Vienna
§ s the acknowledged
styles.’ As Smith’s Bazaar

The Episcopal*Church in the United States
comprises fifty Bishops, five Bishops-elect, 3,085
priests and deacons, 2,750 parishes, 273,09%eommunicants, 23,007 Sunday-school teachers, 225,
733 Sunday-school scholars. Contributions dur-

St. Johnsbury and Vicinity, Vt.
For several years the churches in St. Johnsbury have felt the need of a general reforma.
tion. Their pastors have
frequently
united
their efforts for this object. About two months
ago, Mr. Fairbanks invited three lay Evangel

ing, which has, so far, heen exhibited only
at New York and Cincinnati. . The repre-

the other way.

j

Books

to being

nearer

But the putting-out has come

Malvern.

castward

incenseat 17 ; altar lights at 56;

Donations.
about $20,000, $15,000 of which is already securpatient men and silent cannon, constituted by subscription.
Rev. D. C. WHEELER and wife return sincere
~
mg the reserve; the towering and misty thanks to the F. B. church and congregation in
At the installation of a Universalist minister,
mountain in the near distance with lines Johnsburg, N. B., for a donation of $106.15 on recently, prayers were offered by a Unitarian,
of fire and smoke ‘al its base and far up the evening of April 9.
the. Scriptures were read by a Jewish rabbi,an
second
its sides, marking the salient points of.
Many thanks are dué from 8. W. Cowerr and Indedependent Presbyterian ottered the
by a* Congregationalist,
was
the-sermon
.the clouds;”
and
urgh
‘prayer,
Ellenb
of
this famous ** battle above
people
and
society
the
wife to
to the
awe-inspiring
donations of and the charge,to the pastor and addresses
the torn battle-flags, and
West Mooers, for their generous
by two Unitarian ministers.
people
.
are
shells,
winter,
past
bursting
the
£110.00 during
glare of everywhere

all therin (heir fascinating | reality. Gen.
Hooker is the present owner of the paint-
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by—J 8 Reed—A Russell—G W
‘Stevens—L Short—H
E
Sanders—M
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Spooner—J
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Geo Wallace—E L Wentworth—H H Wallace—Mrs J
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—W W Wright—J C ‘Waldron-J Whittemore—Geo N
—

GOLD
:

The well known authors of PURE
ROYAL DIADEM.

Hines—A Hill-E Hoedgdon—C Hanson-G Huff~O W
The number of Umtarfan churches (or socié- Horne~T N Huutlngton—L G Jordan—W M Jenkins—
Jewell-C H Juckson—A A F Johnsoh—B R KitWN
or
one
is
Canada
and
States
United
the
in
ties)
tridge—~8 H Kenney-8 G Kelley—L Kingsbury—Mrs C
H Littlefield
J Lamb ~H Ladd-8 pee
two less than 350. But of these 93 are said to A—ALeaseT Libby—dJ C Leavitt—A Leighton—J W Maxwell—
are]
others
the
of
M Moddy—'
Meserve—O
M
Morgan—E
F
Munsey-8
G
J
some
and
be without ministers,
J A Morrilf=8 Merrill-G W Myers—F H Minard-J O
served by pastor who reject the Christian’ Oliver -B F Oldham—B Piper—H L Preston—H Patrick
—§ H Prescott—P W Perry—A Phelps—L W Peck—C B
:
name,
Peckham—dJ Pease—Mrs A” Prescott—M A Prince—N E

Me rrill—-L

;

:
B
ev. Robert Lowry and W., Howard Doane,
and

Fernald—O
Edgerly- x G Eastman—E H
Dolloff-D
uller—A F Forrend=U8 Frost—
Fitch—H Fleteher—~
F M Forbes—V C Goodwin—8 B Goodwin—N GammonA W Greepslit—A L Gerrish—8 Gorsline=Mrs AM Gordon—B Grifin—H Gray—A I’ Hou htaling—JS Harringloward—A Hicks—A Hutchins—
ton—L Howard—R L

;
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C Cofin—FE C

E Dockerty—D Durgin—# £ Davison—A W

Deering—¥

“Kev. Dr. Cunningham's San Francisco Tabernacle has a gift of $30,000 from one Augustus

Hemmo to free it’ from debt.
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Clark—J B Clough—L Colling—=M N Cowan—0 Crasson—
J D Coombs—dJ. F Conant—W F Davis—G Dumon—R

;

:

i

Hii.

cants.

STAY SCHOEN BO0E.

3

B Collins—E

C Cobb—Mrs C Conable—J

position” at 119, The number~ of reverts to
Romianism is not stated, but it can easily be
:
of
guessed,
band
little
the
of
Deacon T. P. Turner, one
You muy put down Dr. Jeffery, of Brooklyn,
consecrated men who laid the foundations of the
His church is the Marcy
colony and College at Oberlin, died there re- as a successful pastor.
Fifteen months ago he began
cently, if his 80th year, after a long and painful Avenue Baptist.
illness. His was, all his life,an ardent, cheerful, with 45 members, and a chapel that seated 250.
gelf-sacrificing, unassuming piety that was an To-day he has a membership of 300,and a chapel
inspiration to all who knew him.
that seats 800, habitually full. This is the man
The buildings of the Presbyterian Theological whom Dr. Fulton tried to put out of the synaSeminary,of Chicago, wiil be enlarged the com- gogue for having open-communion
sympathies.

about
The church numbers
saving grace,
eighty resident members, and has a working
free of about forty in the monthly meeting.
The church are in want of a faithful laborer
who will come immediately, It is a good
chance to save souls. , There are three acres of
good land connected with the parsonage. There
is an opportunity to preach the other half of the
time at the village, seven miles distant, and be
well remunerated.

Mouikain,”

Battle of Lookout

“The

Letters Received,

Allen & Long—M Alger—J Arneill—D Allen—E Bick| ford—J R Batchelder—T D Bassett—dJ H Barris—L 8
Boynton—N W Bixby—J Brown—I M Bedell—E Brownell=D Boyd—J Burnham -Mrs A Bratt—A Butterfield—
Mrs W Blake-—-N Bigelow—B C Brown -E 8 Cowles—H

of Iowa,

Methodist Episcopal Church of Chicago, from his
former field of 1abor in the Metropolitan Church
;
of Washington.

letter. * Others will join who have experienced

two great paintings, one by an American
the other by an English artist, both eminent in their line and known respectively

as

|,

;

id

R. I.
» (i, H, Child, Adamsville,
“Wid, Twort, White Rock, Me,

id

General.
REV. A. H. MILLIKEN closed a two year’s pas- !
the Presbyterian, Baptist,and
of
ministers
The
.
4,
torate at Parker's Head, Me., Sunday, April
in Nashville, Tenn., have
churches
Methodist
and has gone to a new field of labor. Quite a invited Messrs. Whittle and Bliss, the Chicago
Ritualism in London may be somewhat acnumber have been converted-and added to the Evangelists, to conduct evangelistic gervices in curately measured by the following figures,
“ministration and his departure that city. They will: remain in Cincinnati no- ‘taking 776 as the number of ‘the churches of
church un
by many sincere friends.
ed
til April, and then visit Nashville.
is deeply regrett
the Establishment to begin with : there are surformed
have
s
Friend
pliced choirs at 280; weekly communion at
The Orthodox Society of
Rev. JOHN CHAMBERLAIN has closed a pas- an Illinois yearly meeting, and will hold their 296 ; an early celebration at 386; full choral
torate of five years with the Lisbon church. first meeting in Putiam Co, ynéxt September.
service at 100; a partly choral service at 209;
During the time about twenty-five have been
Trinity
the
to
d
eucharistic garments at 36 (against 30 last year);
returné
has
Tiffany
Dr. O. H.
added by baptism to the church, and several by

if ever, have tlie people of this city and

vicinity bad the opportunity

State,
:
We see a Dr, DeKoven mentioned as a possible cantlidate for the vacant Episcopal dingese
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Greedy Mo use.
i

Every

steady.

His nature was still and calm

reserved

—

The cook said to the maid—

nerve

and—

was

strong

.-

wanted

and

We shall be old some time, John.”
“You

and

little

Nellie,

putting

mother's

lap,

her

own,

rupning her finger up and down over some
verses, said, ¢* There, that's the one, mother—about ¢ Love lightens Labor.) ” Then
she tripped away a few steps, and, placing
the toes of her little boots with great precision right on a crack of the painted floor,

‘Where there is meal,
There he will eat;
‘What smells good

He takes for food.

Steal no more meat, I pray;

thought

Called the farmer from the well;
And a flush crept up to his bronzed brow,

He smiled—and stooping down,
Kissed her cheek—* "Twas this: that“yeu

The farmer went to the field, and the yvife,

the good wife as she softly said,

Squeezed himself small,
Rolled himself in a ball,
Curled his tail round,
To take up less ground, ,
In a place that was rather crampy, it’s true,

the Americans chiefly because they bad

means

made anew

seat for the

smile of

swing,

and

Mrs.

Brayton sighed more heavily as she laid the
little scrap-book on the table.
Nothing was ever like that in real life,
she mused. IU’s only in a poet's fancy that
such things are. Now, of course, John

He gobbled, he hasted

To eat every bit,
So delicious was it!
3
When, lo!
a small noise, a clatter, a snap!
Mousey:is caught in the terrible trap!
Bang at the door,
He rushed in a fright,
That was no use—
The door was shut tight.

loves

me—of

course

he

does;

but imagine

John doing anything like that! I" don’t

lieve he has thought

of kissing

be-

me for

years and years, and he never said little
tender things—not
even in His courting
days. It isn't his way.
Yes, (with another sigh as the brimming pails of milk came
in) yes, I suppose of course he loves me,
but if has been more than twenty years
since he told me so.”
:
With a heavy step Mrs. Brayton went to
the pantry. The jingling of the pans, as
she took them down, jarred om her tired
head. The white milk flowed in a creamy

Climbing the walls
That was poor fun,
They were too steep,
And windows sere none.
Scratching and twisting and turning,
Mousey in trembling must wait for morning.

“ Oh, there you are little mouse,” said she,
ate my sweets so greedily.

Not content with the crumbs on thdfloor,
hi

¢« Just once won’t matter,’ I think you said,
were

tide into the shining tin.

in

The pails were

scalded and dried and put in a shining row
‘all done just as’ she had done it almost
every night for twenty - years—only one
more of the little duties imperative as fate;
done because it must be done.
:

bed.
Now you are caught
You must be taught
That just once does matter, most certainly, ‘When one knows he is doing wrong, you see,
A terrible fright

With the inevitable

You have had this night,

basket of mending

she sat by the lighted lamp, and hardly
looked up as John, Presaged by a heavy
tread in the passage, entered, getting his
slippers from a shelf of the kitchen, and
after reading a few paragraphs in the

And now suppose I should call the cat!
But no, I’m not quite so hard as that;
S-s-s-h |—off to the fields, you foolish mouse!
And never.again put your nose in this house.”

— Translated
from the German.

Che

Weekly Husbandman,

stretched

length on the lounge.

“The

himself

children

at

drew

pictures on their slates, and told each other
what

BY

L. WYMAN.

—

Pr

1t was the same old story which so many
farmers’ wives could tell,—back and

With

forth,

Brayton
glanced
A queer,
moment
that man

back and forth from kitchen to pantry—
breakfast, dinser and snapper, breakfast,
supper,

over -and

over

wouldnt

do

the

band

and

his

grassy

|

the senti-

gun

with

the

Ward,

his

opposed,

power,

the

by

every

manufacture

of

if the

the early part of the war were obtained

in

such adventurous ways that accounts of
these exploits are very interesting. Indeed,

a portion of even the scanty stock which.
our people hud at Bunker Hill had been
brought over the sea to bé used dgainst the
enemies of Great Britain.
I have only recently found out just no%
this powder came to do service for the patriots, “instead of their British oppressors:
and, being quite sure that the story has

never been fully told, I kave undertaken its
recital for the

pleasure

of the

numberless

young patriots who read St. Nicholas.
Adjoining the town of Rye, in New
Hampshire, and directly north of its noted
beach, is the town

of Newcastle.

Oa

the

site of the present Fort Constitution in
town'there was, in the days of the Revolution, a quite formidable work called ** Fort

William and Mary.”

:

No visit from a foreign enemy being anticipated, the fort was manned at this time
by a captain and five privates only. A
weak garrison, surely; but it was supposed
that, in case of danger, the friends of King

George in the

neighborhood

would

amply

re-inforce the guard, even were there not
time for the royal governor, Wentworth, to

bring the militia to the rescue.

As

to

any

serious attack by disaffected inhabitants, “it

was too bold an act tor belief; and
were possible, in any case, that the

if it
militia

should prove insufficient, General Gage,
with three thousand regulars,
was in
Boston, and a British fleet was in its harbor.
What subject, however rebellious,

would

dare to touch his Majesty’s property, or
custodians,

under

these

its

circumstances?

The act would be treason, and the life and
possessions of the offender would be forfeited;

and

who

could

save

him

shall

dishonorable officer, having

again,

. with washing and ironing once a week, 4nd
‘worn stockings always ready to fill upthe

niches of time. Mrs.
Brayton sighed as
she thought of it—her life for twenty

scissors

still

in

ber

haud, Mrs.

rose to replenish the fire. She
at John and saw that he was asleep.
ironical, half smile played for a
about her mouth as she fancied
kissing her and calling her the

from

deavest wife

in

town—that

man

with

his

tary stores in thie colonies should be
at once.

i

the

seized

:

Major John Langdon

(afterward

nor) the same evening received a call

16mo.

pp. 209.

of a Unitarian minister,

laid during,one of Joseph Knapp’s
vills, Arthur becomes converted.
the matter before his father in such
it affects him so seriously that he is

on

Gover-

from

his friend,Captain Thomas Pickering. After
the compliments of the hour had been pass-

ed,the Captain surprised his friend by an invitation to accompany him to Fort William
and Mary to take a glass of wine with its
commander.

cottages

been

princes’

palaces,

but

Mrs.

been

sweet singers in Zion instead

of fret-

ting their souls with fresh jeremiads.
She was unuscnally tired to-night.

It

bad been washing day, and the man that
bought the oxen, with his friend, had

come

damp waves of golden brown tossed back
from the broad brow. She thought of the

lead in the capture.”

:

great reviHe presents
a light that
taken sick.

so

long

ago, he.would

have

the

parried the blow with

thinking that “ the discordant

ter in Boston, believing in different denominations, advises him “ to remain a Unitarian and
preach Christ” ; but some differed from him,

then,

for

securing

the

ammunition®was

made

that John could have listened so tally to
his noisy assertions. But John was always

5

for P”
No; John was notreasily, are J=why—it's

patient, and then probably

sensitive as she,

again? Who are the Philistines that you
want
to sacrifi’p
your Sampson's hair

he

was

80

:

only—you

see,

\
’

| ;

4

I

just

ashore
through the shallow water, which froze up-

on their clothing.
ed at the fort.

Rev,

New Testament or of parts of it,is above 1500,and
ples of criticism, as applied to these MSS., have,
the author says, now become

so

well

establish-

ed, that the correct reading is almost certainly
attained, The sbarces of these errors the aus
thor gives, but considers the most frequent one
to have been the writing of

some explanation in

the margin of a MS, by its owner, which, a subsequent owner taking for

| corporated imto the

elements should

a correction, was

text.

ine.

Dr. Gardiner says

that “ of errors purposely introduced by the
scribes with a doetrinal motive there is really ¥
no instance in reliable M38.”
The whole paper
is highly valuable for its historical, eritical amd
textual¥nformation on New Testament MSS.,
not its least valuable portion being the incorpo
rated table showing the Uncial manuscripts of

opinion and Joins the Baptist church.
Alice, the
daughter of one of the most influential Unitariguard. The remnant of the garrison gave ans, does the same. At her examination, she is this portion of revelation.—The second article is
asked if she would feel it tosbe her privilege to contributed by Caspar René Gregoty, of Leipzig,
no trouble.
Germany,
and deals with “ The Conservative
commune with her parents while they belonged
The military stores were now sought out ; to another church. She replies, * Lhope to
Reformation and its Theology.” Itis in facta
see
and, in the earliest light of morning,ninety- my parents go with me as I follow Christ, but critical review of a work on the history and dit
seven barrels of ,powder were carried on should they not do so, I must keep with Christ, erature of the Lutheran church,by Dr. C.P.
hoard,the scows and gondolas, and %aken and follow him whithersoever he may lead.” Krauth, published by Lippincott & Co., in 1871.
Again they ask,“Do you regard baptism as a pre- The author of the present article first considers
up the river.
the history of the Reformation, stating that
requisite to communion?
She replies, “ I do,”
On the seventeenth of June the battle,
“the nailing of theses on the ‘doors of All
and gives as her reason that Christ enjoins upon
which Bunker Hill monument commemo- his disciples, first, teaching men the truth, sec- Saints’ Church, at Wittenberg, on All Sunts’
rates, was fought upon
the hights of ond, baptizing them, and, third,instructing them Day, In 1517,” was the occasion of it, and that
Charleston. Two New Hampshire
regi- to observe all the master’s commanthments, “The * the word of God” was its cause; that Luther
merits, were there, under the command of solemnity of the words indicates that these three was its organ; and that the German New Testament was the instrument. The author then deals
Colenels Stark and Reed. They were post- things should be done in the order in which they with the Lutheran church, as the result and ex3
The finale of the story. is
are named.”
ed on the left wing, behind a fence, from
pression
of tie reformation.
From this portion
thur becomes a clergyman and Alice a missiofa.
which they cut down whole rauks ofthe ry, but after years had gone by, he has a reve
weaake a'few extracts, which may be profita:
:
Britishas they advanced up the” shore.
As tion that she is to be his wife, She has just come Thy read:
We have been in the habit of disliking the LuI have before stated, it was a portion of the [from India and they are married, .
theran church, because we believed
that.she
We have treated thus fully of this little book
powder taken from the fort at Newcastle
tanght certain errors,
Could we be led to supall
Did
known.
well
so
is
author
the
because
rose
that,
in
the
grounds
for
that
belief,
we had
that supplied their fire that day; avd, probheard incorrectly or judged falsely, we should
the
teachings,
his
and
Christ
reject
Unitarians
ably, other troops than those of the Granite,
bg far on the way towards a better opinion of
and
not seem so marrow
would
book
un. whatever
may
bs the
decision
State were furnished from this providential called for; but while there isn wing which Mr. | her, Now,
of a caretul weighing of doctrinal words, it is
stock,—Geo J! Varney, in St. Nicholas for Chester represeuts, we are acquainted with assuredly of - some moment to know that
the errors in
hand are
pointedly denied by
too many of that genomination, who accept the
April,
;
the Lutheran church.
She has been charged
{
divinity
of
Christ
and
are
evangelical
in
their
bemee
ttl Mp Ap
with makinz
baptism necessary;
she replies
lief, to willingly see an injustice done to them as { that of course the baptism of the Spirit is abso=lutely necessary, as all’ will agree, bgt that the
Hardly any of us have yet reached that
a body.
state of perfection where we can say, ** I am all | outwarfl rite has only an ordinary necessity,
———
® —
she has been charged with
holding the doce
right nud another is all wrong.”
tine of consubstantiation.
Indeed, that is almost
”
A correspondent sends to the Advance the |
e
only thing that an ordinary Reformed theo: The Means of prolonging Life aft- thlo@ical
followiog sketeh about a little fanmly of | LONGEVEEY
student knows abeut the distinction be
PALME
ge.
By John
Gagdper, M. D.
tween
the Lutheran and the Reformed church.
pets:
:
:
Boston?
1. F, Gill & Co. 12mo¥dyp. 191,
| The
standard
question
with
examiners
is:
“A few evenings after the new pastor
This volume is more especially prepared for {"** What is the Lutheran doctrine with regard
to
was installed in the parsonage, a slight
those advanced in years, but contains many prof- | the Lord's Supper?” and the regular answers:
{ * Consubstantiation,” which is almost usivir=
scratching noise was heard in the attic. itable hiuts for ail, * Sixty-theee,” Dr. Gardiner | sally unsatisfactory; and the student is thefeWhat could it be? Was it possible that | says, “‘ is an age at which the mujority of per- | after quulified to speak of this Lutheran d
sons may be termed old; and, as a rule, we may | trine with unlimited confidence
,
The Riformed
rats were up there ? There was no way to adopt this as the epoch ef the commencing
de- | church has, however, had what she deemed fit ~~

A Family or Squirrels.

get up into the attic,

and

no

investigation

“ The next day the minister was told by
one of his parishioners that. close to “the

chimney was a little hole, and that two little gray squirrels had made their home_in
the attic during the past season.
¢ During the following winter two. squirrels were frequently seen playing around
among the numerous trees with which the
yard was filled. Afier the long, warm days
had come, two half-grown squirrels kept
company with the parents. These young
ones had been reared in the attic; but they

subject, and

them.

were not as tame as the old ones. When the
October days came the young were no more

to be seen’’

Had

the cruel gun

of some

recommends many

ways

to

cold weather came, and the min-

Y

Afclergyman

was

endeavoring

to

in-

struct one of his Sunday-school

scholars,

plow-boy,

a

‘ Now,

op

the

my bey,”

nature
said

he,

of

a

miracle.

** suppose

you

should see the sun rising in the middle of
the night, what should you call that?”
“The mun,
please,
sur.”
* No; but,”
said the clergyman, “ suppose you knew it
was not the moon, but the .sun, and that

you saw-it actually rise in the middle.of the
night, what should

you

think?”

** Please,

sur, I should think it was time to get up.”

the importance which he attaches to the use of
wines and malt liquor,
although he says, * It
is always best and most advisable for all persons
to abstain from the daily and habitual use of ardent spirits altogether.
They should be reseryed for emergéneies.
And it is wise not to refuse
them when real need arises.”
As a whole the
book will be useful reading to those past middte
life.
—
SONGS OF OUR YOUTH.
By the author.of “John
Halifax, Gentleman,”
Set to music,
New

York:

Harper & Brothers. 4to. pp. 93.

We

therefore, who dare lose a day, are dangerously prodigal, those that dare misspend it,
desperate,

Captain Pickering, being in 1 ger will come ; bat resist
it.

An-

ever rejected, consubstantiation. “ She has been
charged with teaching
the ubiquity of the humane
nature in the person of Christ, and that as if

Christ's human body were infinitely locally expanded, an | were locally present in the bread at
the Lord’s Supper,
Tue question, iike the preceding, requires for its proper understanding an

extended
|
|
|
{
|
{
|

discussion.

Here

need

only

bé re-

marked the following denials from the Lutheran
Formula of Concord: * Our church rej cts and
condemns
the error that the human nature of
Christ is locally expanded in all places of heaven
and earth, or has become an infinite essence, .
+ When the word ‘corporeal’ is used of the mode
of presence, and is equivdlent to local, we affirm
that the body of Christ is in beaven, and not on

{ earth, . . . .
| Christ,

Ofa local presence of the body of

in, with, or under

the

bread,

there

never

| was any controversy between the Lutherans
| Calvinists; thatlocal presence we expressly
ject and condemn in all our writings,”
She
been charged with erroneous views us to

Lord’s day.

Itis answered

that

and
rehas
the

she considers

the Lord’s Day as still to be observed, . . In the
Lord’s supper, both [Lutherans und Calvinists]
agree that the spiritual eating of Christ's body is
necessary

to salvation;

this eating

neing

the act

of trae fuith, directing itselfto the body vfChrist
delivered to death for us,
In predestination,
grace, snd

free-will,both

agree

that after

the fall,

man had no power for good left, and that the
whole sulvation of man depends. alone on God,
In the person

ures are

of Christ, both

agree

that two

nat-

personally and indivisibly united, with-

| out confusion

or change;

that the

unumes

of

the

| natures are reciprocally used, the properties of
cach being affirmed of the person, according to
the nature to which each propertymuy be peculiar; that the human natureof Christis notinirinsically omnipotent or omniscient,and that the hue
man nature of Christ was lifted to supreme glo-

ry, und sitteth at the right hand of God,

In

bap-

tism both agree that infants are to be baptized,
that the object of baptism is that they may he
mide members of Christ and spiritually regenerated; that baptism is recessary, but not absolute, so that infants are capable of receiving regenerating grace, and that these things pertain
to the essentials of this sacrament: . , She presses nothing for true church unity but the * common-acceptance of the fundamental doctrine of
the gospel
in the same sense,” aud ‘* agreement
in the scriptural essentiils of the administration

of the sneraments,”

In the latter point she

dif

fers only trom the Baptists, and from them only
in so fur as they make the particular form essential. The author displays Luther's great desire
for unity.
We should, however, remark, us followers of Calvin, that we ure satisfied that Cal=
vin ‘made greater concessions with
regard to
Lutheranism than he received, as even the au.
ed a volume of poems to her many other labors
thor would seem to allow; when, in a later chap«
for * the glory of God and the salvation of pre- ter, he urges the fact that Calvin accepted the
Augsburg Confession, 2nd acted as a Lutheran
cious souls.”
Some of these poems ure beuutiminister. - Luther's trouble
about not uniting’
ful hymns, which have been set to musijc,and are
. seems to have rested not exactly upon obstinaused in social worship.
Others are religious pocy, but upon a pertinacious adherence to the in=
etry. Among the hymns we find ‘“ Phe Cleunsfallibility of his own interpretation of Scripture,
We would like to quote further but must for
ing Wave,” ¢ Welcome to glory,” and * O Beat
bear.. The remainder of the paper is. perhaps its
tiful Hour,”
The verses are mostly of a devotional character, although there is not wanting a most interesting part, treating of the *“ History
of Doctrine,” and of ** Doctrines,” each divisvariety of subject and treatment.
That entitled
‘“ The Suicide,” is especially noticeable for the {on furnishing valuable reading, for the discussions suggested and for the points of unity and
closing stanzas; which almost make one shudder
to think that the scene could ever be witnessed, difference set forth between Calvinism and Lutheranism, One of the most interesting papers in
Itisof the departed spirit of the suicide at the
Father's throne that the author says;
the number is Rev, Selah Merrill's. on ** Assyri““ [t stood trembling,
an and Babylonian Monuments
‘in America.”
Repulsed by Him who huth said
It presents a
large amount of information,
and would be as good as a guide-hook to one
No self-destroyer
hath eteruul, life.”
who wouid get a knowledge of or visit these ancient 1elics in America,~The remaining articles
GrorGE MosTYN : The Story of a Young Pilgrim
Warrior. By John Chfford,M, A.,LL. B., 1.80,
are entitled, * Professor Albert Hopkins,” and
London : Passmore & Alabaster. (6mo, pp. 177,
“The Power of Islam,” to which is added * Edi.

have

here

the story of a moral

young

Every day is a little life, and our 'whole man, surrounded by Christian influences, desirous of being a Christianbut
, constuntly beset
life is but a day repeated ; whence it js that by doubts. The efforts
of a faithful sister and
old Jacob numbered his life by days ;" Moses kind friends lead him in the right way,but
he has
desires to be tanght this holy arithmetic, to «fresh troubles and temptations, He overcomes
number not his years but his days. Those} J-them by divine aid, and makes of himself a wor-

Fight hard against a hasty temper.

**con-

, For the present, it is enough for us that the Lutheran church rejects, and declares that she has

avoid

We can hardly agree with him as regards

One can hardly speak too highly of this heauti{ul volume dedicated * To My Old Ffiénils.”
It
contains some of Miss Muloch’s gems'of poetry,
while the music in many instances is sweet and
in the little parsonage, but none knew the charming. The airs are S:otch, Irish, Old Enfate of the little pets. The second and | glish and Swedish. Iu several pieces; the words
{ and music are Both by Miss Muloch. Some of the
third sumrffers each brought young squirrels
airs are furnished by “B, R.. M.”
Shelley's
to fiisk among the trees awhile and then ** Child-of Ocean” from Prometheus
Unbound,
disappear, leaving only the old ones to ** He giveth his beloved sleep,” by E. B. Brownkeep house in the attic. During tbe third ing, The Death of the Flowers,” by W, C. Brysummer they became quite tame, would sit ant, are also included in the volume. Songs often
lose much of their beauty away from the music
on the gate-post and eat nuts, and would
which accompanies them, but kere is one which
allow mémBers of the family to approach
It
will find appreciation whether read or sung,
within a few feet of them.
is named ** Sun and Spring”:

‘When

grounds for naming the Lutheran doctrine

cline of life.” "The utmost limit of life,he thinks,

substantiation”; and it is not purposed to con| is one hundred or one hundred and five years. || cede anything with regard to that without care
While he does not promise to make any lite exful consideration. Suffice it here to note that the
Lutheran church repels the imputation of this
tend to a century,yet he is “ confident that many
Says our author:
persens die prematurely from carelessness, be- doctrine with all her might.
|
¢ the charge that the eral church holds this
fore reaching threescore years and ten, who
monstrous doetrine has been
repea‘ed times
might add at least a decade to these years,” The’ without number: In the face of her solemn protestations, the falsehood 18 sull circulated, , + +
book treats of diseases to which old people are

could be made.

Yet the landing bad

been so quiet that ho attention was at'ract-

by

of these no two precisely agree, - But the princi

ed hand.
His followers’ were now at the
door, and the fallen officer was placed under

people together; and the order'of the King

in to dipner, and Katy had the mumps, and been one of them. There were grey hairs known. -The eflect of this news was inRichard and George, after the most unman- in her own dark braids; and it. would not creased by a report that the armed vessels
ly of boyish fashions, had been teasing each be long,she thought,before even those light “ Scarborough ” and ** Cauceux” were on
waves would show the touch of time. She
other all day, and so troubling her far more
their way from Boston with - British troops
than they did each other. The men who forgot that she was tired, and did one act to possess the fort and hold the town in
With fingers trem- awe.
came in to dinner had talked fast and loud without a precedent.
about irrigating their meadows, and fertil- bling in their loving impulse,she parted the
When Governor Wentworth heard of this
izing their land, and the condition of last fair hair and cut away a little lock—to put meeting of the citizens, he warned them
in the locket her mother had given her, she
year’s potatoes, and the amount of shorts
against committing any -rash act; and as
and meal doled out to this year's cow ; “and thought, just to look at when she should be the people soon dispersed, it was supposed
1
one of them had told a long’ tale, the aim old.
that nothing would come of the meeting.
of which was to prove that Griggs had
“ Mary ! why, Mary I” It was the same But this was a mistake.
ill-treated him and was certainly a very
kind voice that she had heard for so many
A little before twelve that night—it was
mean man,
;
years. ‘‘ What's
the trouble with my the fourteenth of December, 1774—the nearShe was tired of it all. Tt grated harehly hair?” and John’s brown hand was laid on ly full moon
looked down upon some two
on her ears, What could John care about
his hair, and John’s blue eyes which had hundred men setiing gut in boats from
his potatoes and cows? and who ‘or what opened at the click of. the scissors, séeking Portsmouth
wharves, anfl heading tor Newwould be benefited thereby if Griggs could. her face in grave astotiishmenti™:¢ Didn’( castle,
be proved the meanest man in the world, I hear—"" then seeing his wife’s confusion,
“‘Half-an-hour later ther boats grounded
and he the most ill-used? She wondered ‘Is it the story in the Good Book over near the island, and the men waded

contributed

lence to or even essentially modifying the origi
nal, ‘The whole number of Manuscripts ofthe

and comes.
Mr. Chester meéts with no relief
and soon loses his reason.
Afler a couple of
weeks he recoyers
and sends for the leading
members of his church and tells them of his conversion.
He thinks perhaps he ought to give

To this purpose Major Langdon heartily ister took down his overshoes from the shelf
assented.
.
under the shed, he found them filled” with
Grecian heroes she had read about in her
Before noon of the next day a drum and acorns, no doubt saved up by the little
school days, so tall and strong, with their
fife were sounding about town to bring the creatures for their winter's store.”
floating golden hair, and said to herself if
he had lived

and

al scholarship on the part of the author,
Ob=
serving that frequent differences in" the reading
of succeeding editions of the New Testament are’

toil-browned hands, firmly closed lips and
care-lined ‘brow. She came ngarer.” He
years.
y
didn’t look as though life had beer all sunOf course she shouldnt have thought of
Many a merry chase did’ the little girls Weary and worn, the husbandman scatters
shine to him. Hers were not the only tired;
«It will not do,” replied
the
Major,
All the wise men would have told -her
it.
have with then:.
They would keep about
Seeds for the harvest; buried low ;
hands and feet under their home. roof, He cautiously evading a declaration of his own
She should bave looked forward and
that.
ten feet ahead of the children, and when
O’er them must sweep the cold winds of autumn,
had
his
cares
and
trials
and
vexatiops
as
sentiments; ‘it will not do under the presnot backward ; or, if she must review the
O'er them must fall the winter's snow.
tae little ones were beginning to tire, the
well a¥Fhe—perhaps as well his thoughts ent state of public affairs.”
past; it should have been to count up her
Though the black earth does over them cling,
nimble
squirrels
would
dart
up
a
tree.
and
Major Langdon’s sympathies were with
Still he believes in sun and spring.
mercies, to be grateful that no voice that which he never brought to her for sympathy. She was. kneeling now beside the his oppressed countrymen ; and he revolted peep down at the baffled children. Extendhad called her mother had been stilled in
Tous all my hopes I mournfully scatter,
Jounge—Xkneeling there with her woman's at the idea of-receiving the hospitalities of ing from the kitchen was a shed, and durDeep in.the dark past, buried low.
the shadows, and to thank God for the
ing
the
last
summer
the
squirre}s
were
freheart which, by a very necessity of its na- one whose duty it might be on the morrow
Sweep o'er their grave, thou wild wind of aystrong arms of her own John which had
ture, must love so surely as it stops to think. to shoot down his guests -as foes to the quently seen on a shelf under this shed.
tumu;
de:
:
been outstretched to her so early that she
Late this season, after the young squirrels
Full soon and softly, winter snow.
They were strong, true hands lying there Government.
:
never knew how much she leaned on them,
had disappeaied, one day a gun was heard ‘Though my life’s harvest earthward I fling,
She should have been happy in the thought so quietly, and with all their toiling worked
Captain Pickering next disclosed a design suspiciously near, and instant alaim was "Sill I believe in sun and spring.
no coward’s will. THat face, so strong in of securing the arms and ammunition of the'
that there was so much work for ber hands
felt for the little: family. In a short A MOTHER’S GIFT; or, A Wreath for my Darin the Lord’s vineyard, so many ways for its repose, had beena part of her life for fort ; showing his purpose to be quite other timea strange man went by with a gun
lings. Poems by Mrs. Phebe Palmer.
New
so many years. Her Richard had his firm- than the invitation indicated.
York: W. C. Palmer,
Jr. 14 Bible House, 12
her to help the hands that were dearest.
over
one
shoulder,
and
a
long
string
of
red
mo.
pp.
241.
shut mouth, her Nellie bad his fair soft * «If twenty-eight like ‘ourselves could be
But if to do were as easy as to know what
and gray squirrels over the other. Our
The author of the * Way of Holiness,” ** Faith
were good to do, not only had poor men’s hair. What beautiful hair it was, too! found,” said he, “I would undertake to little pets were never seen again.
and its Effects,”and * Entire Devotion,”has addthough she had not thought of it before—
Brayton and thousauds of other women had

Criticism,”

ity school,is an excellent presentati®n of the
subject, showing careful research and criti

eis in- great distress’of mind. They believe
him to be dying. The Baptist pastor is sent for

disad-

and

furnishes grateful

their hands, His room-mate, Robert Graham, fonsd, he proceeds to show how these could witis the son of a Baptist clergyman. The scene is urally come about, and ‘that without doing vio-

up preaching, but a distinguished Baptist minis-

arm,

it

Dr. Gardiner,of the Bérkeley (Middieton) Divine

He is attending college

vantage, aimed a blow at his: captor with
the sword which had that minute been restored to him, But the muscular patriot
his

of its conductors

Textual

at Harvard, which, the author says, was founded by a Baptist, but permitted to. pass out of

retain

him ‘at

ubility

proof that the higher culture, that i religious

Arthur Chester, the leading character, is the son

the alert; and he at once surrendered té
the only man that appeared. Ie gave his
sword to Captain Pickering, who politely
returned it, saying:
er
/
* You are a gentleman, and

0"

EVIRLY »

This is a religious story, in whieh the author's
peculiar characteristicg find frequent expression,

the walls; and, leaving the sentinel in their
charge, the lender hastened on to the guar-

your side-arms.” ,
:
Pickering turned to leave him, when

iterary

soba
history and experience, has its eminent repreSHow Your COLORs: A Story of Boston Life. | ‘sentatives among us,
By Justin D. Fulton, D, D. New York: U. D.
The leading article, entitled * Principles of

other, he demanded silence on pain of instant death,
:
.
Crowds of meu were now clambering up

was meditated, yet his garrison was not

8

3

King’s hand? Probably not even tlie most | thoughtless sportsman brought the happy
sky were a big pasture, and the moon a
ardent. patriot thought of it, until
Paul
horse, and the stars sheep, and all belonged Revere came riding into town from Boston lives of the liitle creatures to an end, or
had they gone out into the wide world to
to them, until they grew sleepy and wenk| one evening.
provide for themselves?
to bed.
And
the mending
was not
The news he brought was startling. An
“ These questions were often discussed
done.
ot order had.come from the King that all mili-.

after Day.
ADDIE

they would and

in

not

munitions of war in the colonies, the patriots at first found great difficulty in procuring .ammunition;
and the supplies for

Nellie made her bow, and went skipping
away to the barn to see if Richard had

Ob, by his whiskers! how good it looked!
He smelled it; he tasted,
2

Hili Powder.

enough powder.
The King having

¢ "Bis so sweet to labor for those
we love,
*Tis not strange that maidens will wed!”

‘Where the bacon most temptingly hung in view.

dinner and

withthe

sealed

1875.

not deigning to draw his own sword, felled ‘be brought together and the faith delivered to
the miscreant to the ground with his clench- the saints be bmlt up.” Arthur is of the latter

Every good student of history has learned
that the battle of Bunker Hill was lost to

So he scampered quickly across the floor,

Day

lines about her mouth more
all good wives knew what
out,they would not only love
truth, but also in. word and

That Bunker

were

the best
Aud the dearest. wife in town!”

and then the story ends

we

how made the
tender, that it
she had found
in deed and in

And his eye halt bashfully fell;

Just once won’t matter, Ill be back in a trice.”

you crept out to steal, when

per

‘4It' was this,” he said, and coming near,

But this wise fit but lasted a little while:
He grew bolder soon,
Peeped into the room; = ~
¢ That bacon,” said he, ‘ smells uncommonly
« nice ;
I must have a bit’
If I die for it—

When

:

inaet.

In a smiling and absent way,
Sang snatches of tender little songs
She’d not sung for many a day.
3
And the pain in her head was gone and the
clothes
Were white as the foam of the sea;
The bread was light, and the butter was sweet,
And as golden as it could be.”

Nightly you pilfered more and more.

;

cherished the shy little thought, that some-

[}

1n one of my clever little traps!”

who

+"

to his

The next morning, when Nellie wanted to

¥3ennie, what do you think I told Ben Brown?”

“ You

a new: luster

saw

rehearse her piece once more, Mrs. Brayton

wife who

and

Or you'll be aught and killed, perhaps,
Then the maid put everything carefully by,
* Covered up the meats,
Hid all the sweets,
Baited the trap with bacon, and said—
« Now TI set it in the eorner. and go to bed.”
* The little mouse sat in his hole,
And shivered, but not with cold;
sad be, ¢ It’s true what she Says,
I'd Détter mind what I am told.

John

*¢ If maidens knew what good wives know,

when,

And don’t come oat to play,

which

others,

rampart unattended, and seizing

keepsake, | nel with one

wher he sold his apples for ose dollar

They would be in no haste to wed,”

-

reflected

the

14,

He entered. the
Now, of course, John never told me so— ters of the commandant,
it isn’t his way to express to everybody his room before that officer was fairly awake,
feelings on every occasion—but { ‘have an announcing to him that the fort was dapirrepressible conviction that, practical man tured aud he a prisoner. He had previousthough he was, .he wasn't half so happy ly been warned that an attackarpon the fort

with a nervous dread of théhard day's work

Into the woods and fields, I say!”
Then the maid said to the mousé—
« Stay in your house,

|

before her, and had just concladed that,

rose from her bed ‘one ‘morn

Nothing is too good for the pert little soul,
Girl, you must catch him, and drive him away

a

APRIL

advance of

barrel more than he had- expected to yweceive as he was on the night that his wife
took a lock of his hair because she loved
him.
;

she told the story of the good

"1n the kitchen cupboard he’s nibbled a hole,

for

gray.

Hg,
and something glitters

in her eyes—something

quickly

it grows

take that

morrow,”

N
In the kitchen or the cellar,
From that tiresome little fellow.

the cook came down in the morning, .

didn’t

and which

Fhere’s nothing safe in the house,

When

a little lock _ before

Mary?”
“ Yes,” she suid,

serap-book into her

STAR,

and

¢ Mother, I want to speak my piece to
you. May I now? The teacher says she
sha'n’t ‘allow a word of prompting, to-

# You must catch that little mouse:

Little mouse!
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moved,
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The

book

will aid ydung

people in

starting on a Christian life. Its wise counsels
may be profitably read by those who are older,
bos
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SACRA, always a creditasacred learning, has sel-

dom-pres¥iited a richer table of contents than in

the

No. for

April.
’

Besides

witnessing

to the

torial Correspondence” and * Noticesrof Recent
Publications.”=If any of our readers are in the
liabit of buying only occasional nifmbers of this
quarterly, we

would suggest that this be

one of

the occasionals,
Tir GosPRL SINGER is the title of anew vol

ume of songs for the Sabbath school.

It is pre-

pared by Philip Phillips, the well-known singer,

by- whom many of thé hymns and much of the
music are written, and is published by Lee &
Philadelphia. The volume is full of
Walker,
fresh, stir

he

songs, many of them whol-

ly new, and all likely to readily find a wide place
and general favof among Sunday school singers.
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er

over the diplomatist, which

Fitevary Wiscellany.
.

hr

“The Red Hat,

are delighted

The

with } hay-

Romanists are delighted

‘would

to penetrate it, the surrounding darkness

not be

satisfactory to the national prideof the people of the United States.
;

with

“ These things considered, an ‘occasion
for a Signal act of patriotism offers itself to
Archbishop McCloskey. He has an unprecedented opportunity {o vindicate the

was the darkness just preceding
in the land wherein

to have

said:

‘Certainly

no

country deserves more of the Holy Father's
love than the United Stites.
The Church
here is numerically strong and is increasing
every year, Its archbishops ahd bishops
number almost as many as the full College

person’ of the growth of the Church mn the
United. States,
byt as a citizen * of¥this re8ccept with propriety an
public I can not
ecclesiastical office to which pertains a rank

of secular nobility.” ~~" Christian Intelli-

gencer.

of Cardinals, ” ¢ The selection, it is evident, was made with the view of honoring
the Catholics of the United States, to testi-

fy

the

esteem

in

which

Archiashop™

Bit of Autobiography.

stand,

Mec

Closkey is held by the Holy Father, and as

a compliment to the nation.”
We can appreciate. the exuberant satisfaction of the hierarchy and of the people
whom these bishops and priests represent in
this event,

A

but when we are told that

Pius

a

i

we live,

and

that

its

|

Prof. Tyndall, the English philosopher,’
contributes the following bit of autobiog=
raphy to the Popular Science Month-~
ly:

resolved to retain his hold upon

the

kitchen

continent’ and upon his pugan allies, the
Indians, They really felt that his extraordinary descent, and incursions in 1692 were
a desperate effort on his part to prevent the
bringing of Christianity and civilization into his favorite retreats. Theit ‘minds were
filled and their souls fired by the thought

could not conceal, expects

by “the

him

country as, *“ My Cousin. ” °
Alter a review of the stridés
ism

in this country,and

in relation

to.

be adl-

Chief Magistrate

of this

of

Roman-

of its defiant attitude

to the common

schools, public

charitics,penal and reformatoryinstitutions,

thelndian policy of the goverment and every
other question into

which

the

priests.

can

put a wedge, we are more than ever aroused by the consolidation

and the

the pation.”

all

which menace us in this
It means

aggression

.** compliment
that

the

to

most

ardent Papist can wish for the ecclesiastical supremacy) of his Church in the United

States.
It means all that Bismarck and
Gladstone are contending against in Germany
aud in Great Britain.
It means
“ Vaticanism ” in America under Jesuit
rule.

If our

Protestant

with the

population

ave

dazed

brilliant color of the Cardinal's hat

and robes, and cozened with the new
*“ cousin " of our President, it will be their
own

fault.

Dr.

McCloskey

personally

is

regarded with the highest respect for his
learning and character. As the Archbishop
of New

York, he has been far

strative than his able and
predecessor

Hughes,

not less successful

less

demon-

ever aggressive

although,

perhaps,

in the administration

of

his province.
As a Cardinal he will undonbted]y use all his power in his ‘ relatious to our government” to advance the

téred-it.
I did not confine myself to
Protestant statement of the
question,

the
but

ments of the Church of Rome.
I rémember
to this hour the interest and surprise with
which Tread Challoner’s ¢ Catholic Christian Instructed,” and on the border-line
between boyhood aud manhood I was to be
found taking part in controversiesin which
the rival faiths were pitted against each
other.
1 sometimes took the Catholic side
(

erable trouble.

izen to accept such-a

dignity.

Our

judi-

cious contemporary, The Evening Post, has
a thoughtful article in review of the matter, which expresses our own
views so
cogently that we reproduce a portion of it,
as todlows:

spiritualism.

Purris, the minister's daughter, aged nine
years, who at first had a ieading part in the
subsequent excitements, but

moved

from

them by her

was

father; Abigail

‘Hubbard,

no-

and no person holding any
or trust under them

office

shall, without

of profit
the

con-

sent of the Congress, accept of any present,
emolument,
office or title, of any kind
whatever, from any king, prince, or foreign state.’
The corresponding provision
in the Articles of Coufederation was wore
restrictive, and absolutely prohibited the
acceptance of office or title from a King,
privee or foreign state by any officer of any
of
the United States.
The
fellowing
amendment, submitted many years ago by
Congress, asa supplement to the existing
provisions of the Constitution, is still pending before the States, many of whach have
ratified it:
“ ¢ Tf any citizen ot the United States shall accept, claim, receive or retain any title of nobitity or honor, or shall, without the consent of
Congress,

accept

or retain any

present,

pension,

office, or emolument of any kind whatever,
from
any emperor, king, prince or foreign
power, ‘such person shall cease to be u ¢itizen
of the United States,
andshull be incapable
of holding
uny office’ of" trust
or profit under
them or either of them,

“The parpose
of the existing provisions
of the Constitution, and of this pending
amendment,

was

to

enforce

the

political

equality of all the citizens as an elementary

principle

of

our

system

of

government.

<Fitles of nobility were justly considered by
the framers of the Constitution to be contrary Lo the spirit of equality; and we en-

tertain little doubt that, if the creation of
au American cardinal had been” impending
at the time of the submission of the amendment, there would have been less apathy
among the State legislatures in respect to

its ratification, 1f it were fully ratified, the
acceptance of his new dignity by the archbishop would involve his surrender of the
franchise of an Ameriean citizen.
“ In these suggestions there is no need
of reference to the purely ecclesiastical
functions of a cardinal, So far as those are
concerned, we shall not now argue that the
Rgman Catholic to be a
appointment of a
cardinal is of any more political concern
of a Methodist or a Protthan the election
estant Episcopalian

to

a

bishopric,

We

need refer solely to the functions and rank
of u cardinal as a secular prince. Let the
question be tested by a consideration
of what
- would be the relative rank of the American
Cardinal and Minister upon the occasign-of
official secular ceremony in which both of
them might be present at the court of Aus-

tria or enthe cot of Spain.

mistak
mgfle; st

We

are much

bs

this

(in

John

Proctor,

5.

Persian,

the

Libyan,

the

rance,

who

and

other

been a horror and mystery ever since

In those events tuese girls were

bold and even vicious in their bearing, and¢
evinced an utter absence of compunction or
commiseration ; except in one or two instances, displaying a complete disregard of
the agony and
destruction
which
they

brought upon others.

In the curse of the winter they became
expert in the arts they
were learning.
Gradually they came to exhibit their atAt first these extainments to beholders.
hibitions consisted ot creeping into holes,
and under. benchés and chairs;
putting

King

was

called

in, and

had exam-

ined thew, he declared them bewitched.
In those days,-and prior to those days, physicians frequently disposed of difficult cases
which came before them by such a resort.
The profession must bear its fair shave of

occurrences.

responsibility for succeeding

Any candid examination of the history
of demonology—i. e., the alleged agency in
affairs of supernatural, invisible,
human

raised

Prussia,

Palmerston

history, these

And

belonged to

a class of occurrences which had existed
among men for nearly five hundred years.
Instead of growing out of auything peculjar

to

the time, or

country, or

people

in

which and among whom they transpired,
they issued {rom error which had prevailed
for centuries, and as a matter of fact formed
almost the last manifestation of its power
in Europe or America. Nay, more; exclusive responsibility in respect to them
can not

rightly

be imputed io any

class of

Tt: was a fearful nightmare
individuals,
which brooded over those villagers, scatter
ing death and destruction

Jaw upon

innocent

souls,

by the forms

of

But its black-

ness was not new ; it only rested on ther
as it had rested on the world besides them,
( indeed, rest to-day on great numand does,

And

if to any who

never

before

scen,--never,

as

seriously

to

credence

the

used

She

bodily

had

many

but

quiry

into

in hand.”

We

the

matter,

Haven't as

of

and

but

from

in-

all

we

can gather from some old women in our
neighborhood, we believe empty egg-shells

are, or perhaps we, should say were, frequently treated after the fashion stated, and

for the reason gssigned.

ers

in

the

North-West

Some of our readHighlands

seek

to

and

give

-,

it a

myself in

After

I

suddenly, I noticed that a storm

ing from the south.

tak-

wandered
was

com-

I sought a shelter in

the rocks, but when the storm burst, it
came down as a flood from the heavens,—
not with gentle drops at first, slowly increasing in quantity, but as if suddenly
poured from an immense
basin.
I was
thoroughly drenched and almost washed

away.

It

lasted

not’

more

than

half

an hour, when the clouds swept by to the
north, and I was in the sunshine again.
In the meantime, I discovered a better

way of getting down and started for camp,
making the greatest hasté possible.
On

reaching the bottom of the side canon I
found a thousand streams rolling down the
cliffs on ‘every side, -carrying with them
red sand, and these all united in the canon
below in one great stream of red mud.
Travelingas fast®as [ could
reached the foot of the stream,

run, I
for the

soon
rain

we will not say that he was wholly wrong.
Ble relied entirely upon his ministers to
hold

travel faster than

of

“the contested land: Louis considered that
he had something better to do than to occupy
himself with these disagreeable trifles, and
the

helm

of

State,

music,

and

soon

were

tricities

the

the

new

finger: **You

he

amused

monarch

stories, and his

tap

on the

know what

was

eccen~

we thoucht

forehead with

and

I meun—a

prince in the minds of those

patriarchal

populations,

Christian, in whom
gocence

and

only

more.

Bavarian

be
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proof
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of

girl exclaimed

this,

was talking to

King, “The

poor
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at all;
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much

turned
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what a
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but

that
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above-the
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river

water,

roll
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be-
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long
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and
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painful,
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was

obtained,

we
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culls

trust

which
us

may we heed the command,
thy God.”
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to
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through
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1840, was

converted

and

united
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SCHOOL.

A.M, Principal, with three

b

Aug. 18, 1874
near fhe college and

tory course.
e special work of the school is to
prepgre
students for college, and every effort is made
to
his in as thorough a manner as possible, Expegs are moderate, Send for catalogue,
Hit,
A, M, JONES, Sec,”

WILTON

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE

WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., I0WA.

H.

# Fall Térm ot 16 weeks, begins September 1st, 1874,
Winger Term, Jan. 5th, 1875
Spri
erm, April 6th, 1875,

J

S. HANNA, Principal,

/

|NokTizWoOD
SEMINARY.
weeks will commence Mone.

The
t termof"ten
day, August 31,1574.

WILLIAM H COTTON, A. B., Principal, with
competent Assiscants.
.
!
The tuitton will be as usual.
For further particulars address the Principal.
Northwood

Ridge,

N. H., Aug.5, 1874."

* LAPHAM

the

INSTITUTE,

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
HIS Institution furnishes College Preparatory
English and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate

hig

course of study.
;
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
ARTHUR G. MOULTON, A. B. Principal.
MissAbbie E. Jefiness, Preceptreds.
ASSISTANTS.
Mr. M. E. Burnham,

Miss O. A. Angel.
Mrs. J.

Steere, (music.).

CALENDAR.

‘

Spring Term begins March 22, 1875,
For further Padticpiars address
the
North Scituate, R. I.

BATES

Principal,
tf 45

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
:
FALL

‘The Fall Term

TERY, 1874.

of the Theological

School connect:

ed with Bates College begins
Thursday,August 20th.
For further information address the President, O. B,
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John

Fullonton,

ton, Maine.

AUSTIN

Lewis

J, A. HOWE, Sec.

ACADEMY.

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.

was
was

REV. S.C. KIMBALL, ‘A. M., Principal.
Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth
College,
a superior scholar, an experienced and successful
teacher, with competent Assistants!

Summer

Term

begins May

11. 1875.

Rooms and

beard in private families at reasonable rates.

o

RAa=Free tuition to students who have the ministry
in view.
For further information address the Prin-

cipal or,

.
WARREN Foss,
Center Strafford, March 18, 1875,

PIKE

Secretary.

SEMINARY.
CALENDAR.

Spring Term opens March 16, 1875.
Géneral Examinations, June 14, 15; 16.
Anniversary, June 17.

Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.
.
This School was never in better condition for doing
thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction,
With three carefully arranged
courses «ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course.
We are prepared to fit students for

any college in the land, or to
and

life.

Scientific

preparation

give a thorough English

for

the

active

duties of

For full catalogue, address the Principal,

IRVING B. SMITH.

3t10
WEST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

5

wy

This Institution offers fo students important and
peculiar advantages.
For
particular information,
send for a Circular to
A

Rev. W, COLGROVE, A. M., President.

MAINE

CENTRAL

ENSTATUTE.,

PITTSFIELD,

ME.

Furnishes College Preparatory, Normal, Academ
ical and Ladies’ Full course of study.
Terms, 10
weeks,
Fall term’commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter term commences Nov, 2, 1874,
Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1875.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal
of
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
°
:
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M,, Principal of Normal Devartment.
German, Physics and Diactics.
Miss LINDA
C. VICKERY,
Preceptress,
French,
Geometry and Botany.
Miss LAVINA H. HAYNES,
Normalclasses includ
ing Drawing.
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Music and Algebra,
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher,
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
accountof sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning an®middle of the term.
X
The price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week.
Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
men’s are formed.
:
Rooms and board in private familiesat reasonable

has

her

house,

to meet:
CoM.

with

™™

theological school affords many
advantages which
are very important to students
during their prepara-

which

God’s

LATIN

all
Term begins,
The location of this school

died in Wilmot, March

the

rates.

.

For further particulars, address the Secretary,
Pittsfield, Maine.
/
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

at

J. Eppie
Murpny died
in Newfield,
of
LYNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTION
typhoid pneumonia, Feb. 19, 1875, aged 20 years
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
and 4 months,
He was very much lore and
in his death all in the community are afflicied.
Faculty :
He was a great comfort apd help to his father in
. B., Principal.
his business, and in his death be seemed doubl
. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., Associate.
bereft, losing both a son’s affection and a busi-*:
ness reliance.
His illness was brief, eight days, * M188 Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
With a full complement of competent
assistants,
and exceedingly painful.
Everything was done
Three
complete
courses
of study:— Classical,
for him that wealth or affection could command,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course.
f
School
first
class
but déath had marked bim as his victim,
His
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
futher, brother and ,two sisters, were almost
tree to students.
;
i
heartbroken.
One
thought comforted ;them,
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks Begins Tuesday, March
that he had rejoined the ** dear mother” {who
9, 1875,
FALL TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, August
eight years go passed on before.
His ying
24, 1875.
.
counsel to all was, * Trust in thé Lord forever,”
J. B. MERRILL, °
Primary

-

‘|

&c.

Spring

Term

Latin and Greek,

close June luth.
The Summer Term

September
2d. .
The Fall Term
November 25th.

will

March

open June

will open September

2d, 1875, and

15th, and

close

7th, and

close

For. Catalogue, address the Scoretary,

y

(extra),

-

-

TUITION:
-

.

wi

-

-

.

.

-

-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (extra),

COLLEGE.

will open

-

Higher English,
French

The

Studies,

Common English,

Academies
RIDGEVILLE

QusaN, wife of Wm. J."Brown and daughter of
B, Cave, ded at

was

heavenward,

gone,

efforts

Verses areinadmissible.

Gro. M. WILDER, sheriff of the county of
Wyoming, died in Warsaw, N. Y., Feb. 8, 1875,
He left a wite-and three children
aged 40 years.
He formerly resided
to mourn his departure.
His parents were members of ths
in Varysburg.
D. JACKSON.
place.
this
in
church
I". Baptist
Col, Joseph

NICHOLS

SUSIE J., wife of Jacob S. Tuttle, and daughter of Geo. B. Hardy, Esq., died in Contoocook,
N. H., Feb. 20, aged 30 years and 4 months.
During the ten years of her position as organist
and singer in the choir she was coustant in her
place.
The attention of her Sabbath school class
of young ladies through ber illness, and grief at
her funeral, testified to their strong love for
her. She was a faithful, affectionate wite, and
since her mother’s death, some tive years since,
she has administered to her father with a true
daughter’s devotion,
Naturally a lover of pure
principles and religious-society, always found in
the prayer room when pessible, as marked a
change as in many could not be expected.
Some
vears since, under the labors of Rev. G. W.
Knapp, shie found forgiveness
of sins, and after
that maintained a praying life. Doubtless the
fear of failing to reach the standard of her ideal
of professing Christianity and thereby misleading others, deterred her from publicly declaring
this change.
She felt as she reviewed her life,
that if she were spared this should be her first
work.
When, after ten months of alternate hope
and disappointm-nt so frequent to consamption,
she was told she could not recover, she received
it with calm trast n God.
She expressed to her
pastor, us'she thought she was going, that she
was happy, and bidding loved ones good-bye
said, ** Take me.”
Soonalter she sweetly fell
usleep without a struggle. May
God “help the
grief=stricken.
husband
and - father
to look

Not more than a
Brevity is specially important.
to any single
afforded
gingtesquare can well be

charming

he is' nothing

badly;

it is

he

family; he

Unhappily

youth
an

her

his father, whom

er led by bis nose.
Otto has

boy!

it is all in the

herits it from

a

to one

friends who

dear

respected

hastened

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
I’ersons wishing obitStar, who do
uaries published in the Morning
not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion,

for in-

for a state of grace,

loved

be

Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874s
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.
:
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875,
Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
: bi 4
Vacation two weeks.
Sumiier Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thuraday, July 1, 1875.
For further particulars, apply ta the Principal, er
ud
B,C, LEW] §, Sec
shee
stees,

FRITZ W. BALDWIN,

F. B. church in 1844. Subsequently he came to
reside in this town and united with the church
at West Newfield, of which he remained a member till bis death.
II2 was sick only eight days.
He left a good
eyidence
and testimony.
A
Avidow, two
sons, “two daughters and three
grahdebildren ure left to mourn.

Obituaries,

almost a divine benediction.
If the sovereign had wot all his wits about him the

would

so I

a love for the cause

her sickness

about

to’ join the Colorado.— Major J, W. Powell,

- proloundly

cretinism passes

insanity

it wquld

‘and then stood by to see

bee in the bonnet—a—an excess of sentimentality.
Really the youth is too high
flown and romantic.”
However that may
be, a little flightiness could not injure the

young

the stream,

N.

1874

er 30, 1874, ;

New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874,

TuoMAS B. DAvIs, died at Newfield, (Dam’s
Miils) of typhoid pneumonia, Feb, 16, 1875, aged
71 years and 7 months.
Bro. D. was born in
Effingham, N, H., but went to reside in Dover

on the camp and told the men there was a
river coming down the canon.
We carried
our camp equipage from the bank to where

witha slight smile

quoted’

and a sigpificant

while

This seemed extraor-

|

earnest, reliable and true to the many trusts
which bave been committed to him.
He was
aman who was ever active to do that which
would help his fellows.
He took great interest
in religious work.
This has been manifested by
what he has done.
He-invested largely to build
the house of God at Wilmot Flat, and has done
much to_support church interests.
He joined
the F. B. church about 33 years ago, which
mourns the loss of a very useful member.
He
leaves a wife and son who feel deeply their loss.
Bro. Carr was sweetly comforted near the close
of his life, oft exclaiming, “ I am most over,”
‘ I shall soon be over the river.”
His funeral
was largely attended.
J. A. KNOWLES.

The day was very hot and

altitude,

maintained

Cor. Josern

my coat had been left in camp, so I had no
linings to tear out, but it occurred to me
to cut off the sleeve of my shirt and tie it
up at one end, and in this little sack I col-

lected about a gallon of pitch.

Falls,

Augnst 24,

Vacation two weeks.

husband

14, aged 65 years and 2 months.
Bro. Carr
a very excellent man.
As a Christian
Le

collecting resin from the pinon pines, which
were found in great abundance.
One of
the principal objects of the climb was to get
this vesin for the purpose of smearing our
boats, bat I had with me no means of car-

rying it down.

Term begins Monday,

Fall Term closes Friday, Octo

SusaAN T., wife of William Brown and daughter of Col. Joseph B. Carr, died in Wilmot,
March 9, aged 34 years and 4 months.
Sister B.
was a Joving daughter, sister, and wife, possessing great heart-kinduess, which, in its flowings,
made her many very dear friends,
She was a
member of the Congregationul church, deeply
pious, and as she approached death, was joyous
and happy.
Her last words were, *‘ blessed
Jesus.”
:

yet

making

in Great

Four terms

CALENDAR:

all

‘she bore with Christian calmness.
She leaves a
kind-hearted
and faithful husband, who deeply
feels and mourns his loss,
CoM.

as witch life-boats,

opportunities

eh

MRS PAYNE, wife of Joshua Payne, died in
Meredith, Keb, 13, aged 63 years. Sister Payne
was a Christian,
She became a disciple of Jesus
in her youth, and her unblemished
life and
sweet
Christian
spirit, are good evidence to
those who Kuew her that she has exchanged
this earthly life of toil and pain for that of a
saint immortal, - Her disease was consumption

by crushing the whole shell into a crumpled
mass

Her

INSTITUTION.

Six Tegulnr courses for both sexes.
1
ten weeks each.

church until her death.
She was much beloved
by friends and neighbors,
We mourn
not as
those without hope.

to

nonsease;

Highlands,

worthy member until her death.

HAMPTON

A. B. lh
MESERVEY, y Av A. M M. », Principal d with eigh
Mant

Lizzie C. WrtHAM, wife of Albert F. Witham,
and daughter of T. A. and S. A. Emery, died in
Alfred, Murch 4, aged 26 years and 10 months.
She was the second person baptized by Rev. C.
D. Swett, in 1868, and joined the Baptist church.

sensible woman

to such

brought up in

ty of their being

of

inhabitants

unhappy

NEW

Jan. 4, aged 67 years and 4 months.
He was
the only son of Rev. Zebedee Delano, of Lebanon, Me.
is health had been failing for vears:
his last sickness, of three months, was of con.
sumption and heart disease.
He was for many
years a worthy member of the Freewill Baptist
church, in Great Falls. He died calm! yy, trusting in Jesus, in hope of a better life bey®nd this.
He leaves a wife, two chil dren and one sister to
mourn their loss,
Com.

our
but

did not reach the lower end of the canon,
and the water was running down
a dry
bed of sand
; and although it came in waves
several feet high and fifteen or twenly feet
in width, the sand soaked it up and it was
lost:
. Wave
followed wave and rolled
along and was swallowed up, and still the
floods came from above...
1 found I could

ed rizhts over the

Feb. 22, 1875.

stormy

ion in early life, was baptized by the Methodists, and,-in the year 1842, joined the F. Bap~
tist church in Ellsworth, where she remained a

~JAMES DELANO died

through their unbroken ends. before throw
ing them aside, or frequently even id
effectually providing against the possibili-

a

claims

and

D. R. BuzzeLL:

notice;—

¢ My house-

back on the rocks for an hour or two, when,

was

réugh

SEMINARY .

HE summer term will commence March 22.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
the State. gTerms moderate. Send for Catalogue,
.
J.8. GARDNER, Prin,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.
>

A18., son of Christopher P, and Hannab H.

the egg

profound igno-

few minutes to settle, I occupied

question

WHITESTOWN

80, age

Palmer, died in Ellsworth,N. H., Feb. 7, 1875
of inflammation of the bowels, aged 4 years and
8 months.
He was truly lovely and affectionate,
and would often ask his older brother and little
sisters if they did not know what Jesus said:
*‘ Buffer little children to come unto me and
forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of
heaven,” and these words. were used as a text
at his funeral,by Rev. W. Downing.
The sfilicted parents and children deeply feel their loss,
but rejoice in the hope of a resurrection,

——

a

instantly

Jan,

died twelve years ago, leaving her in the care of
ason,where she ever lived and was much beloved
by the entire family. She passed away in the
triumphs of faith. Two sons, three daughters,
and
many
grandchildren and otber
friends
mourn their loss, |

of the lot, and

that an otherwise

give

women,

inheritance of the honest Duke of Augustenbourg-Louenbourg and his real or pretend-

the hero of strange

such examination will make it plain that,
so far from being singular or excepiional
events in human

ends

Hanging up my barometer

said,

than the sales, resales, and

more

dinary,

rect standpoint from which to, consider the
story of witchcraft “delusions,” at Salem,

1692.

“

will act as you saw my housekeeper act
with the empty egg-shells, knocking a hole

of Bavaria.

by

Lord

himself’ with

and spiritual beings—even if it be not minute and protracted, will furnish the cor-

in Massachusetts, in the year

the

our

seen so

be sure,

of many other wars.

explanation of their condition wus so much
as suggested by any one; but as soon as
Griggs

having

should

But the young man troubled himself little
Naturally they be- with the Schleswig-Holstein affair, and ali
and piercing outeries.
oan to draw upon themselves general at- | the complications which were involved in
Soon they came to be styled *‘the it. One of Mozart's sonatas, or a symphony
tention.
afflicted children.” In the early. stages no of Beethoven, interested our monarch much
Dr.

advanc-

and ‘took

he went on,** for it is supremely absurd,

neat Were
Louis 11. was scarcely nineteen years old
when his father suddenly died and left him
his crown. Af this time all diplomacy was
agitated by the question of the Danish
as

, was

night, lost his way and perished in the storm.
Frank was a good boy, and as he grew to riper
years, became a great help to his family, A
step-father, mother,sister and little brother feel
deeply their loss and will greatly miss him at
the altar Of prayer. His funeral was attended
by a large collection ot people, aud Rev. Walter
Downing preached from the words, ** Be ye also

short,—in case, as she more than once seriously told me, a witch should get hold of
it and use it as a boat, in which to set to
sea in order to raise violent
storms. in
which the ablest seamanship could not possibly save hundreds of vessels from bLeing
miserably wrecked!”
* You may smile,”

match to set Europe on fire.
In reality
this question was the cause of the AustrianPrussian wir against Denmark, which caused the war of Austria against Prassia, which
caused the war of Prussia and Germany
against France, which will be the cause

loud

with

tortures,

suffer

Present

which,

tures, making wild gestures, and uttering
incoherent and unintellicible sounds. Then
they were seized with spasms, dropped insensible to the floor, or writhed in agony,

pretending to

well

over,

confessed

ing observations for

duchies

pos-

unnatural

and

odd

into

themselves

house to his home, one very

much given to little superstitious observances and . harmless gots ragan. She will
not, allow a single egg-shell to gu out of
het sight without first amaking a hole
through it, knocking out its boltom, in

don't let gray hairs grow.” Michel Angelo
already foresaw the storm that was brewing.—The Galaxy for April.

they

in lumberin

eighteen years, In 1873, he sought an
fed
Christ, was baptized and united
with the F.
Baptist church in E., where he reniained a worthy member wt
his death. Thirteen years
ago, his father, while going from a neighbor’s

Chased by a River.

words: “Once more the times are not in
our favor; so take care of your health, and

the .Barbadoes,

JAMES FRANKLIN COFFRAN, of Ellsworth, N.

staid,

of his] parts of the couatry.—Inverness Courier.

besides

from

woman,

‘walked

a

keeper, you musf know,” continued
friend, ‘“is a most excellent woman,

sonnets describes in a burlesque manner
his condition—how he lay day aiter day on
his back, and the colors dropped down on
his face.
His eye had become so accus-

these, one or two others ; but the girls, with
the slaves, formed the circle; and were the

colony

ten,

the houskeeper,

anything of this kind before.

the

his head bent back. A little while before
All Saints’ Day, he informs his father by
letter that the work is done, and the Pope
is pleased with it; but money is scarce, and
the times are against art. In his own

these

We

at least,

and

Delphic,

friends

attended

8. SAVAGE,

H,, while engaged

with our host

lady's Manner of dealing with

3.

persons were drawn to act. There were
John Indian and Tituba, two slaves of Mr.
Parris’s, who probably were brought to the

With

in- years,

shells...

by

The” Temptation,

services

killed, by the'falling of a tree,

ately suggested that we should visit his stables. We were a good deal puzzled ; having
seen so little, where we expected to have
seen a great deal,and that little so seemingly without meaning,and purposeless. When
we got to the stables, our host asked us if
we understood the meaning of the old

was brought to the scaffold by the girls,and tomed to looking np, that for a long while
Sarah Churchill, a servant in the family of afterward he was obliged to hold up anyGeorge Jacobs. Sr.
Her employer also be- thing written that he might read in with

came their victim.

table,

ov hitherto unbroken

scene, the

gelo had worked desperately. . One

eighteen, belonging to families living near
at hand; Mary Warren, aged twenty, a

then be
of a precedence of: the prelate | bers of the race.

if a hale © would not

man

Kuneral

by the writer,

he said,

On this immense decoration Michel,
An- | by the sea-shore than in the more inland

seventeen, niece of Dr, Griggs, the village

of

to mourn their loss.

triangles—are the compositions represent- Hebrides may
perhaps
know something
ing the death of Goliath, the serpent in the -more about a very odd and curious superwilderness, the punishment of Haman, and stition to be met with in the latter half of
Judith and Holoferenes.Numerous other the nineteenth century.
For obvious reascenes are shown on either side of the win- sons, it is a superstition more likely to be
dows, in the archi-vaults, ete.
prevalent among islanders and dwellers

prominent ‘man at the Farms; Mary Walcot, Mr. Parris’s next-door neighbor; Mer-

transpired.

titleof

of

of Light.

She leaves a husband,

parents, brothers, sisters and other kind

then -turned away to some other employment.
This was all, for our host immedi-

public November 1,

the Father upborne

produced).

the

Williams, Parris’s niece, living in his house,
aged -eleven; Ann Putnam, aged twelve,
daughter of the parish clerk and recorder, a

in the family

tian virtues abide with us.

ed it with a smart tap through the bottoms,

preThe
was

Creation

the KF.

"all with-

out a murmur, and was patient and faithful until
Ldeath released her of her suffering. Her Chris-

shells,—there were four or five of them,—
and, placing them, one after another into lan
egg-cup, she took a small knife, and pass-

Erythrean, and the Cumean., In the four
corners of the chapel—the dome forms four

early re-

cy Lewiss, seventeen ; Elizabeth

the

respectable looking,
ed

ures, Zachariah, Jeremiah, Joel, Daniel,
Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Jonah; the five sibyls,

In this circle were Elizabeth

of nobility,’

* no

God

2. The

Creation

has

—

leading characters in the evenis which bave

but also that

upon

During the winter of 1691—"2 a circle of the Expulsion. 6. The Sacrifice of Noah.
8. The Iutoxication of
young girls was formed in Salem farms, 7. The Deluge.
which met at the house of the Rev. Mr. - Noah.
?
In the twelve compartments between the
Parris, for the practice of palmistry and
fortune-t&lling, necromancy, magic, and’ windows were painted twelve immense fig-

** The Constitution expressly provides
not only that * no state shall grant any title
bility shall be granted by the United States,

Angels.
The

servont

is worthy

These are: 1.

one, being surrounded by a ric productive, farming country. The village of Rr
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters wpon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife hiving, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently entereasinto a contract with thefive years to come, thus
Trustees to conduct it for
giving permanency.
CALENDAR:
:
FALL TERM opens Aug.
26, 1873,—~ends Nov, 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,~ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,~ends June 12.
For tucther particylars, address,
/
Rev, G, 8, BRADLEY, A, M,, Principal,

In her protracted

half, she bore

x

{77 The location of this stitution at Evansville, Wis.
is a beautiful

ready.
the “while, that the housekeeper might
not suspect that we took ‘any interest in her
HANNAH, widow of Benjamin Palmer, died in
doings: —We noticed that when the girl: Ellsworth
, N. H., Feb
of consumption, aged
came into the kitchen and laid the tray 72 years und 8 months. 4, She
experienced relig-

portrait of a human body is unsurpassed).
4. The Creation of woman (and ugain, the
most b2autiful picture of a woman that art

upon all questions where - that Church can
touch the State.
There is another phase ofthe subject of

which

made

watch,”

sickbess of a year and a

public. The upper portion of the vault is but, after all, if you make inquiry, you will
decorated with nine subjects, in eight tab- find that the superstition in question is
leaux, all taken from the book of Genesis. | quite a common
one. Few middle-aged

Origin of Salem Witcheraft,
3

and

to smokes ‘and

this is what we saw, chatting

1509.
Some time between 1512 and 1513,
the second half of the paintings were terminated, acd soon after exhibited tq the

\

physician, and resident in the family; Klizabeth Booth and Susannah Sheldon, each

of grave consideration, namely whether 1t
is becoming or proper for an American cit-

completed

antagonist consid-

interests of his Church.
What those * relations " are, our people will gradually find
out at the polls in successive elections and

an American cardinalate,

is hardly necessary, we.can here only
sent a brief outline of their history.
first part of the vault of the chapel

made myself also acquainted with the argu-

and gave my Protestant

Baptist church the same Sear,

‘what my housekeeper will do with, the
empuy egg-shells as.the breakfast thing} are
brought up from the parlor.”
We went
and stood, and watched accordingly, and

Sprung from a force to which the Bible
IX. intends it “as a compliment to the
specially dear, my early training was
that, in Opposing him and his confederates,
nation, ” we doubt much if the thirty-three was
Born in they would become honored instruments in
millions of our non-papal population will confined almost exclusively to it.
be disposed to receive it as such. The only i Ireland, I, like my predecessors for many the hands of Almighty God, te break down
exceptions which we have noticed are in generations, was taught to hold my own and abolish the last stronghold of the kingthe sycophantic utterances of some politi- against the Church of Rome. I had a dom of sin upon earth. This was not a
cal newspapers, which are reudily inter- father whose memory ought to be to me a conceit of their vanity, but their calth and
stay, and an example of unbending recti- deliberate conviction. And
it is quite
preted.
robable that it was dexterously used, durThe Archbishop of Baltimore is also re- tude and purity of life, The small stock to
ported as saying that possibly the Cardi- which he belonged were scattered with ing the witchcraft trials, to gratify personal
nal may be called by the Pope to Rome, various fortunes along the eastern rim of animosity,to palliate personal brutality, and
adding that ** As the United States has no Leinster, from Wexford upward, to which pethaps to carry forward persenal plans.—.
longer a diplomatic representative”in that they crossed from (he Bristol Channel. My The Gulaxy for March.
father was the poorest of them.
Still, in
city the
ence there of an American
Cardinal would seem to be most desirable his socially low but.mentally and morally
The Sistine Frescoes,
and it would be of great advantage in independent position, by his own inner en:
—
ee
ergies
and
affinities,
he
obtained
a
knowlmany ways.”
And he concluded the inThe story of the frescoesin the Sistine
edge
of
history
which
would
put
mine
to
“terview, irom which we quote, with these
Chapel, as it is called, is a long and interwords: ** The relation of the Cardinal to shame; while the whole of the controversy esting one. “To paint the vault of the
our government will doubtless be a pleas- between Protestantism and Romanism was chapel,” such was the order which the
At the present moant one, as respect for the rank is acknowl- at his fingers’ ends.
ment
the
works
and
characters which oc- fiery Julius imposed upon him.” The task
edged by all. nations without regard to
cupied
him
come
as
far-off
recollections to was not -thoroughly to his ,mjnd; and,
creed, and if some day we should ‘hear that
my
mind;
Claude
and
Bossuet,
Chilling- moreover, he insisted that he had never
the President had addressed him as ‘ My
However, he
worth
and
Nott,
Tillotson
Jerenry
Taylor, done anything in colors.
cousin’ our people need not be scandalized,
was forced to give way, and stipulated to
Challoner, and Milner, Pope amd McGuire,
for that is the custom.
I have forgotten, or perform the whole work for three thousand
As the Roman Cardinals are princes of and others whom
;
whom
it
is
needless
to name.
Still this crowns,
the church, and in’Europe rank with prinHaving completed the cartoons, the artman,
so
charged
with
ammunition
of
conces, next-after emperors and kings, it is
ist locked himselfin the chapel, and began
self-evident, that so far as possible, the ad- troversy, was so respected by his Catholic to paint. It is worth remembering that the
herents of the Roman Church will regard fellow-townsmen that they one and all pat subject ofthe “Deluge” was the first picture
their American Cardinal as having a place up their shutters when he died. With such on which he made a trial of his skill in
second only to that'sf the President ;and the a preceptor, and with a hereditary interest
fresco painting,
Foregoing any description
Baltimore prelate, with a pleasure which he in thepapal controversy, I natarally mas- of the pictures themselves, which, in truth,
dressed

ofJ. W, Carr, was baptized, and joined

disciples, who

One of Darwin's

faculties.

published as they were ‘and

24

MirA A., wife of George W. Emerson, died in

studies intermarriages, affiims that cases of
have been, did more to bring on day itself insanity are sixty times more numerous in
than all "previous similar tragedies which princely families than in the middle classes.
il
had been a shame and a sadness to man- —The Galaxy for April.
kind.
vit
aa
4900)
And. another fact suscepfible of proof
Scotch Superstition.
ought to be noted, that the majordty of
—
pe
those concerned in these tragedies were assured, and acted on their faith throughout.
A curious bit of popular superstition is
them, that the Evil One, the Devil, as he the following, * which a gentleman in a
had failed to prevent the progress of knowl- neighboring district was good enough to
edge in Europe, htd abandoned his efforts bring recently under our notice: —Afler
to obstruct it there, and had but a short breakfast, at which, amohg
othér:: goo
time before withdrawn into the American things, we hdd some excellent fresh ego
wilderness, intending to make in it a final he suggested that we should go into the
horrors, widely

years.

Madison Co,, Me., Oct. 19, 1874, of consumption,
aged 26 years and 9 months.
She experienced
religion in the winter of 1870,- under the labors

is rather unwholesome, and very easily deranges the equilibrium of the intellectual

day-dawn

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

areh 14, 1875, COL.

OSEPH B. CARR, aged 65

might be added that the position of the king

teach, that™in the history of the human family, of which these villagers were part, it

Snag ie
ie Cardinal.
Their Pope’ dignity of-an American citizen before: the
world by a refusal of the red bat and saphas elevated Archbishop McCloskey to this phire ring. Let him return to the Pope of
office, with the expectation” that the act
‘will tell powerfully upon the interests of Rome the insignia of the proffered title,
‘Romanism in Europe a8 well as in Ameri- saying : ¢ May it please your Holiness, I
ca. Archbishop Bayley, of Baltimore, is am-grateful for your recognition in my

reported

sides, of all the kings in the world, he is the | 183, aged 30 years.—Also,
|

handsomest,”.
~
To this speech of the enthusiastic subject

seems to have ‘been especially dense, they
will do well to. rementber. what the facts

WM. REED,
Ridgeville, In 1.

Instruction on Guitar, Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
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ga~Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received af ye.

>
;
duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished fox self-boarding.

For full particulars in regard to the School send
for catalogue,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
of Trustees.
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The books of Grain-Inspector Harper, upon
being examined by the Illinois senatorial committee, show deficits ranging from $20,000 to

-and

the university has become

so’ serious

as

>

—

‘ tion of species.

he

ment, taken from the Health

goes he carries

the séeds of plants With him,—the merchant
in the
packing of
his
goods,
the
colonist
with his housdhold gods, and more
directly,
-Paragraphs.
¢
| among his cultivited grains, and the march of
|;
" Many anecdotes ara told of Sheridan, illustra his armies over the world, mght-be traced by
Henry and Eli Bond.
:
the plants which have sprung up in their tracks,
tive of his wit and éxtravagance.
A good saying
oy
bd
»
;
nt
Ex-State Senator McKenna, of Tennessee, re- is attributed to his son Tom, who, being told by The most carefully cleaned grain will contain
* cently ggntenced to five years’ imprisonment for his father that he had made his will, and cut him the seeds of the weeds which havé grown ulong
marrying his former wife's granddaughter, has off wilh a shilling, said he was sorry, and imme- . with it, and which, like * ill weeds which spring
apace,” propagate rapidly
ugli
hey gain
a foot| diately added, ** You don’t-happen to have the
been pardoned by Governor Porter,
ing, and either maintain it, or, in many cases,
shilling about” you, now, sir, do you?” Then
‘The convention of college oarsmen at Springmaintaimit to the prejudice of the indigenous
there was Sheridan's answer to Lord Lauderfield, Wednesday, made arrangements for the dale, 0 n the latter saying he would repegl some flora. The seaman brings plants in his ballast
annual regatta, at Saratoga, and pesitions were joke that the tormer had told him. *‘Pray, don’t, from every distant land,~the climate of which
is often similar to that of the land on which he
drawn for the university race.
my dear ‘Lauderdale; a joke in your mouth is no
shoots it to make room for ls merchandise,
and
laughing matter,”
One of his. practical jokes
The Newburyport bridge over the Merrimac
accordingly every botanist knows that there are
was
taking
Dowton’s
gig
to
come
to
town,
while
River was partly destroyed by . the freshet,
numerous foreign plants to be looked for in any
Tuesday, but no serious damage was inflicted at Dowton with all the patience and sturdiness of a locality where ships are in the habit of discharg.
"dun, was'waiting in the parlor to see him.
To
any other point along the river, Ice running
ing their ballast, Since the extensive introduecshow his carelessness in money matters it is reout of the Hudson swept off several vessels in lated that the butler once found the window “tion of foreign wools, in the yicinity of localities
New York harbor, There was some damage frames stuffed with papers to keep them from where this wool is washed and bleached, many
plants of the wool-growing countries have sprung
in other parts of New England.
:
\
rattling, and, on taking them out saw they were
+ The United States court of claims has render- bank notes, which Sheridan had used for this up, De Cundolle noticed this long ago in the
vicinity of Montpelier and mentioned that in his
.ed an adverse decision ona claim’'based on the purpose some stormy night, and nevergmissed
time there was scarcely a year in which foreign
‘
assumption
that a presidential pardon re-in- them.
plants were not to be found naturalized in a
‘ states a former rebel in all his rights and propThe Italian papers state that Professor Florenwood-drying ground
(Porte
Juvenal) in the
erty, and entitles him to any of his property tino has. discovered, in a library at Rome, a vicinity of that city.
manuscript work on the Reformation, of about
which was confiscated during the war.
Since De Candolle’s day, various gdotanists
200 pages, by the philosopher Campanella,
have
successively
kept note of what
plants
The Boston Tachygraphic Scciety is going to
The friends of the late Admiral Winslow are
sprung up, until now the list reaches the surdisctiss a resolution that the prevalent practice of
about to place over his grave at Mount Auburn
prising number of 438,— the species mostly beputtinga premium on adherence to the slavery a granite bowlder weighing several tons, taken
lor.ging to the European coasts of the Mediterraof fashion in spMling is more productive of evil from the summit of Kearsarge Mountains,in New
nean, whence most of the wood comes.
Howthan of good.
Hampshire, surmounted by a granite shaft emever,
representatives from Algiers, Morocco,
_he rendered
Syria, Egypt, Asia Minor,
North and
South
Municipal elections, Motiday : In Bridgeport, blematic of the ship and mountain
America, have presented . themselves, including
famous.
\Conn., P. T. Barnum,
mayor;
Columbus,
some pw species, the native land of which is
Ohio, Heltman (dem), by 800 majority; CinThe Publishing @ommiitee
charged
by the
yet ‘unknown.
Near
Louvers, M. Bocquillon
cinnati, Johnson and entire democratic ticket by Cleveland convention with thesresponsibihity of gathered out of Australian wool a great quantiestablishing
a
paper
as
an
organ
of
the
Woman’s
‘majority ranging from 1000 to 6000; Annapoty of the fruits of leguminose, which produced
lis, Md., entire democratic ticket by a small National Christian Temperance Union, have under his care numerous plants, In every
majority.
A serious fight took place at the lata decided to issue an eight-paged monthly paper, woollen factory, in the wool-cleaning rooms,
in size 11 by 15 inches, as soon as the names of
ter city, ‘several persons being wounded and a
heaps of the fruits of plants may be seen lying
5,000 subscribers are sent in. The names and
and, as in some cases these are sold to the. farmboy killed.
addresses of . subscribers maybe sent at qnee to
,| ers as manure, numerous foreign weeds may
James K. Ingersoll, of Tammany
ring noMrs, A. Wittenmyer, 1020 Arch Street, Philadelspring up io their fields. Planchon has, hawtoriety, is pardoned by Governor Tilden,
Wis, or
phia, or to Mrs. Steele, Appleton,
ever, shown that though those seeds
brought
One man was killed and several persons were handed to any member of the committee, to be .in wool to Montpelier gave a varying character
forwarded
;
the
money
to
be
sent
when
the
first
wounded by a boiler éxplosion in Syracuse, N.
to the flora of the neighborhood, yet only six
uggeber of the paper is received.
§

ges

seem

and,

naturalized

fairly

BosToN

in a state of

irritation

Reformer

and

will

Ordinary...es
Good Ordinary
Mid, to gd mid,
Low Middling.

excite-

ment by the applicition of nitrate of silver, blue
vitriol and other caustics to his throat,
But it
is now conceded by the best informed and most
progressive of the profession that caustics not

the

pure

application

A

surface

dissolve in the throat. In addition, he pours
ice water on the tongue every few. minutes.

St.

not follow,

baths.

conven-

Nn

weak

tepid

Alnonds—
Soft Shella

eee

.

1

———

west.

The first passenger train was run through the
Hoosac tunnel, Friday.

A Philadelphiastgnamed Louis R. Lege, murdered his wife and’ committed suicide on Wednesday evening.
:
Patrick McDonough was killed by John
Glynn, of Edgeworth, on Thursday night. The
murderer has been arrested.
Violent storms are reported in Arkansas,
houses being blown down and five persons killed
at Little Rock, and one child fatally wounded,
-at Texarkana.
The strikes among the Pennsylvania coal
miners appear t6 be extending.. A considera-

Between five and six hundred vessels, amountingto 30,000 tons and manned by 12,000 men,
are employed in the French cod fisheries, and
the weightof fish is calculated at about 40,000,000 kilogrammes, and the value from 16 to 18
millien franes.
A large number of
Shing boats
have just left the Frenc
ts fi
the fisheries

round Ireland and Newfoundland.

Dieppe, Fe~

camp, Granville and Dunkirk furnish the greater proportion of them.
Among the imports into France from Newfoundland is an immense
quantity of cod eggs, which are picked and used
as ground bait for the sardines.
From

the

annual

hospital for "women

report of the New

and

England

children, Boston,

we

learn that during the year ending last October,
252 patients were received in the hospital,
530

were attended
dispensary,

at thefr homes, and

making

in

all 4,203

3,421

at the

persons

who

have received medical hid from the hospitals.

Of

the 90 who entered the medical wards, four died,

one adult who was received as *‘ ineurable” and
and
a delegation of miners have waited on Governor | three babies less than a year old. Of the 57 in
the surgical ward, only one died, a poor little
Hartranft to ask for their withdrawal, representchild that was brought there dying. In the maing that the citizens and miners will assist the ternity
ward no one of the 105 patients died. The
civil authorities in preserving the peace. The hospital wins friends slowly, and is still burden-

ble force of militia has arrived at Hazleton,

strike in the Potomska Mill, New
Bedford,
is
ended, but a new one took place, Friday, in the

Ocean Mills, Newburyport.
shoremen,

in New

York,

The strike of long-has

become

general

throughout that city.
A debate in the Illinois legislature, on* Saturday, grew so warm that members ‘resorted to
violence, throwing books

at each other

and

en-

gaging in a general scrimmage.
FOREIGN,.
The new postal law of Canada
intowffect on the 1st of May,

will be carried,

instead

of the

1st

of Aigust.
The forthcoming budget of the British chancellor of the exchequer will show a surplus of
over a million pounds.
A high festival was given at Venice, Tues day,
"by the King of Italy, in honor of the Emperor of
Austria.
:
‘I'he Spanish’

Bank, of Havana,

has

rily loaned the government $2,000,000
with which to pay the troops,
Late reports from Newfoundland

tempora-

in

gold,

confirm

reported success of the scal fishery there.

the

The

news from the Conception Bay fleet is - unfavora:

ble.

:

A leading articlein the Berlin Post, ministerial organ, expresses grave apprehensions thatjthe

present French Assembly will precipitate a war
of revenge under MacMahon

and

the Orleans

princes, and that Austria and Italy may
duced to’ ally themsetves with France,
0)

be in-

ed with debt; but we hope it has passed t hrough
its hardest days, and is winning the recognition
and pecuniary help that it certainly deserves.
A German geographical square mile contains
9,667 Austrian catastral jochs. Of these jochs 100

equal 142 English acres.

the

same

island

the

common

couch

grass,

in-

troduced a few years ago from Sydney, whence
it came from Europe iu the packing of some
goods, has now sprung up in such abundance
as to be rapidly killing the native grasses,
The
thorn apple (Datura Stramonium), a plant of
the East Indies and Abyssinia, more than a
century ago had spread as au naturalized plant
through every country in Europe, except Sweden,Lapland and Norway, through the aid of gipsy quacks who used the seed as anti-spasmodics
or frequently applied them to more questionable
uses. The
same plant is widely spread over

the

United

States.

To

such an

extent has this

even

introduced

the plants

of the steppes into

the environs of Paris. The Turkish
army, in
their incursions mto Europe, brought eastern
vegetables in their train, and lett the seeds of

plants to bloom

‘on

the

ramparts

of

Buda and Vienna.
Lepidium Draba,~a plant
of Central and Southern Europe, and temperate
Russian Asia,—was, introduced into England in
1809 by the returned troops from the disastrous
Nine hundred cars enter and leave the passenWalcheren expedition.
Many of the troops disger and freight stations of the Eastern Railroad
embarked at Ramsgate, and the straw of their
at Boston daily.
mattresses was thfown into an old chalk pit beMrs. Bayard Taylor is translating her hus . | longing to a Mr, Thompson, from whom the
band’s History of Germany into the German lan . | weed, now troublesome and spread over many
parts of the Isle of Thanet, was long known
guage. '
to the country people as * Thompson’s weed.”—
There is an elm tree in Paris that was planted
Geographical Magazine.
:
:
in 1605, in the reign of Henry 1V, This year its
leaves were as early as those of its younger
neighbors.

A Norwegian Arctic expedition is to start this
spring. The expense is to be defrayed by a rich
merchant of Gottenburg.

are woihen,
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DR. C. C. FROST

Has found by twenty-five years experience that his
INDIAN
VEGETABLE

Lough and Humor Cure

BO
52
18
40
B5
70

|

Colds,

and

Incipient

Consumption,

Inflammation of the Throat and Lungs,
Dyspepsia, and all diseases of the Liver
and Digestive Organs.

Gunpowder—

Young Hyson.. 35 @ 1 20
Hyson Skin.....25 g.. 40
Souchong..... . 580%
Oolong....... 30810

LUMBER.

til

is the most sure and speedy cure for

Sole—
3
B. Ayres.... 27 @.. 30
Orinoco .....
26 @.. 28
Oak Sole .... 34 @.. ®

Clear Pine..25

& CO., BOSTON.

THE ROSS BOY
Coughs,

{Hyon cesses

Libraxy

Catalogues free.

5 ¥.. 6

RAS:

9

LEATHER.

&

Rough...eeevive

58. 61

ShCeL
Aud EASPipe 18

8.

TALLOW.

@.. 17

..8..

eT

3° Jo}

hepe

Your

<

For sale at all first-class Bookstores.
Attention is
invited to the high commendation which they have
received from the religious and literary press of the

.

.

| PRA

58 0y Coffee cru

60 00 @ 62 50

D. LOTHROP
|

2

8

Havana.—

Cuba Muscovade—
New Orleans..

IRON,

It eliminates from the system all humors and impurities, acting as an alterative, eradicating disease
and producing the most wonderful and astounding
cures where other remedies and physicians have
entirely failed. Many persons who have suffered
“rome
ne
iit was the uni
versal opinion of friends and physicdfnd
that they
must die with consumption; have
n entirely cured

with a few bottles of this truly wonderful medicine.

Volumes of testimony of the most undoubted character can be furnished as to the unparalleled eflicacy

of this preparation, but we
following :

Tv whom it may

have

space for only the

concern : 1 hereby

-

certify

AVD

STOCK

dyspepsia than all other medicines taken.

April

10,

AMERICAN GOLD......... sures
U. 8. FIVE-TWEN1IES, !867..
J. 8S. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 18
. TEN-FORTIES ......
S. COUPONS SIXES, 188].

1875.
pan

§|

and
for

[ am now

in the daily use of the same and have been for four
or five months past, and do most cheerfully recommend it to all aMicted in like manner,
REV. NAHUM
BROOKS,
|
254 Bridge Street, Manchester, Jan. 30, 18/5,
Fs
DOVER, N. H., Dec, 30, 1874.
|
This certifies thot I have used.C. C, Frost's Cough
| and Humor Cure for some time, and can festify to
| its useful effects from experience.
I heartily agree
| with the testimonies of Revs. I. D. Stewart, N.
| value.
I donot intend
| whatever its cost,

MARKET.

that in

the use of C. C, Frost's Indian Vegetalle Cough
Humor
Cure, 1 have received
more
beaecfit

Brooks, H. 8: Kimball,
and, J. C. Osgood,

GOLD

y

C.

to

be

without
REV. C

as to its

it hereafter,
O.LIBBY.

LAKE ViLLAGe, N. H., July 30, 1874.
Frost—Dear Sir: My observation and expe-

C.

rience satisfy me that your

medicines

do more than

you claim for them; and I would urge wwii to call the
attendion

of the:

your Cough

most afllicted of mortals, destined to suffer periodically the greatest distress without relief or consolation
Every
draught, every breathof air seems an
enemy in disguise. This is ACUTE CATARRH or
COLD IN THE HEAD.
It arises from constitutionally weak or diseased nasal organs and enfeebled
action of the pores of the skin. Iu the permanent
cure of this
distressing trouble

|SANFORD'S
FOR

Ths .—=03

RADICAL
CATARRH

is a never-failing specific.
first dose.
this

Its use

dieease,

and

public

to two

Humor Cure.-

points

in regardto

First—it is a splendid

and

worst forms of Acute

sure

that

sensitiveness

predisposes
to prevent

Catarrh

that ever afflicted mortal

man.

fresh cold it would, settle

in

or

my

Cold

my

sufferings

would

be

in the Head

head, causing

the

intense, and

finally

tried.

Three

weeks

ago.

while suffering from the worst attack I ever hac % i
rocured a botile of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
atarrh.

The relief from the first dose was so grat-

@a—90
@ 100
@

—

82

considers

your

Cough

N, H., and of G.

C. Goodwin

Weeks & Potter, wholesale agents,
retail by medicine dealers everywhere.
10

and

| DECALCOMANIA,

& Co.,and

Boston.

BEAUTIFUL

At
13t10

ART

OF TRANSFERRING PICTURES, with
instructions and catalogue sent free for 10 cts., 100
for 50 ots. They are Heads, Landscapes, Flowers,
Autumn Leaves, Animals, Birds, Insects, &c.
They can be transferred instantly to any article as to lwitate the most beautiful painting.
Also db
Gem Chromos for 10 cents. and beautiful catalogue
of 81k Book Markers free,

.

BALDWIN

to

Whenever I took a

she

Yours truly,
REV. H. S. KIMBALL.
medicine can be obtained of C, C. Frost,

This

Manchester,

& CO., 744 Broadway, N. Y.
3m13

attack o

settling in my loins and bowels, would render my
Hite miserable for a month, Never during all my sui
ferings was 1 able to obtain even temporary
reliet
from any medicine
I ever

that

siders herself entirely cured.

to

people

an

most violent sneezing, accompanied with excessive
discharges from my eyes and nose, For days and
days

and say to you

Humor Cure the great remedy for sick headache.
She had been sadly aflicted for years and found no
relief unul -she tried your medicine.
Now, after
using eight bottles of the C. and H. Cure, the con-

Instant relief follows the

destroys

is

.
Yours truly, REV. H.S. KIMBALL,
LAKE VILLAGE, N, H., Oct. 23, 1374,
C. C'. Frost—Dear Sir: My wife wishes me to write

CURE

CHRONIC or ULCERATIVE CATARRH.
From the Well-known Maker of Yale's
Mammoth Tent.
GENTLEMEN :—I have suffered ten years from the

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

GERMAN FOUR PART SONGS
For Mixed

Voices.

Just pubiisted, is

an unusually

good collection of entirely new. music, by the hest
modern German composers. Just right for Musical
Societies. Price $1.60.
\

OLIVER**
ORIGINAL HYMN TONES. iv:
By H. Kf,

an composer of ¢ Federal 8t.,” and other favorite
tunes, contains 100 Tunes, Chants and Anthems, all

original and

of the

best quality.

Price, Boards, 80

ifying that I would willingly have given one hundred
dollars to obtain it. A few doses Completely cured
mie. My head has since been
perfectly free from

cts;

mucous accumulations, my

by J. C. D. Parker, contains new Glees which were
Successes, when sung by the ‘ Parker Club.”
Price

breathing

easy, and

not

a sympton of trouble about my back and bowels has
presented itself. Its effect in my case has been truly
remarkable,

Cloth, $1.00,

SEVEN

Sanford’s

Madical
Cure
is a Local
Constitutional Remedy. -

it is

and

applied directly to the seat

adion and gradually drying up the discharge.

I'TUTIONAL=—

Because it is ‘taken

internal

y.

where, by its alterative and resolvent -properties, it
puiifics the blood of the acid poison always present
n catarrh, keeps the pores open, the skin ‘moist and
tone to the

nervous

forces, improves

its powerful

Each pgekage contains a treatise on catarrh’ and
DL Sunfobry Jniinoved Inhaling Tube.
Price $1.
for sale
by
Druggists everywhere. WEEKS &
Boston, ial

fisiivh

4613

DEAFNESS. |

ISCHARGES from the
Catarrh, Bronchitis,
sumption, Throat Affection
ous dystem, frqm whatever

ear, noises in the head,
Offensive Breath, Cone
and Debility of the Nerycause, cured by

Dr. Lighthill,

SONGS.

|

of disease, the nasal passages, by insufllation, where
it acts, jastandy clearing the head of mucous accumulations, atlaying pain and soreness, subduing
CONS

PART

For Mixed Voices,

cents.

Very respectfully,
R.M. YALE.
Sail and Awning Maker, 2 South Market Street.

POTTER,
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new $000 Prize Series; 13 vols. #16.75; the Pansy
| Books and other choice works. Published by

12

1}

. 5s

Nutinegs

¥ ton. “ena 23 00 @ 27 00
Straw,180bs..1

pg

:

~~

AN

ig

Ginger.

00

g22

00

ToR.ssss4ib

8a

R. M. PECK; West Bloom-

The edlebrated $1000 Prize Series; 16 vol., $24.50;
the original $500 Prize Series; 8 vols., £12.00; the

5.5

SPICES.

hasta, MN

solicited.

secure

— @ 4 50

good

1
and

A
-

large

collection

Pianolorte

pieces

of
for

|
+ Four Hands, is tull of
entertaining music for practiceor

most

home 1ecreation.

Price $2.50,

A= Praises of the River
ular Sabbath School Song

.

of

L.ife,

ourpop-

Book, come from all quait-

ers, indeed from all who have used it. Sabbath
School Men recommend it highly. Price $30 per
hundred,
All books sent, post-paid, fol retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO,
Boston,

tonic influence, to completely throw off the disease.

— 42
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the appetite, and enables the system, by
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Wire

free, at following prices per hundred :—Small Pear,
$25; Dwarf Pear, #15; Apples, $13; Horse Chestnut,
5h to 6 feet, 16; Mountain Ash, 5 to 7 teet, #15.
Cor-

J

oe

20@

and
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TREES!
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Land sold, and must be cleared. Will sell, boxed
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SEEDS.
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93 |EggS
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atmospheric ehanges which

‘State,¥ d0z......... etrines Seeseveer =H

Corn

oultry.c.eeess

GRAIN,

Southern yell

Fertilizers, Tools,

Stl

cus, thin, acrid and poisonous, until, unfit for business or pleasure, you number yourself among the

.c.veveersnnsrcres
11:00
# bbl. "nv
2)

FLOUR

18

Raisins, bunch—
Potatoes, ¥ bu.
:
5
i
CasKeerosese os +» @ + +. | Jacksons.... 65
7
0 @
3OXessrsans 280 @ 28 | Early Rose
Loose Musc.3 65 g 3 70 Onions ¥bbl 2 4 8 2 i
15

Seeds,

Nurbery and Greenhouse productions, for sale by
BENJ
. WELLS,
®
No. 18 Hawley
t. (formerly No. 3),
BOSTON,
ASS.
OW!

Until your head seems ready to fiy off, until your
nose and eyes discharge excessive quantities of mu-

7, 1875.

BEEF AND PORK.

ii

18 @8..)7

17 @..

ve.andN.Y.

400 |

Lemons, ?box3 50 8

Beston.

rists’ Requisites, Garden Furniture and Decorations,
in variety; a choice stock of Foreign and Domestic

23858240

.....

Row,

Work, Flower Pots, Vases, Trellises, Fernertes,

Small and ex. 2 25.8 2 50

6} MAY.

@..

Currants..eeese —

Bulbs,

Beans,
¥ bush.

“SNEEZE |

MARKET.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

Boel, eXtra Mess
Pork, new mess,

23

Merchants
>

Trees, Shrubs, Plants

Bibl 1 Dai

Vermont...... 25 @.. 28

31 @.. 32

healthy, gives

Tom Hughes, author of * Tom Brown. af Rugissued Feb. the! 17th. As seeds plantéd any
by,” is writing up his old friend Canon Kingsley, whom he calls * Parson Lot.” This titl o | time during the month of May will grow and
blossom well, this offer will remain open until
would involve Mrs, Kingsley in a pretty pickle,
the first of June, None need fear. The seeds
gays the Chicago Tribune.
will certainly be mailed to ali who order them,
A wood-cutter on the farm of Mr. Knowles, of with the small amount necessary
to cover the
Sedeca Township, Canada, recently discovered a | expense of postage iid MFwarding, asset forth
polished stone tomahawk embedded in the wood "in said notices in the Star; It any packages fail to
of an oak tree.
It is, supposed to have been uc- arrivein ‘due lime, give me notice, and more
cidentally left in the side of an oak when it was
will be sent in their place.
/
a sapling, and us growth into a tree finally covAddress, Rev. J. COPELAND.
ered the weapon.
From the rings countedo n
Lima, N. Y.
'
\

Markets.
NEW

@..

SUPERPHOSPHATE.

| thing
in cases of constipation—a perfect regulator
much
superior to Pile; second—it is palatable; deli| cate persons and children take it with pleasure,
| thereby deriving added benefit from the medicine,

—

My offer is still open, to
Seeds on the terms set forth

the tree,it was stuck there 101 years ago.

tempts af extermination.

BUTTER.
gone
on in certain countries,
that
in the
Cape of Good Hope, for example, there are more
State new, good to prime
......... eee
weslern, 40. «vo ociiiancerrinrsnerins
ions
naturaliZed introduced species than all the na‘Lard, steam rendered...........iiiiiennns
tive ones put together. Finally, I am informed
CHEESE.
by Professor Archer, of Edinburgh, if further
Dairies, good to prime..... sareres
proof of the agency of man was necessary, that; Factory
Farm Dairies, [RPP essesirseenansaies
(Enothera biennis, originally introduced: from
i
COFFEE,
America in ballast, is spreading all over Europe,
Java, ¥ b., ¥ bag goid ..... iseassnvasnrve
forming a beautiful
addition to the Eurbpean
Maracaibo, ¥b.,¢¥ bag, gold..............
flora.
Ee
COAL.
How armies help to scatter plants is shown
Anthracite (by the cargo), ......... . 500
by the fact that,in the campaign of 1814, the
American Bituminous «...ccovveeves 675
Russian troops brought, in the stuffing of their
English House Cannel ............ +1800
saddles, seeds from the banks of the Dnieper Liverpool Gas Cannel .....c..cc0vve 1200
and the Don to the valley of the Rhone, and
EGGS.

Oriental

Of the 334,042 teachers in this country, 127,713

breeding grounds which effectually defy all at-

21

Shelled covvee

Ae

. Getting Rid of Grasshoppers.
.

gouev

34
Jteow1d

;

7 @.. 8
@..10
8

Rye Flour....5 00 @ 6 00 Apples, dried ®
corn Meal... .4 10 g@ 4 25 | do. sliced....

salt or permanganate of potash may be advautageously employed.
Careful attention should
be paid to keeping the extremities warm.
Diet
should be simple
but nourishing.
During a
recent epidemic of diptheria in Breoklyn, Dr, O.
1'.. Lines, of that city, treated one, hundred cases
in the manner described above without losing a
single patient, although the city reports showed
an average mortality of forty pei cent. of those
treated in the ordinary way,
4

PRODUCE.

6 008 6 50 |

choice extra,

solutions of tommon

SO

Hogs, dressed... 93g..11

COE'S

WHITTEMORE BROS.
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Prof. Goessmann makes the
valug in 1874, $54.91, in 1874, $55.34 per ton.

oti Hl 1418. 15
I
5,58 smoked. , 1248..13}

Ulinois and Indiana, =

iently administered, the wet-sheet-pack, or tepid
sponging may be frequently employed. When
the disease is somewhat protracted, so that the
breath becomes offensive from the decomposition of the false membranes, antiseptic gargles,.

composed of very

RUSSEL

15}

3 158

B.,

1108,

La

b 25 @ 5 60

FRUIT.

Wheh the full bath can not be

00

16 09 @17 00

Family...

medium do..5 50 @ 5 75
choice do....0 00 @ 6 5)
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of
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Por
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828 00
iY Wy x 22 30
choice extra 7 00 @ 8 00
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, PROVISIONS.

’ ext.b 00 @ 5 50
Loms,

extras.

best

@12 00 |peef—Mess,
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FLOUR AND MEAL.

this treatment the fever generally yields,
membranes are thrown off, general infec-

ease rarely extends into the larynx.
Or, Myer also recommends the use

..

11

Salmon, tee. 21 00 @22 00 | Western....12 50 13

com.

the

Gravdew, Field and Tower
STLDS.

8.

. 43 3

Kerosene,.....
Cod—largeqt.5 50 @ 6 75
00 Napthaooveees

The ice should be very clean, and hence the artificial kind is the best.
In very severe cases
the external use of cold in the form of ice cra-

acknowledged

Plow in the market ;

{Refined ....

Mackérel,bbl.6 50 & 8 50 |

tion of the system does

for level or hill land,

: 2

Doe Plows H Whres, Cast and Steel Tooth;
Harrows} Cucumber Wood
Pumps,
with
and without ‘copper lining ; and all kinds of Farm
ing Tools,
Also

Ravass ites

wt

Side Hill or Swivel Plows,

i

$3
4

800,000

Boston. +e ss ay 800
@.. 8
ing
(French Yellow..2}
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FISH.

Do.shore.

@.e

hoe.

801d. - We will retund the
Jice to any one claiming
it after using the hoe one
day, Send for circular,
We call particular attention to our

1}

sc

nh

Hoes,
pointed and a

two-edged

9%

22 Bi

‘““ Even when the children are very young,
and witli infants under one year, he has them
fed with small bits of ice, which are allowed to

It is also stated that

9

il

6 @.. 6} [yenRed ¥ evi i
ol
00
..
;
60
35

“Warren
Is both a

818.. 9

pure

pus

[Spi

&..

Superflnescesvees

Mr. Gilbert Stuart has more recently observed
similar facts regarding the vicinity of Galusbiels, | . The grasshoppers make clean work with some |
of the crops in the Western States, and farmers
where there are extensive wool washing and
are alarmed about thé future. If the crops are to
drying works.
Among others, he found natarbe eaten up in the sume way another year, the
alized on the banks of the Tweed and the Gala
and the farmers mimore than forty species, some ot whic hare rare country will be.deserted,
grate elsewhere.
In China, it is made the duty
even in England, some new to Scotland, while
of certain officers to kill the grasshopper.
others are entire strangers to Britain.
Plants
The Connecticut election, Monday, resulted
The local authorities, whether civil or military
will escape from botanic gardens and get scatin the general success of the democrats, who refor the stamping out of these
tered over Europe.
In Linnzus’s day, the flea- are held responsible
elected their governor, retained control of the
insects as soon as their appearance has been
bane, or Canada thistle, had been scarcely a cenlegislature, and defeated Hawley and Kellogg
reported.
They are required to summon a large
tary in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris before
for Congress.
Complete returns give Ingersoll
body of men, and at once surround the locusts,
it was carried by the winds over Francé, the
Away out in New Mexico, they seem to be
a majority of 6684. The only republican con- waking up to the existence of one day inthe
the expenses of the maintenance of the men and
British Islands, Italy, Sicily, Holland and Gergressman returned is Starkweather. The Senate week which should be observed as the Sabbath.
compensation for the crops trodden down durmany.
The same observation might be made
ing the chase being suppljed by the- provincial
regarding various species ot Mimulus especially
contains 15 democrats and 6 republicans, and In a recent number of the Santa Fe New Mexitreasury.
Shquld the local authorities succeed
M. luteus, which was introduced from Norththe House of Representatives 133 democrats and” can, we find a call for a public meeting which
in stamping
out the
locust within a limited
west America, by David Douglas,
not ‘forty
reads: * Ladies and gentlemen, merchants and
109 republicans.
!
time, their services are favorably reported to
years ago, and is now scattered over the British
mechanics,
orthodox
and
heterodox,
Jew
and
Mound College, San - Francisco, a Presbyteshould they fail, and the
Islands from Cornwall to the Orkneys, where the Emperor; but
Christian, Mexican and American, civil and milrian institution, was burned on Sunday night.
locust spread
and do damage, they
are liaI have pizked it,—to all appearance. (had the
itary, "everybody interested in the closing of the
Loss $60,000.
not been known) wild. Similar-instan—| ble-to be deprived of their-posts; arrested and
stores one day in Seven, are invited to the ad- “contrary
handed over to.the proper board for punishThe republican ticket was completely suceess- journed meeting to-night at S o’clock, at_the ces could be multiplied to almost any extent,
ment.
A certain sum per bushel is paid to
but
the
hearing
of
the
foregoing
is
self-evident.
ful in Michigan, Monday, the majority being Presbyterian Church.”
When we consider how recently the flora of peasants bringing in unwinged locusts, and half
about 15,000.
that sum when the locusts are able to fly, while
A professional rat catcher is meéting with conEurope has been cacefully
studied,
we may
siderable success in Albany.
He wears upon
It is expected that Ingersoll, the pardoned
compensation is given for crops trodden down
imagine how many plants crept in from other
in the chase.
The locusts are swept with beTweed ring forger, will make disclosures impli- his feet shoes that are perfectly noiseless, and, countries without being remarked, and are now
cating hitherto unsuspected persons of complici- armed with a dark lantern, a pair of tongs and a ranked as indigenous species. The same in- soms into trenches dug at the sides of the cornwire cage, enters the place where his game is termixture is going on in countries the flora of fields, in which a vigorous fire is kept up.
The
ty with the ring.
supposed to be. The blinding flash of the light which is imperfectly known. In hot aud ill- best time to capturesfocusts is when they are
The President tells a press correspondent is said to 10 guilders the rat that he stands perfeeding al dawn of day, when,their bodies being
cultivated countries such naturalizations take
that the published stories of what the governfectly still a
allows the man to pick him up
heavy with dew and their wings wet, they arc
place more
easily. For
instance,
Wildenow
ment proposes to do about the Mexican outrages
unable to jump or fly. Ifthe Western States or
with the tongs ani deposit him in the receptacle
mentions
that
Chen opodium
—ambrosibides,
"are pure inventions, the fact being that the subprovided for imprisonment.
any parts of them are to be visitedby the locusts
shown by Mr. Burchell oir a point of St. Helein the future as they have beén of late years,
ject has not even been laid before the Cabinet as
na, multiplied in four years to such an extent
Two million frants are expended on the French
some system of defense will have to be adopted.
yet.
as to become one of the commonest weeds in
fisheries, and this sum will not be thought excesUnder existing circumstances the use of men in
the
island.
Fhe
feather-like
seeds
of
Asclepias
sive,
when
it
is
remembered
that
there
are
13,* Assistant Postmaster-General Tyner’s experilarge numbers is impracticable, and the ingecarasavica, introduced from O:aheite into New
ence during his former service as a special agent’ 000 boats employed on the sardine fisheries of
nuity of inventors or scientists 1s our only hope.
Caledonia as the stuffing of a lobster, have now
Brittany.
Brittany alone exports annually 10,of the department seems to have been valuable
The prospect, it must be confessed, is not very
multiplied that plant to such an exfent as to
000,000 boxes of sardines, though many of these
to him in his new position, he having just un- little fish are really young smelts and herrings. cause serious uneasiness to agriculturists.
cheering, for the vast uninhabited regions afford”
In

earthed the method by which Contracts have
long been fraudulently obtained, and also discovered frauds in the execution of contracts for
mail service on certain roads in the south-
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During the senatorial confest in West Virgin.
ia, Mujor Hotchkiss of Staunton, made a sensible
speech.
He said: ¢ Gentlemen, if no one will
make a speech, I will, and I will stop when I get
done. Citizens of West Virgina, it you would
all take the same interest in developing the resources of your country by opening your rich
mines, cultivating
the
soil, improving
your
“Stock, and cultivating habits of industry,that you
take in hunting public offices, for. yourselves or
friends, you would soon have one of the first and
best states in the Union.”

An explosion of giant powder occurred in
San Francisco, Wednesday
night, blowing
down several buildings and crushinga number
of persons,—men, women and children. Fire
broke out immediately, and the loss is estimated at over half a million dollars.
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Drills,

advantage of being harmless,
A recent number
of the Medical Record contains the following
paragraph
from a foreign journal . describing
Myer’s treatment of diptheria, which
is well

common.
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the use of caustics in’ this disease,

WHOLESALE

For the week

read with interest :
:
Until recently, it was the fashion of all *treg-.
ular” practitioners to keep the diptheria patient

oo

‘species

desired,

’

As the disease is so prevalent and fatal in this
vicinity, aud, in fact, in different parts of the
country, the following directions as to its treat-

At Brownsville, Tennessee, Tuesday evening;
Robert Medley, county colrt clerk, was shot
and killed in his office by two brothers, named

Y., Monday.

it

ab

:

Wherever

sent,

Treatment of Diptheria.

Man has, perhaps, moré- than any other agency, helped to carry the plauts of one_region to
another, and to confound the original distribu-

to

threaten the downfall of the ministry.
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The Dispersion of Plants.

believed that the church was approaching a
crisis, the most flery for 300 years,
The conflict between the Spanish government
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course of which he said he regarded himself
instructed with a commission of warfare, for
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CHAS, H, DITSON & CO,
711 Br'dway, N. York

LEBANON ACADEMY.

Principal,
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